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ABSTRACT


Title: Case Study: How An East European Student Learns to Compose in English.

Since the political climate in the former Soviet bloc has shifted, there is an influx of East Europeans to the United States. As these refugees enter the U.S. educational system in greater numbers, teachers must adapt to the special needs of this population. The intent of this study is to focus on the composing skills of a Polish student who enrolled in an English for Non-Native Residents (ENNR) program at an urban university. The investigation examines the contextual framework that supports the subject's literacy experiences by means of a longitudinal case study format. Several ethnographic and experimental techniques are used to explore three areas of interest: cultural context, the learning situation, and the composing processes. Multiple sources of data are used to investigate culture and learning, and a single elicitation technique is applied to the study of the writing process.

Study of the cultural context suggests that the subject's early education and literacy experiences in Poland strongly influenced her development as a writer of English. Investigation of the classroom context at the university revealed both her preferences and frustrations with teaching and learning experiences.
The primary focus of this study is exploration of writing process by means of a think-aloud protocol. The subject was asked to speak aloud while composing an essay on a narrative topic. She was instructed to say everything that came to mind while writing, and the session was videotaped for later analysis. A coding system was developed to help identify various components of the writing process, such as planning, commenting, rereading and pauses. Writing strategies, repetitions, fillers, revisions, verbal rehearsing, and quantity of words were identified according to frequency and location within the protocol.

The results of the protocol analysis suggest that composing is not a neat and tidy process, but a complex configuration of multiple strategies. In the early stages simple patterns such as comments, planning, and fillers help the subject get started. A cycle of patterns, which seem automatic and deeply embedded, occurs throughout. These patterns emerge as Writing-Rehearsing-Pausing events. Each of these categories contains within a multitude of behaviors, such as pausing to think, rereading, and trying out new ideas. The data reveal numerous efforts at surface editing, yet the final product contains an average of 2.8 errors per sentence. The findings suggest that a writer's strategies and goals may shift during a controlled writing situation, and that initial steps may differ from those needed to attain closure. They suggest that attempts at surface revisions may not, in fact, improve the final product.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

The intention of this thesis is to examine how a particular Eastern European student learns to compose in English. My interest in the topic developed after working as a practicum student, and later as a teaching assistant in a university program for non-native speakers of English. During that time, I was teaching a writing class in which 42% of the students were non-Southeast Asians. One of these individuals was a 34-year-old Polish woman whose multiple roles included working wife, mother and student.

At the urban university in the Pacific Northwest where this study takes place, a steady stream of Soviet and Eastern Europeans has joined the Southeast Asian population. These groups are studying side by side in the English for Non-Native Residents (ENNR) program. The demographics in ENNR are undergoing a slight shift with the influx of this new group of immigrants, and consequently, Eastern Europeans are likely to have a strong impact on the ENNR program in the future. What is the nature of Eastern European students, and how will they affect what is taught and learned in ENNR? In the past, much attention has focused on the needs, values, and cultural background of Southeast Asian students. Until recently, academic research about the ENNR program focused exclusively on this group. Assessment of statewide immigration patterns suggests that in the future a substantial number of Soviet and Eastern European students will enroll in the ENNR program. The purpose of this study is to describe and understand this newcomer to the university, the Eastern European student.
RATIONALE

Prior to 1978, 100% of this state's immigrant population was Southeast Asian. During the following decade, other ethnic groups began to arrive from the former Soviet Union, the Eastern Bloc and other regions of strife. By 1988, immigration of non-Southeast Asian groups, boosted by a large influx of Soviet émigrés, equaled the Southeast Asian population. As of 1992, statewide non-Southeast Asian immigration accounted for 63% of new arrivals, with Soviets comprising 54%, Eastern Europeans, 4%, and others, 5%. Southeast Asian groups accounted for only 37% (Kanal, 1993).

Although the political climate is changing in Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union, relaxation of emigration restrictions makes it likely that people will continue to leave. It is likely that their destination of choice will be the United States, since U.S. refugee policy supports the reuniting of families. The trend towards resettlement in the region in which this study takes place is indicated by statewide and local figures. From 1988-1994, the state admitted 5,814 refugees from former Soviet countries (The Oregonian, June 26, 1994). As of January, 1993, about 4,000 Soviet immigrants had settled in the metropolitan area (Willamette Week, 1993).

As a group, Southeast Asians tend to be political refugees, fleeing for their lives from violence and corruption. In contrast, Soviet and Eastern European arrivals in recent years are seeking asylum for religious and economic reasons, and not because their lives are in immediate danger. Eastern Europeans differ from the Southeast Asian population in other respects as well. Their western cultural background is more similar to United States culture than that of the Southeast Asians. Racially, they fit in with mainstream America. Their formal educations have not been disrupted by cycles of war and violence, and they achieved universal literacy under
Communism. Their studies in philosophy, literature, religion, and technology share certain commonalities with education in their adopted country. Even their native languages, with few exceptions, relate more closely to English. As part of the former Soviet Union, many Eastern Europeans were required to study Russian in addition to their native language, making knowledge of a second language an integral part of their schooling. Many are already experienced language learners when they begin to study English. Noting marked differences between eastern European and Southeast Asian students in ENNR, I became curious to find out if certain advantages existed for European students in an academic environment. Since the explicit goal of ENNR is to improve the literacy skills of non-native speakers of English, this report selects a single aspect of academic literacy, the study of writing.

At the university where this study takes place, until now, few research projects in Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages (TESOL) have focused specifically on Soviet or Eastern European students. Therefore, I decided to concentrate my inquiry on a student representing one of these ethnic groups, a Polish woman. This thesis presents a case study of an individual, and explores three areas relevant to ENNR. It investigates the following aspects of her life: cultural context, the academic learning situation, and the composing process. The cornerstone of my investigation of composing was videotaping and transcribing a think-aloud protocol, which was then analyzed and evaluated. It focuses specifically on how the Polish subject learns to compose in English, by investigating the contextual fabric supporting her literacy experiences.
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

The framework for this research evolves from theories in two areas, ethnography and the writing processes. The study of culture is the cornerstone of ethnography. The role of culture in explaining how instruction and learning are interrelated was highlighted by Vygotsky (1978). In his view, language is a tool which shapes and is shaped by culture.

The rationale for applying ethnographic techniques to second language (L2) research is based on a model of language learning through interaction. This theory hypothesizes that language learning is language socialization more than language acquisition (Watson-Gegeo, 1988). Therefore, a researcher's attention should focus on the "other things" that are learned and taught along with language form and structure.

A widely accepted definition of ethnography is one that places it squarely within the domain of L2 inquiry. This perspective, supported by Van Lier (1988) and others, places special emphasis on the learning of communication within a particular speech community. It focuses on "what" is learned, "how" it is learned, and "where" (in what context) it is learned (Van Lier, 1988). Functional aspects of written communication vary between groups. For recently arrived immigrants, writing is very important in a practical sense. In survival skills programs, first, they use writing to fill out forms and applications. Next, they learn to write résumés and letters to help them find jobs. Later, the types, functions, and uses of writing vary according to the particular group culture (Heath, 1983). University students, for example, use writing to take notes in their classes, to relay information, to take examinations, and to fulfill academic requirements.
Along with ethnography, theories of composing help to structure this research project. In the 1970's the view of writing as a linear process was reassessed, and supplanted by a new concept of writing as an act of discovery. Investigators such as Pianko (1979), Sommers (1980), Perl (1979), and Schumacher et al (1984), in first language (L1) studies, and Raimes (1985), Brooks (1985), and Zamel (1987,) in L2, charted new directions for the teaching of writing. Key studies of the composing process are discussed in detail in Chapter II.

GUIDING QUESTIONS

The main purpose of this research is to examine and describe how one Eastern European student learns to compose in English. The subunits explore three aspects of the subject's literacy experiences, including cultural context, the learning situation, and the composing process. Some guiding questions will help to systematize the study.

Cultural Context

This section of the study explores the subject's past and focuses on Polish culture, family background, and early literacy experiences. It is based on the proposition that culture and language learning are closely related, and that the values, attitudes and beliefs of a native culture influence one's perceptions towards an adopted culture. What are the attitudes of Polish culture towards literacy, and how do these attitudes influence the subject's development as a writer of English? What value did her family place on education? What kind of formal education did she have in her native country? How can knowledge of her first language background help an ENNR instructor to provide effective teaching and learning for this student?
Learning Situation

This section examines the subject's recent academic career as a student of English, and focuses on some of the teaching and learning events which have transpired in the university setting. It is based on the proposition that learning takes place in the context of the classroom environment, and that learning and communication are interconnected. The types of interaction which occur in the classroom and university setting affect the content of what is learned. How does the subject assess herself as a student of writing, and how do experienced instructors evaluate her skills? What kinds of interaction occur in the classroom, and how do they affect what is learned? Is the subject a proficient writer in L1, and how does that skill compare with her proficiency in English? How proficient is she as a writer of English? Does she compose differently at the word processor than when using pen and ink? What are her learning strategies? How can a writing instructor use information about the subject's academic strengths and weaknesses to help plan for future writing instruction?

Composing Process

This section explores the actual composing processes which take place while writing. It is based on the proposition that observation and analysis of real-time writing yield objective data about the thought processes and patterns which occur during composing. Writing is conceptualized as a complex activity consisting of both observable and non-observable behaviors. Observable behaviors can be recorded, counted and analyzed, and include activities such as transcribing, reading, pausing,
editing and revising. Non-observable behaviors include planning, thinking and generating ideas.

In order to externalize the unobservable aspects of composing, an experimental technique called "think-aloud" (Perl, 1979) is used. Think-aloud is a form of verbal report in which the subject is instructed to say everything that comes to mind while she writes. The assumption is that oral composing reflects a sequence of thoughts, and that these thoughts represent underlying cognitive processes. The researcher interprets the verbalizations as transitions or connectors between what is thought and what is set down on paper. The next step is to identify the patterns that occur during writing. What basic writing patterns does the student use? Does she employ prewriting, planning, rereading, revising and/or reflection? To what extent does she use these strategies, and how effectively?

How can observation of a single student help add to the body of knowledge about writing in general and about second (or third) language composing in particular? Are the experiences of this learner consistent with findings of other studies in the field? Is oral composing a good research tool, and does it have potential as an effective instructional technique as well?

METHOD

This report uses a case study approach which focuses on an individual learner. The framework for the research is a single case study design, and the rationale for using this format is that it offers the opportunity to explore a unique situation, or the revelatory case. Furthermore, case study design was selected because it is flexible, and can be adapted to suit the purposes of the research. Case study structure offers an action plan for getting from "here" to "there" (Yin, 1984).
According to D. Johnson (1992), case studies share four features. First, they are generally qualitative, but may involve some quantification. Second, they are primarily naturalistic, but often use procedures to elicit specific data. Third, they are basically descriptive, yet may transcend description by making contextual or cultural interpretations. Fourth, they are often longitudinal, but may be time-limited.

The guiding questions in this type of study become refined as the research progresses. The key is to focus holistically on the individual learner, someone both dynamic and complex. The subject's view, and not the researcher's, determines the boundaries of the system. The challenge is to explore and understand the entire context, yet to draw out only those features which relate to the purposes of the study, in this case, learning to compose in a second (or third) language.

The data for this case study are both natural and elicited. Naturalistic observations were done in the classroom and home environment. Elicitation techniques were used in observations at the word processor, and during structured and unstructured interviews. Verbal reports of the subject's own thinking were collected to find out more about her composing processes, learning strategies, and writing profile. A think-aloud protocol, discussed above, was the backbone of exploration of the
writing process. Many written materials were collected, including surveys, school writing, home writing, notes, letters and multiple drafts of essays.

According to Van Lier (1988, p.57), "To my knowledge there is as yet no reported case of a successful integration of experimental and ethnographic work, though it is clearly important to explore this possibility." This investigator takes on Van Lier's challenge by using ethnography and quasi-experimental techniques to explore the writing background of the case study subject. Van Lier further explains, "For the classroom teacher such combined research can be very beneficial, since it ensures that contextual variables, and the actual work that is done in the classroom are taken into due consideration" (1988, p.59). Moreover, it provides the opportunity to generate hypotheses in multiple areas of study, and perhaps discover congruence between them.

ENN R

The ENNR program at the university where the study took place is a three-term sequence which functions as a support program for non-native residents whose Verbal Scholastic Aptitude Test scores and Test of Standard Written English (TSWE) scores fall below those required for regular admission to the university. Non-native resident students who score below 350 on the Verbal SATs or below 35 on the TSWE are encouraged to take ENNR. Placement within ENNR is determined by the student's score on the Michigan Test of English Language Proficiency, a retired non-secure version that is not to be confused with the Michigan Assessment battery. Students with scores from 49 to 64 are placed in Intermediate-1. Those whose scores range from 65 to 75 are placed in Intermediate-2. Students who score between 76 and 80 are assigned to Advanced Intermediate level.
As a political refugee from a Communist country, Enya (a pseudonym, as are all names in this study) was a permanent United States resident. Permanent resident status was the basis of her eligibility to enroll in ENNR classes. Since Enya was not a recent graduate of an American high school, she was exempt from taking the SAT, and other criteria determined her placement in the program.

As a graduate student in Spring 1989, the investigator did a practicum in the English for Non-Native Residents (ENNR) program at the northwestern university where this project took place. The position required two hours of teaching per week under the supervision of a more experienced instructor who taught the same students for four hours per week. The textbook used for this Intermediate-2 level was The Random House Writing Course for ESL Students (A. Tucker & J. Costello, 1985). In Fall 1989, the researcher worked as an ENNR Teaching Assistant in Intermediate 1. The required text was A Writer's Workbook: An Interactive Writing Text For ESL Students (Smoke, T., 1987).

The ENNR program was instituted in Fall 1984. During the ten year existence of the ENNR program, the student population has been overwhelmingly Southeast Asian. These are university freshman, who as children, were uprooted from their homes in war-torn countries such as Vietnam, Cambodia, and Laos. Their families sought political asylum in the United States, and the children grew up and graduated from local public high schools.

The phenomenon of East Europeans participating in the ENNR program is relatively recent. In recent years a few Czechoslovakian and Romanian students enrolled. In 1988, the subject's husband, Marek, was the only Polish student in ENNR. One year later, in Fall 1989, there were two sections of ENNR Intermediate-1. In the
investigator's class there were two East Europeans, one of whom was the subject, Enya. In the other section there was one East European.

SUBJECT SELECTION

The subject was selected because she was not representative of the typical ENNR population. She was different from the average ENNR student in many ways, and her uniqueness created an aura of interest. She was a thirty-four year old married mother of two, in classes where most students were recent high school graduates. Her cultural background was East European, whereas most of the students were of Southeast Asian origin. This researcher and two other ENNR instructors were impressed with her rapid progress as a writing student.

Enya entered the ENNR program in Fall 1988, but was immediately forced to drop out when her son became ill. She re-enrolled in beginning level during Fall 1989 and successfully completed ENNR in Spring 1990. This was her first admission to a university in the United States, and her first experience with formal English instruction. The researcher was her instructor in Intermediate-1, the first of the three course sequence.

Enya, a native of Poland, was not new to the study of foreign language. Growing up in a nation dominated by the Soviet Union, she began studying Russian as a required course in fifth grade, and studied it through twelfth grade. She studied two additional years at college level, for a total of ten years of formal training in Russian. In 1984 she moved to Germany with her husband and young son. During that time she learned German in community-based language classes, but insists that she never liked it, nor spoke it well.
During the first year she lived in the United States, she worked nights as a janitor and spent her days as a homemaker and mother of two young children. In Fall 1989, when her children entered school and daycare, she taught Russian part time for a private language school. Spring term, as an admitted student, she qualified for work-study and took a job at the university library. She spent the summer of 1990 working as a Russian and Polish interpreter at the International Refugee Center of Oregon (IRCO). At that time, IRCO was receiving many Soviet émigré clients, and Enya was hired because of her fluency in Russian.

LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY AND LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY SCORES

In August, 1988, Enya was tested for placement within the ENNR program. Two standardized tests and a writing sample help determine which of the three ENNR levels a student is required to take, Lower Intermediate (I-1), Intermediate (I-2), or Advanced. The examinations given prior to entry are the Comprehensive English Language Test for Speakers of English as a Second Language (CELT), and the Michigan Test of English Language Proficiency. Students are assigned to one of three levels on the basis of the Michigan as Table I illustrates:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ENNR Level</th>
<th>Michigan Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lower Intermediate (I-1)</td>
<td>49–64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate (I-2)</td>
<td>65–75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>75–80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

However, a student's performance on the writing sample is taken into consideration. During the time of this study, students whose CELT scores fall below
90 were required to take a 2 hour/week non-credit lab in listening comprehension and note taking practice. Enya's scores on the language proficiency examinations are indicated in Table II as follows:

### TABLE II

**ENYA'S LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY SCORES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instrument</th>
<th>Rating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writing</td>
<td>M- (Medium Low)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CELT</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

At that time, Enya intended to enroll at the university in Fall 1988. However, the illness of one of her children interrupted her plans and postponed admission for one year. She entered the program in Fall 1989, and since her Michigan score was borderline, and her writing assessment was medium-low, she was placed in ENNR Intermediate-I. Although her CELT score indicated eligibility for the supplementary lab in listening comprehension, she did not enroll in that course due to scheduling conflicts.

### TIMELINE FOR DATA COLLECTION

Data collection occurred over a six-month period, from January to July, 1990. During Fall, 1991, the subject separated from her husband and transferred to the University of Hawaii at Hilo, where she studied for one academic year. Long distance follow up telephone interviews were conducted during Winter and Spring 1992, when the subject was residing in Hawaii with her children. Rating of a first language essay and holistic evaluations of three English compositions took place in Spring 1992.
OVERVIEW

The purpose of the case study is to take an in-depth look at an individual's writing and to reconcile it with current theories of cognitive, psycho-social and sociocultural aspects of language acquisition. The perspective of this study is twofold. It examines the subject's development as a writer through a dual lens. The macro lens looks at the subject in totality, from an historical, psycho-social and cultural perspective. It examines many things happening all at once, spanning memories and years. In the words of anthropologist Edward Hall (1969), it operates in "polychronic time." On the other hand, the micro lens focuses on the here and now, the immediacy of the moment, the day-to-day writing experiences and events in her life. It operates in "monochronic time" (M-time).

WRITING PROCESS RESEARCH

In the present study, the instrument selected to function as a micro lens is the think-aloud protocol. It focuses intently on the event of composing in the present. In this respect, it differs from introspective techniques, which rely on the subject's sometimes faulty recall of past events. Instead, the thoughts that occur during writing are quickly transposed into words, and the potential problem of time lapse is eliminated. The effect is to bring the researcher closer to the actual mental processes that occur during composing. There has been debate among researchers about the best way to access the complex cognitive processes a writer uses. There has also been debate, in the history of composing research, about the nature of writing, and the best methods for teaching writing. These topics are discussed in the following chapter, a review of research into the field of writing.
CHAPTER II
WRITING PROCESS RESEARCH IN ESL

Comprehension of the nature of composing in a second language (L2) begins with an understanding of first language (L1) research. There are many similarities between first and second language composing that justify a close look at the theory and practice that inform L1 writing pedagogy. The basic features of writing—planning, looking back in order to move forward, making changes, and discovering meaning—are themes common to both disciplines (Zamel, 1983; Raimes, 1987).

Process oriented L1 pedagogy has permeated L2 classrooms. Second language researchers such as Lay (1982), Zamel (1983), and Jones (1985) assert that many of the same strategies employed by native learners are also present in the composing processes of L2 learners. Jones (1985) argues that many instructional techniques for enhancing L1 writing are also effective in helping L2 learners. Urzua (1987), in her assessment of process oriented pedagogy, indicates that the process strategies taught in L1 classrooms are applicable as well in L2 classrooms.

What goes into the process of writing in a first or second language? What are the cognitive processes, language learning strategies, learner variables and social factors that affect one's ability to compose? These are relatively recent questions, since thirty years ago researchers were less interested in investigating the learner, than the writing he or she produced. Focusing on the learner is a modern development as may be seen in a brief overview of composition pedagogy and research during the last thirty years.
OVERVIEW

Until the late 1960's the focus of composition research was on the end result. Typical research of the day described written products and tested various experimental treatments to see which would yield a superior outcome (Freedman, 1987).

Curriculum reflected research by offering suggestions for activities that would produce particular sorts of writing. Writing in English was based on the classical model, and the goal of instruction was prescriptive. Focus was on accuracy and correctness, systematically taught.

Behaviorism and Error Production

In the early 1970's research called into question prevailing theories of language learning. Until then, teachers, guided by the predominant behaviorist concept of habit formation, encouraged students to avoid errors at all costs. Second language acquisition theory, influenced by the contrastive analysis hypothesis (CAH), attributed errors to first language interference (Silva, 1990). Two versions of the contrastive analysis hypothesis arose, the weak and the strong. The weak version applied contrastive analysis after errors were produced to help teachers understand the differences between the native and target languages in the learning situation. The strong version argued that contrastive analysis could be used to predict errors prior to production (Brown, 1987). A study by Whitman and Jackson (1972) produced persuasive evidence against the strong CAH version. Researchers estimated the comparative difficulty of grammar test items, and then examined 2500 students. When the test results were compared with the predictions, the researchers found that contrastive analysis failed to predict language interference.
Prescriptivism and Rhetoric

In addition to challenging theories of error production, research began to question traditional instructional practices. A 1970 study by Meade and Ellis investigated topic sentences to test whether the prescriptive advice that good paragraphs contain good topic sentences, was in effect applied by professional writers. Their findings challenged the idea that skilled writers adhered to standard textbook guidelines. When researchers began to discover contradictions between what writers actually do and what textbooks say they ought to do, they began looking for a more comprehensive framework (Bridwell & Beach, 1984).

Towards a Process Approach

The framework that began to take shape in the 1970's reflected a paradigm shift in composition theory. Attention now shifted from the written product to the process of composing. In 1971, Emig published a landmark study entitled "The Composing Processes of Twelfth Graders" in which she used a case study approach to explore the behavior of writers. Her research, revolutionary in design and provocative in its implications, led the way for new theoretical perspectives. She opened the way for future research by pioneering think-aloud protocol study, and by using multiple sources of data.

In composition research the protocol analysis method has provided an effective window on the composing process. Composing aloud is a way to examine the cognitive processes that take place during writing. A more complete discussion of the theory behind think-aloud composing follows in the sections on Verbal Reports and Cognitive Science.
Emig audiotaped eight above average high school students as they composed aloud. She gathered additional data from notes which she took while observing the composing sessions, from post writing interviews, and from the students' preliminary notes, outlines and finished products. Contrary to the conventional pedagogical wisdom of the day, her findings indicated that advanced students did little planning and revising on school sponsored topics. She was the first investigator to use the term "recursive" to describe writing processes. Emig's rigor and approach promoted a "science consciousness," which has sustained composition research through the present (Krapels, 1990).

STUDIES OF THE COMPOSING PROCESS

Since Emig, many have studied writing processes. A study by Pianko (1979) replicated Emig's methodology, but with different types of subjects. Emig's subjects were advanced students, but Pianko's were a cross-section of "traditional" or "remedial" college students. Like Emig, she found that most writers spend a very brief time prewriting, and that most planning is done during, not prior to, composing. She also supported Emig's contention that writing behaviors occur in linear stages: prewriting, planning, composing (pausing and rescanning), stopping, and contemplating the finished product. Subsequent research was to challenge the linear stage model of composing.

Pianko's study broke new ground in distinguishing between more and less proficient writers. She found that skilled writers had the ability to reflect more on what had been written. Many subsequent studies differentiated between expert and novice writers. In first language studies (L1) the following investigators (Flower, 1979; Perl, 1979; Sommers, 1980; Schumacher et al, 1984) also made this distinction. In second
language studies (L2) numerous researchers (Brooks, 1985; Abraham & Vann, 1987; Raimes, 1987; Zamel, 1983) differentiate experts from novices. Implications of the findings of expert/novice studies will be discussed later in this chapter.

COGNITIVE SCIENCE AND COMPOSING PROCESSES

The field of cognitive science contributed widely to composition research. The cognitivists asked: Why do we learn what we learn? Is learning a function of repetition, comprehension, or linking new material to old? What are the organizing, or metacognitive, principles of the mind?

Even in the era of behaviorism, evidence was accumulating that the mind was not an empty black box. Rather, it was filled with cognitive devices of some kind or another. What these devices did to the input accounted for the output. Information processing theory shows the relationship between input and output, and how incoming information moves from one process to the next. Even though cognitive scientists cannot look directly into the black box, they can use several methods to infer what operations are taking place. One of these methods is the verbal report.

VERBAL REPORTS: PRO AND CON

A basic tool of cognitive science is an introspective research technique known as the verbal report. The verbal report is a process tracing device to find out what the subject is thinking and what patterns are revealed in his or her composing. Cohen (1987) identifies three categories of verbal report: self-report, self-observation report, and self-revealment. Discussions of verbal report in this paper are limited to self-revealment methods, specifically, using think-aloud protocol as a research technique.
What are the advantages and disadvantages to the think-aloud technique? The
enthusiasts' position on protocol analysis is summarized by Hunt (1982):

Protocol analysis is very different from the introspective
technique used unsuccessfully early in the century. For one
thing, subjects don't look back and comment on the thoughts
that have passed through their minds; instead they simply turn
those thoughts into words as quickly as possible. This brings
researchers in touch with—or only one remove from—the
actual events... the subjects are conscious of; what remains
unspoken can often be inferred. By analyzing the content of the
protocol, step by step, researchers can see patterns that either
confirm or disconfirm a hypothesis... or that lead them to
construct one. (p. 78)

Yet questions remain. How different from other techniques is protocol
analysis? How closely related to the verbalized thoughts are the underlying processes?
How do investigators scientifically analyze the protocols? How can think-aloud data
be used to test or build hypotheses? What effect does a particular topic have on the
task? How does a researcher instruct a subject in the technique? What is the
justification for using think-aloud with second language learners who are not
proficient speakers?

The debate over verbal report data revolves around several issues. Among
these concerns are: 1. absence of a naturalistic experimental environment, 2.
accessibility of hidden mental processes, 3. integrity and completeness of tracing
processes, and 4. scientific method in collecting and analyzing data (Ericsson &

1. Naturalness

A limitation, according to Bereiter and Scardamalia (1983), is that the
experimental situation is unnatural. They liken it to a naturalist who confines study of
the behavior of apes to observations at the zoo. Do we really know what a writer
thinks under these artificial laboratory conditions? Ericsson and Simon counter this argument by saying that as long as the task is being conducted in the usual way, the processes remain fundamentally intact (1980). In collection of a verbal protocol, the subject is not trying to please the investigator, as in certain other research situations.

Protocols are typically collected in a laboratory setting. Sometimes the think-aloud is facilitated by audio taping. In recent times videotaping is becoming more widespread, although videotaping tends to make some people uncomfortable. D. Johnson (1992) recommends preparing the subject by explaining the purpose carefully and by recording practice tapes over a period of time. This, she suggests, would mitigate the discomfort.

2. Hidden Mental Processes

People are not conscious of their cognitive processes. They are never conscious of certain processes, such as retrieving something read from long-term memory. There are other processes which may be conscious at the outset, and later become automatized. An example is a beginning writer's conscious effort to specify an audience, contrasted with an experienced writer's ability to do so automatically (Hayes & Flower, 1983).

Cohen (1987) again raises the question of accessibility of unconscious learning to mental probes. In so doing, he presents two sides of the picture. Much language learning, he asserts, takes place on the unconscious level. Therefore, the best that verbal reports can do is reveal learners' post hoc use of what they have learned. They do not describe "how the systems responsible for interlanguage performance become internalized" (p. 88). The issue is whether or not verbal report data offer more than opportunities for guessing and inferencing based on the learner's product.
Cohen counters the argument that internal thinking processes are inaccessible, with the assertion that they are not necessarily inaccessible. Ericsson and Simon (1987) support this contention with their finding that "verbal report procedures preserve the sequence of states and hence the cognitive processes should not change as a result of the additional instruction to verbalize" (p. 32). Swarts, Flower, and Hayes (1984) concur that basic thinking states remain unchanged in think-aloud data.

3. Integrity and Completeness

Do think-aloud protocols give an honest depiction of learning processes? Does the act of reporting cognitive processes, in fact, distort them? The findings of Ericsson and Simon suggest otherwise. Think-aloud protocols have been unjustly criticized because they were confused with other types of verbal report, such as retrospective reports. Retrospective reports have, in fact, been shown to distort data (Hayes & Flower, 1983).

In a series of studies on verbal reports using think-aloud data, Ericsson and Simon (1980) explored three different situations. In the first, they found that when subjects perform a task in which the solutions are already in verbal form, the act of talking aloud has no effect on task performance. In the second situation, they asked subjects to verbally encode a task (like buttoning a button) which is usually nonverbal. They found that task performance was slowed, but not fundamentally altered in any way. In the third situation the experimenters superimposed an artificial task on a normal one. (While solving a division problem, notice every odd number.) They found that the imposition of a task not normally attended to did, in fact, disrupt task performance. Their findings support think-aloud techniques as long as the task is
performed in the usual way. The expectation is that collecting a protocol will slow down, but not change the thinking processes.

Are think-aloud protocols complete? Hayes and Flower (1983) contend that although think-aloud data are not complete, they are "characteristically more complete than most of the other methods with which they are compared" (p. 217). Ericsson and Simon caution that think-aloud protocols should not be taken as a true-or-false depiction of the writing process, but as data which need support from additional data in making inferences. Hayes and Flower (1983) agree that some cases benefit from mixing methods. Ultimately, it is the investigator's use of the data that determines its value.

4. Scientific Nature:

Cohen (1987) defines "self-revelation" as "think-aloud stream of consciousness disclosure of thought processes while the information is being attended to. The data are basically unedited and unanalyzed" (p. 84). He cautions investigators that subjects may, however, be tempted to indulge in analysis. A think-aloud protocol is descriptive of neither general nor specific language behaviors, rather it shows how learners use what they have learned.

Some concerns about using the think-aloud protocol have been expressed by Bereiter and Scardamalia (1983) in their discussion of writing research. They warn researchers against doing "mind reading" rather than observing. They also advise that researchers focus on the inquiry itself, rather than on the method of data collection. They remind the investigator to seek out "lawfulness" in the data.
Bereiter and Scardamalia articulate the problems of applying theory too rigidly. No theoretical construct can completely account for the mysterious layers beneath conscious thought. According to the authors,

"process inquiry describes the flow of attention during composing, but it does not reveal why attention shifts when it does and where it does. It indicates processes of discrimination, evaluation, search and recognition, but it does not describe the actual operation of these processes. In effect, thinking aloud protocols display the *products* of these cognitive activities rather than the cognitive activity itself." (p. 174)

Advantages to think-aloud techniques are that they identify, replicate, and provide rich and voluminous data. The data are retrievable and can be used in a variety of ways for a variety of purposes. It is important for the researcher to analyze the data systematically, to keep clear goals in mind, and to carefully determine the boundaries of the study. D. Johnson (1992) suggests that a high quality analysis performs four functions: 1) identifies important variables, issues or themes, 2) discovers how these pattern and interrelate in the bounded system, 3) explains how these interrelationships influence the phenomena under study, and 4) offers fresh, new insights (p. 90).

Disadvantages are that verbal report data do not provide direct observations of cognitive processes. The verbal report data reflect a sequence of generated thoughts, and it is these thoughts which reflect underlying mental processes. The evidence is a step removed from the goal.

Although strong evidence supports the contention that composing aloud is similar to composing silently, investigators cannot assume that the processes are identical. More evidence is needed, for example, to determine whether composing collaboratively, composing in another language, or composing on different topics significantly alters the cognitive processes. Keeping in mind that think-aloud is a useful, but not all-encompassing tool, guidelines for collecting one are presented.
DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS

To collect a think-aloud the investigator instructs, trains and sometimes models the procedure. The subject is requested to say everything that comes to mind while writing; to think, plan, make changes and read out loud. The subject is told not to analyze or try to explain, simply to talk aloud to him or herself while writing. An audio or videotape records the process. The finished product is later analyzed in a systematic way as a means of gaining access to the cognitive processes involved in composing. Cohen (1987) cautions that subjects need instruction in order to avoid analyzing their thoughts as they talk aloud.

At the time Emig and Pianko collected think-aloud protocols, systems for quantifying the data had not yet been developed. The task of designing a meaningful, replicable coding system fell to Sondra Perl (1979). Perl was dissatisfied with the narrative style of earlier studies which failed to ascertain "the frequency, relative importance and place of specific writing behaviors within an individual's composing process" (Perl, 1979, p.318). One of Perl's significant contributions to the field of composition research was her coding analysis scheme for think-aloud protocols. Her objectives were five-fold: 1) to develop a standardized, replicable format, 2) to organize writing behaviors into specific categories, 3) to create a concise format, 4) to develop a structure which related parts of the process to the whole, and 5) to reveal diachronic aspects of composing, i.e. the unfolding sequence of movements in time.

The system contained two components, the code, and the continuum. The purpose of the code was to chart observable behaviors, and the function of the continuum was to connect behaviors with time markers. The coding operation was performed on the student's finished product, and was accomplished by listening to the
sound of the pen as it moved across the page while the student wrote and talked. Writing was assumed to be taking place when the sound of the pen was heard. Sometimes talking and writing occurred simultaneously, sometimes only talking occurred, and sometimes there was complete silence.

Perl’s labeling system provided a replicable way to score writing behaviors. Her sixteen categories of writing behaviors can be grouped in two ways, the metacognitive and the specific. The first seven categories are metacognitive: 1) general planning, 2) local planning, 3) global planning, 4) commenting, 5) interpreting, 6) assessing, and 7) questioning. The last nine categories code specific behaviors: 8) talking leading to writing, 9) talking and writing at the same time, 10) repeating, 11) reading related to the topic, 12) reading related to one’s own written product, 13) writing silently, 14) writing aloud, 15) editing, and 16) periods of silence (Perl, 1979, p. 320-321).

The second tool which Perl developed was the continuum. This was a time line separated by ten digit intervals, each representing one minute. Each interval is keyed to a counter on a tape recorder so that a behavior can be linked with a time interval. This makes it possible to determine both the frequency and the duration of each behavior. With the counter operating as a time marker, each behavior is coded and entered on the continuum.

By using subscripts, Perl indicated which draft the student was working on at the time. The operation of talking while writing is placed within square brackets, [ ]. Horizontal brackets above the sentence are numbered to show which sentence was being written. The length of the horizontal bracket indicates the amount of time being spent in the writing of each sentence.
Reading the chart, which she called the composing style sheet, meant following the sequence along the continuum. It was possible from reading the timeline to see which behaviors occurred and in what sequence. Another aspect of the continuum was a scheme to use three types of print, bold, medium, and light for entering comments.

The following data were elucidated by this scheme:

1. the amount of time spent during prewriting
2. the strategies used during prewriting
3. the amount of time spent writing each sentence
4. the behaviors that occur while each sentence is being written
5. when sentences are written in groups or "chunks" (fluent writing)
6. when sentences are written in isolation (choppy or sporadic writing)
7. the amount of time spent between sentences
8. the behaviors that occur between sentences
9. when editing occurs (during the writing of sentences, between sentences, and in the time between drafts)
10. the frequency of editing behavior
11. the nature of the editing operations
12. where and in what frequency pauses or periods of silence occur in the process. (Perl, 1979, p. 322)

Development of the think-aloud coding analysis system, opened the way for many future studies. An indicator of the prevalence of protocol analysis in ESL writing research, is the fact that Silva's (1989) review of research covered twenty-two studies, over half of which (12) used protocol analysis. Perl suggested that composing
aloud might be a good diagnostic, as well as a research tool. A similar conclusion was reached by Raimes (1985).

Building upon Perl's foundation, Swarts, Flower and Hayes offered advice to beginning investigators. They presented five suggestions for novice coders (1984):

1. Look for thinking processes implicitly, but not explicitly in the text.
2. Be aware that details of wording or syntax can be misleading. For example, a writer who says, "I think I will try to..." using future tense, or "I wanted to" in the past tense, is doing much the same thing. The only difference is the time chosen to report the behavior.
3. Avoid the temptation to double-code items. Often a comment seems to encompass more than one behavior at a time. Realize that double coding can be an easy way out, and make pragmatic judgments.
4. Understand that coding can capture only part of the essence of the protocol, and that an attempt to itemize, classify and measure bits of text is reductionistic. A good way to try to figure out what the writer was doing is to establish inter-rater reliability (80-95%). For this purpose, two raters produce sets of scores, and a correlation is calculated between them (Brown, 1988).
5. Understand that there is no "correct" way to code a protocol. Each coder or group of coders establishes its own "grammar" based on its unique goals and assumptions.

Swarts, Flower and Hayes contend that because protocol analysis is a versatile tool, it can be used in four different types of research:
1. **Exploratory studies**: This type of study asks the questions, "What is happening? When? How often? When does trouble occur, and where?" Emig's research is an example of this type of study.

2. **Problem-solving studies**: These studies give structure to a problem by trying to define a taxonomy of basic elements of the writing "problem." For example, Flower and Hayes (1980) conceptualize the writing assignment as a two-part rhetorical problem to be solved. Part 1 is the rhetorical situation, and Part 2 is the writer. In Part 1, a taxonomy is developed in which the rhetorical situation is defined in terms of two elements, assignment and audience. In Part 2 the writer's own goals are defined in relationship to reader, self, meaning and text. Another type of study sets up a hypothesis and tests it against a protocol. For example, the authors tested a role-playing hypothesis to discover whether writers used this method frequently to achieve audience response.

3. **Comparative studies** include examination of differences between writers. Areas of investigation include: expert/novice studies, L1 and L2 studies, age studies, and gender studies.

4. **Writing processes model studies** apply models of the composing process such as Perl's (1979) examination of individual basic (novice, unskilled, student) writers. Using a model such as Perl's, or Flower and Hayes' cognitive model of mental processes, creates a theoretical framework for composing research.
COMPOSING PROCESSES MODEL

Cognitive science laid the groundwork for several models of composing, including: Perl's (1979) "composing processes," Flower and Hayes' (1981) "cognitive processes," Daiute's (1984) "psycholinguistic model," and Bridwell's (1980) "dissonance model." How does each of these models contribute to an understanding of composing?

Perl asserted that the nature of writing was not straightforward and linear. She identified features of the writing process, their frequency and duration. She concluded that composing patterns are deeply embedded, consistent and recursive. She found that students did minimal "prewriting" and had very little sense of where they were headed when they began. However, strategies quickly came into play once students began to write, and those strategies helped the writers develop and clarify ideas as they transcribed.

Perl described the "recursive" nature of writing as a "shuttling back and forth" from the words on the page to their intended meaning. A movement forward would be followed by a backward movement during which the student reread, edited or digested what was written in order to discover whether what was transcribed corresponded with the intention. The activity of reaching back was accompanied by a "sensing forward" towards some unarticulated goal. This two-fold dynamic, called "retrospective structuring," had an elucidating effect. A new picture of the writing process emerged. Even though writing appears linear on a page, it was newly conceived as a cyclical activity; one which involved alternating patterns of transcribing, discovering, and synthesizing.
Writing, Perl learned, involved both construction and discovery. It was in the act of building a text that the writer discovered more fully what he or she meant to say. Editing was a behavior which began soon after writing started. Students' editing concerns were either lexical (spelling, word choice, context of words), syntactical (grammar, punctuation, sentence structure), or rhetorical (organization, coherence, audience).

Errors, Perl explained, occurred because of rule confusion, a situation in which rules were misapplied or in which the student relied on intuition. Another aspect of error production was called "selective perception." In this situation students reread their papers from internal cues, without relying on the words on the page to convey meaning. What they thought was what they thought they saw on the page. A writer's egocentric mental state, in which the audience was taken for granted, also accounted for errors. Egocentric writing ignored the necessity for explicit referents, connecting ideas or relating concepts.

Several implications for teaching arose from Perl's findings. She suggested that teachers intervene at key points in the writing process to help students disentangle themselves. She also saw the need for the teaching of editing skills in order to encourage fluency. Moreover, she found that an individual's writing patterns were somewhat altered when writing in different topic modes, such as subjective or content based.

**COGNITIVE PROCESSES MODEL**

Researchers who spearheaded the investigation of mentalistic processes in composing were informed by cognitive psychology. Flower and Hayes (1981)
designed the cognitive processes model of composing. They created a taxonomy of the four basic characteristics of the writing process, which indicated that:

1. Writing consists of distinct processes which do not occur in linear sequence, but as distinguishable patterns which the writer activates while composing. These distinct processes operate within a framework of three basic interacting elements. The interacting elements are the task environment, the writer's long-term memory, and the writing processes. The task environment includes everything external to the writer, the assignment, the audience and the eventual text. The long-term memory is the writer's storehouse of knowledge about topic, audience, conventions and rhetoric. The writer's ability depends on his or her facility to draw what is needed from long-term memory. The writing processes are the primary thinking processes that operate during composing.
   a) Planning is generating content, organizing it, and setting up goals and procedures for writing.
   b) Translating is the act of expressing the content of planning in written English.
   c) Reviewing is the act of evaluating either what has been written or what has been planned. A Monitor maintains an executive function over the writing processes, directing the writer when to make a shift between processes.

2. Writing processes are highly embedded, but not confined to a fixed sequence. They can operate in any order to meet the demands of the task.

3. Writing is goal directed, involving both global and local plans. Goals provide logic and coherence to the unpredictable process of writing.
4. Writing stimulates the discovery of new goals, yet it is not constrained by the writer’s original goals.

The strength of the cognitive processes model is that it accounts for a general description of a large number of cases. It does not explain individual strategies within the model. The need to examine individual strategies goes beyond the need to identify individual differences. Rather, it propels research into the exploration of learner strategies, of discovering patterns different types of students employ under different circumstances (Freedman, 1987).

Daiute’s Psycholinguistic Model

Daiute’s psycholinguistic model of writing builds on information processing theory which identifies short-term memory constraints on writers (Daiute, 1984; Hayes & Flower, 1980). Many activities occur simultaneously in short-term memory during writing. Among these are: generating ideas, accessing lexical items, planning structures, and translating semantic and phonological items into orthographic ones. Short-term memory can comfortably hold from five to nine units such as digits or words. After the units disappear, their semantic meaning is stored in long-term memory. Daiute (1984) contends that language processing is affected by short-term memory limits. A perceptual clause about six words in length, is equivalent to a basic short-term memory unit. The words fade from memory and the meaning is stored in long-term memory. This process is called semantic recoding.

Daiute’s model accounts for errors in the following way. Writers, like speakers, form sentences clause by clause. In producing the sequence the writer monitors the previous clause to complete the sentence correctly. If the short-term memory is overloaded, the monitor may be suspended. This can lead to error production. She
contends that experienced writers avoid syntactical errors because they have a storehouse of complex sentence patterns available in their long-term memory. They access these automatically when they write.

Daiute's findings have important implications for teaching writing. If writing proceeds on a word-by-word basis, it may make it difficult for writers to organize syntactic structures. Error onset is less likely if students are taught to automatize complex pattern structures. Providing practice exercises on sentence combining, and examining longer sentences for errors, may be helpful to students.

Dissonance Model

Bridwell (1980), Sommers (1980), and Berkenkotter (1983) argue for a dissonance model of composing. The dissonance model is based on the concept that revision is the reconciling of text with intent. Berkenkotter tape recorded a professional writer, Donald Murray, as he composed aloud over 62 days. She learned that when substantive revision was needed, he "collapsed" planning and revising into a new activity, which she labeled "reconceiving." When writers sense a conflict between what they want to say and what the page reveals, they make changes in an attempt to resolve this conflict. The writer's other option is to shift his or her goals. Bridwell claims that the traditional outline-draft-edit model of writing forces students into a single, time limited episode of final drafting, which discourages extensive revision.

TOWARD A MODEL OF COMPOSING IN L2.

What is the developing model for writing in a second language? Since the 1980's, influenced by the research in L1 composing, L2 writing research has been
process oriented. Composite research depicts the writer as one engaged in a cyclical process of creatively building a text, and learning at the same time. The writer not only transcribes preformed ideas, but discovers new ideas along the way. Process-oriented pedagogy has emerged from these findings, and so far it has produced positive effects in L2 classrooms (Spacc, 1984; Raimes, 1985; Jones, 1985; Urzua, 1987). The process approach "stresses generating ideas, writing drafts, producing feedback, and revising" (Raimes, 1985). The following sections examine two of the features of the writing process, and relate them to L1 and L2 research.

GENERATING IDEAS

The source of content for L2 learners is often L1 (Edelsky, 1982; Johnson, 1985; Silva 1989). According to Jones and Tetroe (1987), L1 use has several functions. It keeps the composing processes flowing, it helps in local planning, and it helps in setting abstract rhetorical goals.

Monitor overuse often impedes the flow of ideas and shifts the writer's attention away from developing a controlling idea, or "sense" of where he or she is heading (Jones, 1985). The work of Ericsson and Simon (1980) and Daiute on short-term memory limitations supports Jones' findings. Jones (1985) suggested that poor instructional techniques may contribute to overuse of the monitor. If a writer has been taught rigid rules and inflexible planning techniques, he or she is often stifled in the attempt to compose (Rose 1980). Flower and Hayes (1980), on the other hand, suggest that stymied writers may need more rules and plans. They may benefit in instruction on heuristics: identifying and solving problems, experimenting, and evaluating possible solutions. Language learners may require both more and fewer rules at the same time. They may need to reconceptualize some rigid rhetorical rules such as: "a
main idea," or "a topic sentence." Shaughnessy warns that students "are not always certain of how a writer recognizes a main idea when he has one or how he sets about finding one if he doesn't" (1977, p. 215). The writer may just sit there worrying and block any further ideas from forming. Students may need help in forming a data bank from which to draw ideas. Many types of data can form a base from which to draw information (Shaughnessy, 1977). These can be content based or otherwise. To encourage fluency and power in writing, a technique called "freewriting" was developed by Elbow (1973). In L2 pedagogy, freewriting entered the classroom by way of journal keeping. Students were encouraged to write as much as they could without censorship. The journal has been a frequent source of material for writing topics in language classes (Krapels, 1990). Other invention strategies have been embraced. Spack (1984, p. 654) classifies them according to groups which may be useful for different types of tasks: "empirical modes (interviews, visits, observations), rational modes (classical topics, questions, problem solving formulas) and intuitive modes (journals, meditation, analogy and Elbow's free writing)."

Raimes (1983) argues that "choice of topic "should be the teacher's most responsible activity" (1983, p. 266). It affects many aspects of writing, including syntactical structures, cohesive elements and fluency (Reid, 1990). In a comparative study of different topic types, Reid concluded that certain topics elicit more fluency than others. Brooks (1985) found that when unskilled ESL students were asked to choose their own topic, their writing was more proficient than when given an assigned topic. Along similar lines, Hildenbrand (1985) compared an ESL college student's writing in two modes, expressive and school-centered. Her findings indicated that there was a disjunction between the teacher's orientation and the student's own ideas.
and presuppositions. She recommends that teachers examine both their own and their students' perceptions about a writing assignment.

REVISION

A major focus of composition research has been revision. Brooks (1985), studying unskilled ESL college writers, argues that for ESL learners, revision is the main component of the composing process. What are the concerns of students as they make changes?

Sommers (1980) led the way for investigations of revising and editing in her longitudinal study of twenty novice student writers and twenty expert writers. Her subjects wrote three essays, one expressive, one explanatory and one persuasive. They submitted two drafts of each essay for a total of nine written products per writer. Each writer was interviewed three times, and asked to suggest revisions on an anonymous essay. Sommers counted and categorized the changes made. Her taxonomy identified four revision operations: deletion, substitution, addition and reordering. Furthermore, she identified four levels of change, which included: word, phrase, sentence or theme. One coding system related frequency of revision to both level and operation. A second coding system recorded a "scale of concerns" for each writer, identifying operations in each draft as primary, secondary or tertiary.

Sommers found that expert writers create meaning in their engagement with writing, in their struggle to negotiate between text and intent. Their perspective is that of the "big picture," which includes strategies for reordering lines of thinking, evaluating purposes, and concern with audience. Strategies for revision help writers balance competing demands on their attention. Thus, writers can learn to concentrate on several objectives at once by developing strategies to sort out their various...
concerns during revision. The implication for teaching is to encourage students to attend to global concerns while writing, and to help them to develop strategies for revising and editing.

Sommers reported differences in the revising patterns of student and experienced writers. Student writers perceived revision as a "mop up" activity, a way to clean up after their initial efforts. Another contrast concerned the levels of changes. Her findings indicated that experienced writers make changes at all levels, while student writers do not make substantive changes. They confine revision episodes to surface changes on the word or phrase level. She also stated that student writers are "bound" by the rules they've been taught, a contention supported by Rose (1980). Student writers make lexical, but not semantic changes. They may be able to solve the immediate problems, but they are blind to textual problems. Sommers claims they are unable to "re-view" their work.

Do skilled and unskilled ESL learners revise differently? Brooks (1985) reports that less proficient writers are less fluent, and focus more on correctness. Like Sommers' student writers, Brooks' unskilled ESL learners made only surface type revisions. Raimes' (1985) conclusions in her study of unskilled ESL writers differed from Brooks'. Raimes found that her subjects wrote a lot, and were not preoccupied with error at the expense of ideas. More research is needed before this discussion can be resolved.

Revisions do not necessarily enhance the writing of less skilled students, either in their native language (NL) (Perl, 1979) or in L2 (Brooks, 1985). Less proficient writers leave a trail of unresolved errors. Perl explained that they rely more on intuition because they are unable to make informed decisions while editing. Moreover,
their "error hunting" activities prevent them from being flexible about writing and revising (Perl, 1979; Rose, 1980; Jones, 1985).

**IDEAS, OWNERSHIP, AND REVISION: A PERSPECTIVE**

The following is an attempt to integrate what is known about generating ideas, ownership of text and revision activities. The field of composition research has established that short-term memory limitations constrain the writing process. The amount of data which can be "juggled" simultaneously is limited. If there are further constraining factors, such as graphological impediments (i.e. coping with a new orthographic system), or applying fixed grammatical rules, the struggle may become even harder. It seems appropriate to assert, as many researchers have previously stated, that writing is both anxiety producing and painful.

Evidence from the field of cognitive science strongly suggests that many items which originate in short-term memory are eventually automatized for storage in long-term memory. The long-term memory is a data bank for storage of information. Time, experience, and practice with certain facts, skills, and information promote the likelihood those items will be stored in the unconscious, long-term memory. Transfer of these items is facilitated by the individual's own hard work. The personal investment of energy and time which are required in order to automatize an item makes it meaningful. These items, when they are stored as bits of information that coalesce or integrate, may be called "thoughts," or "ideas." Because they emanate from an unconscious source, it may be inferred that they are meaningful, and reflect "ownership."

How do ideas which evolve from the unconscious differ from those on the conscious level? How do they relate to writing and revising? The contents of the ideas
which have been retrieved from the unconscious are more meaningful to the writer. Ideas that come from short-term memory reflect surface concerns. A thought such as, "I need to buy milk, so I must go to the store" is an example of a surface idea. On the other hand, solving a crossword puzzle, or figuring out why your car won't start, are global ideas, and the writer will likely have much to say about them. It is in the process of grappling with, and formulating ideas that a writer discovers meaning. The meaningfulness of the text implies ownership. The literature strongly suggests that ownership of text, or the student's commitment to the writing task, enhances the written product. A writer who is committed to the task is more likely to care about writing well. Concern with writing well directs the writer to return to the text again and again to try to get his or her meaning across. The literature supports the contention that more proficient writers occupy themselves with global, not local concerns.

To summarize, when long-term memory is the source of ideas for writing, then the formulation of those ideas encourages ownership of the text. In turn, ownership of text directs the writer to revise globally. These concepts argue strongly for a process approach to the teaching of writing.

The broad goal of a process orientation, at its best, is to help students automatize basic skills to free them for larger concerns. In teaching ESL writers the challenge is to deal with students and their needs on many levels: linguistic, affective, heuristic, and social. This calls for instruction on the linguistic level to help them with grammatical, syntactical and lexical items, yet without binding them by rigid rules which stifle creativity. It also implies dealing with students on the affective level; instilling confidence in them that writing is something they can do. In a process approach, peer conferencing, writing several drafts, and much encouragement and positive feedback are needed. Students need instruction on the heuristic level as well.
They need opportunities for practice to help them internalize important elements of rhetoric, and to employ different genres in a comprehensible way. On a social level, they need teachers who do their best to make them feel comfortable, understanding all the while that, "the writer writing is not at home" (Mandel, 1980).

ESL COMPOSITION RESEARCH: SUMMARY

Much of what is known about composition has been learned from L₁ research (Zamel, 1982, 1983; Raimes, 1985; Krapels, 1990). Most L₂ research has been observational, and used female subjects, most of whom were either Chinese or Spanish speakers. Most studies involved a small number of subjects, two-thirds of whom were advanced ESL learners. Samples were not randomly selected, but were acquainted with the researcher. Researchers often chose to study present or former students (Silva, 1989).

Silva found that among issues studied were:

1. Writing Process (recursion, variation among L₂ writers, transcribing, and revising)
2. L₁ Use in L₂ Composing
3. Monitoring
4. Transfer of L₁ Skills to L₂ Writing (Silva, 1989)

Since Writing Process and Monitoring have been discussed in previous sections of this paper, the following discussion is limited to items 2 and 4 above.

L₁ USE IN L₂ COMPOSING

There are some positive aspects of using L₁ in L₂ writing. Several authors cite the role of L₁ as a source of content (Edelsky, 1982; C. Johnson, 1985; Silva, 1989).
In a study of 26 primary grade children, Edelsky found that knowledge of L1 writing is the foundation upon which L2 writing is built. She contended that L1 did not interfere, and suggested that L1 composing processes might transfer to L2 (1982). Lay (1982) taped adult speakers of Chinese as they composed and found that they used L1 knowledge in their L2 composing processes. When there were more language switches the writing was of better quality than when there were fewer. She also found that topics relating to home and family elicited more NL switches than topics that concerned life in the United States, a finding corroborated by C. Johnson (1985) studying a group of Japanese and Spanish speakers. A study by Jones and Tetroe (1987) of Spanish speaking writers supported Lay's (1982) suggestion that certain L1 features transfer to L2. Jones and Tetroe also indicate that students use L1 to help with certain aspects of planning, a finding supported by Johnson.

There are, on the other hand, some limiting features to L1 use. Jones and Tetroe (1987) found that extensive L1 use was counterproductive for advanced L2 students. Johnson indicated that when students felt confident in their L2 writing ability, use of L1 decreased. The research suggests that use of L1 in L2 writing is appropriate up to a point. It probably helps beginning students more than advanced.

**TRANSFER OF L1 TO L2 WRITING SKILLS**

Strong evidence links transfer of writing skills from L1 to L2 with respect to such features as audience, planning patterns, and models. Jones and Tetroe (1987) assign L1 strategies a central role in L2 learning. They found that subjects who were experienced L1 writers transferred their competencies to L2. Conversely, they discovered that subjects who were inexperienced L1 writers were equally unsuccessful
in L₂. Brooks (1985) came to a similar conclusion, and noted that lack of Cognitive Academic Learning Proficiency (CALP) adversely affected a student's ability to write.

**WHAT IS KNOWN ABOUT COMPOSING IN ESL?**

Much is known about the similarities between L₁ and L₂ writers. Raimes (1985, 1987) searched for the differences, but the evidence is weak. Raimes' research suggested that ESL writers are more committed to their tasks, write more, and are less preoccupied by local errors than Perl's (1979) basic writers. Others in the field, notably Brooks (1985), have reached opposite conclusions.

In other areas there is less controversy. The body of research seems to support the contention that there is a positive correlation between overall language proficiency (as determined by placement tests such as the Michigan Test of English Language Proficiency) and ability to write in English. There is strong evidence that good learning strategies transfer from L₁ and enhance the quality of writing in L₂.

Great variation exists among individual ESL students, in their backgrounds, perceptions and attitudes. Although good writers engage in the same cyclical patterns of planning, retrospective structuring, pausing, rereading and revising, each student, NL or L₂, is unique in approach. Strategies differ widely among students of all types.

How can research help teachers understand students as individuals and address their needs? A research approach which looks at the individual through a prism may be called for. Such a tool exists, and is gaining in popularity as a design for research. The case study approach offers possibilities for the study of writing because it is flexible enough to incorporate many different research techniques, and is open enough to include many sources of data. One effective technique which fits well with case study design is think-aloud protocol analysis. In Silva's (1989) survey of recent
writing research in ESL, over half the studies incorporated composing-aloud data. He urges researchers to expand its application even more broadly. One of the advantages is that protocol data can be used in many different ways according to the goals of the research. Since case studies limit themselves to small numbers of students, it is not advisable to generalize from the data. Rather, it is preferable to pool the data from many case studies for the purpose of generating hypotheses. The body of ESL research is growing rapidly, and the data are accumulating at a quick pace.
CHAPTER III
METHOD

This research is based on single case study design, combining qualitative and quantitative measures. The rationale is that case study format offers the investigator the opportunity to explore a unique situation, a "revelatory case." There are two possible case study designs, "holistic" and "embedded." The objectives of this research match the embedded structure, because it, by definition, explores subunits within the larger question.

The main focus of this study is to examine how a particular East European ENNR student learns to write in English. Subunits of the analysis fall into three categories. The first group investigates cultural context, exploring the subject's educational and literacy backgrounds (See Chapter IV). The second group explores the subject's learning situation in a contemporaneous academic setting (See Chapter V). The third and final subunits analyze the subject's composing processes by means of a think-aloud protocol (See Chapter VI).

INSTRUMENTS AND ANALYSIS

The instruments used in this case study can be categorized into two types, those that "ask" and those that "watch." Instruments which "ask" include questionnaires, surveys and interviews. Those that are designed to "watch" include classroom and computer observations, field notes, and the study of documents. A quasi-experimental "watching" instrument, critical to the report on writing processes, is a videotaped and coded think-aloud protocol.
The following sections will discuss the instruments and units of analysis employed in this case study research. The methods applied to study of cultural context are discussed first, followed by methods applied to the learning situation, and ending with a description of methods used to investigate the composing process.

Instruments and Analysis of Cultural Context

It was determined that a profile of cultural context would be constructed for the purpose of exploring the subject's background. For a detailed account of the findings relating to culture, see Chapter IV. The strategy is based on a plan to employ multiple units of analysis. Two types of cultural context are explored, historical and contemporary. The profile is constructed on two levels. On the macro-level, the goal is to identify sociocultural patterns, and explore broad issues such as politics, economics and religion. The instruments used to implement this goal include numerous extensive interviews with the subject, samples of her essays about culture, a documented visit to her home, and interviews with two natives of Poland in addition to the subject. The interviews were both formal and informal. Field notes were transcribed either during or as immediate follow-up to the interview. Background reading about education in Poland, as well as student essays about Polish language and culture, comprise additional sources. A sample questionnaire may be seen in Appendix A.

First Language is a formal twenty question instrument designed to elicit information about the subject's training in Polish. It includes fourteen objective questions about her literacy history (1-14), three subjective questions involving self-assessment ((15-17), and three questions about present literacy experiences (18-20). (Appendix B).
On a micro-level, contemporaneous context is explored in an attempt to build a "writing profile." Writing events which occur in the context of home, school and family are recorded through collection of documents. For the purpose of assessing literacy in the subject's home, she was asked to complete a *Printed Materials Survey,* which documents the category, language, and number of reading materials at hand. It quantifies printed materials in nine categories: novels, poetry, textbooks, art books, other non-fiction, children's books, religious books, magazines and newspapers. The materials are listed according to the numbers in each of five languages: English, Russian, Polish, Czech, and German. (See Chapter IV).

Writing done at home and elsewhere was explored by means of an instrument called a *48 Hour Writing Diary.* This is a record of writing activities maintained by the subject over a two day period. In the 48 Hour Writing Diary, she recorded the nature, duration, and language of every writing activity which occurred. All types of writing events were to be noted, including school related, personal, business, or casual writing. These include such everyday activities as writing checks, addressing envelopes, taking class notes, essay writing, study notes, and telephone messages. A sample of the diary is included in Appendix C.

**Instruments and Analysis of the Learning Situation**

Steps were taken to determine the subject's present-day context of learning. A detailed account of the findings may be seen in Chapter V. The plan was to gather information about the formal learning situation in relationship to the subject.

**Observations.** The classroom environment as a literacy community was a source of data about teaching, learning, and social organization. Data about the classroom environment were collected by means of four on-site observations, two
during winter term, and two during spring term. The researcher assumed the role of non-participant observer, and field notes were taken on-site.

Two observations took place in the computer laboratory while the subject composed. The purpose was to collect real time data about the composing process. The sessions were held at the request of the researcher, and the objectives were explained. The procedure was to sit beside the subject and observe as she wrote, noting changes and deletions as she worked. The investigator assumed the role of non-participant observer in order to allow the subject to function in a normal way to whatever extent possible. Potential difficulties surrounding researcher involvement are discussed in Chapter VII in the section about limitations.

Interviews. In order to assess the subject's academic performance and interaction in the classroom setting, an open-ended personal interview with each of her ENNR instructors was conducted. Questions addressed the following topics: course requirements, social and academic adjustment, attitudes, motivation, strengths and weaknesses in language, and effects of cultural background. Notes were taken during the hour-long interviews, and responses of the interviewees were later compared and analyzed for similarities and differences in perspective.

The subject, as key informant about the learning situation, was interviewed for one-hour intervals in informal, open-ended format. Five interviews took place while the subject was studying in ENNR. The number and duration of the interviews was set arbitrarily, with the purpose of establishing a longitudinal body of evidence covering two terms of enrollment. Field notes were compiled after the meetings, in order to help build a sense of trust between the investigator and the informant. Data regarding the subject's attitudes towards the learning environment, and her likes and dislikes about ENNR were subsequently evaluated.
Writing Samples. Writing samples were collected, representing work the subject submitted during each of her three terms in ENNR. Although these final drafts did not reveal the composing process per se, they helped to build a writing profile. The procedure was to examine writing samples over a period of time, and to determine if one year of academic training in ENNR helped to improve the subject's skills. It also offered a broad comparison between her skills as a writer in her first language, and her ability to write in English.

Four ESL instructors, ranging from two to twelve years teaching experience in ESL, rated the compositions. The instrument used was a ten-point holistic evaluation scale adapted from Reid and O'Brien (1981). The rationale for choosing a holistic evaluation scale was that it more closely matched a rating system used by the first language evaluator as described below. Scoring ranges from zero to ten, which corresponds with rankings from Poor to Excellent. The lowest possible grade is zero, and the best is ten. Four categories are rated, including English Structure, Content, Organization and Overall Writing Proficiency. The raters were trained as a group by the researcher. They read copies of the Reid and O'Brien handout, which assigns criteria for evaluating each of the first three categories according to: Excellent, Good, Average, Fair and Poor. Overall Writing Proficiency is a composite judgment.

Each rater had three scoring sheets, one for each composition. The raters were directed to write their names on each sheet. The working part of the paper consisted of a table with the evaluation scale across the top, and the writing categories on the left. The numbers 1-9 were listed under the bottom row of boxes.

Evaluators were instructed to assign a numerical value and record it in the appropriate box. A copy of the Reid and O'Brien guidelines and scoring sheet may be seen in Appendix D.
The raters read each composition and entered their judgments on the scoring sheet. The compositions are included in Appendix E. Each rater's average score per composition was computed, and then a composite score for each composition was calculated. The range of scores for each essay was determined. Skills in structure, organization, and content were examined separately, and average scores for each were recorded. Inter-rater reliability was calculated by dividing the lowest rating by the highest rating in each essay. Further details on establishing inter-rater reliability are presented in Chapter V.

In addition to submitting writing samples in English, the subject was asked to compose a short essay in Polish, on a topic of her choice. This assignment provided a limited basis for comparison between her writing in English and her writing in her first language. A first language rater evaluated the composition on a holistic rating scale based on content, organization, linguistic complexity and grammatical correctness. To encourage objectivity, a first language rater who had never met the subject was selected. Kristi, a native speaker of Polish, was instructed to evaluate the essay holistically on a four point scale of Excellent, Good, Fair or Poor. Then, in an open-ended, guided interview she offered her opinions about the subject's first language essay. A copy of the first language essay may be found in Appendix F. Additional documents were collected for review, including classroom generated items such as notebooks and dialogue journals.

Self-Profile as a Writer. The subject was requested to complete two forms which were designed as self-assessment instruments. The purpose was to cross-check the subject's self-evaluation with information from other sources, in order to determine areas of agreement or disagreement. The first self-report, a highly structured, easily scored, and objectively analyzed survey, is the Strategy Inventory for Language
Learning (SILL): Version for Speakers of Other Languages Learning English. (R. Oxford, 1990). According to Oxford (1990), the SILL has been thoroughly field-tested, and its reliability and validity have been established. This study uses SILL Version 7.0, which is adapted to the particular needs of language learners, and contains fewer items and simpler language than Version 5.1. The survey consists of 80 items, and takes approximately 30 minutes to complete. The SILL is based on a 5 point scale, indicating frequency of occurrence, from "never true of me" to "almost always true of me." Ratings are assigned to six categories of strategy, Parts A-F. For specification of the types of strategy, and for the findings, see Chapter V. An overall average is calculated to demonstrate how often the subject uses learning strategies in general, and averages are taken for each of the six groups to indicate which of them she uses most often. See Table VIII.

The second self-assessment instrument is Case Study of Yourself as a Writer, adapted from Trimbur. This assignment enables the subject to explore two areas, her personal writing history, and her present writing patterns. It elicits information by addressing general categories of writing background and process. There are eleven issues about writing, summarized as follows: moments, stages, kinds, in-school vs. out-of-school, audience, physical, process, intervention, response and feedback, problems, and myths. See Table IX. A copy of the assignment and a sample response may be seen in Appendix G.

Instrument and Analysis of Composing Process

The instrument used to study real-time writing process is a think-aloud technique. Think-aloud is a special kind of verbal self report which elicits disclosure of mental processes as they unfold. Cohen (1987) defines such concurrent stream of
consciousness techniques as "self-revelation." Further discussion of think-aloud procedure and findings is found in Chapter VI.

A protocol is collected in a laboratory setting by asking the subject to compose aloud on a specified topic in front of a video camera. One advantage of a video recording is that it provides natural data. In addition, it offers a convenient source of analysis, and can be viewed many times, and from many perspectives. Since video taping sometimes makes people, especially shy people, uncomfortable, D. Johnson (1992) suggests that the purpose of the taping session be carefully explained, and that practice sessions be held for warm-ups. Raimes (1985) demonstrated how to talk while composing, and recommended that her students practice at home.

In the present study, the subject was introduced to think-aloud in the laboratory setting. As preparation, she listened to a five-minute demonstration audiotape, previously recorded for training purposes by the investigator. The researcher explained that the demonstration tape was made during the writing of a first draft of a composition called, "How I Found a Job." The subject listened to examples of planning out loud, searching for appropriate vocabulary, rereading, making changes, and spelling. The subject studied a copy of the sample composition for evidence of changes, such as crossed out words and misspellings. After listening to the tape and viewing the training document, the subject observed the researcher during a follow-up demonstration of how to verbalize everything that comes to mind while composing. The taping session began when the subject indicated that she understood the directions.

The present study assigned the subject a narrative topic identical to the one used by Raimes, "Tell about something unexpected that happened to you." The subject was instructed to talk as she wrote, and to think, plan and make changes out loud. The
degree of structure and intervention was low. There were no time constraints, and the subject determined her own stopping point. The investigator assumed the role of non-participant observer, and refrained from intruding. The videotaped data were collected concurrently with task performance, and provided an oral, written, and visual record for later analysis. The goal of a think-aloud is to check the relationship between what learners are saying and what they are doing (Jones, 1982; Tetroe & Jones, 1982).

The videotape was held for coding and data analysis which took place at a later date. The audio portion of the tape was transcribed and coded according to a system loosely adapted from Raimes. The following sections describe the procedures for transcription, coding, and analysis.

Replicating the Essay. The first step in retrieving the data was to view the video for a holistic impression. Attention now turned to the handwritten manuscript and what the writer actually did. Next, steps were taken to preserve and protect the written text in its original form. To maintain the integrity of the primary document, a typewritten copy was made, which approximated it as closely as possible. This copy became a working document which was marked by the investigator. It recorded the subject's writing as closely as possible, revealing events such as misspellings, additions, deletions, and punctuation. The original and replicated essays may be seen in Appendix H.

The next procedure was to establish a time frame in order to find out not only what happened, but when it happened. To accomplish this goal, the method was to watch the video again, to break it down into one-minute intervals by means of a stop watch, and to indicate the time segments on the sheet.

Transcribing the Video. Attention now shifted from what the writer did, to what she said. The next step was to create a new document which corresponded to the
video. The objective was to transcribe every spoken word the subject said during the session, including pauses and fillers. This was a complex and time-consuming procedure, accomplished with the help of a stopwatch and VCR counter. In the video transcription correct English spelling is used, although individual letters, parts of words, and syllables are included when they indicate speech. The transcribed videotape may be seen in Appendix I. With the transcription in hand, the video was viewed for a third time, to indicate the points at which speaking and writing overlapped. This correspondence is coded by underlining, as seen in Appendix J.

Coding. At this point, there were two working documents, and decisions were made about how coding would proceed. Since this was an exploratory study, the body of data per se generated ideas about what direction to take. Numerous components of the composing process were examined, including: prewriting, planning, commenting, rereading, writing strategies, and revisions. The time spent in pre-writing activities, and in task completion is noted and recorded in Chapter VI. Working from the transcription, the nature of the composing process was further investigated. Comparison between the total number of words in the original essay, and the number in the final product was calculated.

One area of interest in the think-aloud is that of silence. Once again, the stopwatch was used, this time to calculate the length of pauses and hesitations. Only silences of two seconds or longer were recorded. Findings about pauses and fillers are found in Chapter VI.

The sources of data retrieval were the videotape and the transcribed documents. Data such as pauses, rereadings, minute-by-minute segments, and overlap of speaking and writing were retrieved directly from the video. Having done so, additional time-related data were retrievable from the transcriptions. The total time
spent in writing was calculated, then analyzed according to type and frequency of strategies used during the first half and second half of the videotaped session. Writing strategies were identified and coded, and caution was taken to avoid double coding.

Revisions were categorized according to four types of change, additions, deletions, substitutions and movement. They were analyzed further to determine whether they were revisions of mechanics, grammar, word choice (lexical), organization or content. The location of revisions either within, or between, sentences was determined.

When a particular behavior, such as verbal rehearsing, appeared frequently, it became a focus of attention. For example, numerous examples of trying out new words and ideas were discovered. This disclosure directed the investigator to tally and analyze those items which suggested that the subject was using the strategy identified as verbal rehearsing.

FINAL ANALYSIS

The objective of this research is to bring together data collected in the three main areas of the study, cultural context, the learning situation, and the think-aloud protocol. The next section of this study examines each of these topics independently. It is organized so that each of the three following chapters presents both findings and results. In Chapter IV, the primary focus is on the subject's background and culture, whereas Chapter V investigates the classroom context in an academic setting. Chapter VI contains data about composing processes, by means of collection and analysis of the think-aloud protocol. Each chapter attempts to draw inferences about the nature of the composing process in general, and how it relates specifically to the subject of this
case study. Based on the findings of this research, and on the implications of the literature in the field, recommendations for teaching are presented in Chapter VII.
CHAPTER IV
CULTURAL CONTEXT: EDUCATION AND LITERACY

A passage from *Lost In Translation*, an autobiography (Hoffman, 1989) of a Polish refugee who emigrates to North America, describes the dilemma inherent in acquiring a new language:

Polish is no longer the one, true language... Polish insights cannot be regained in their purity; there's something I know in English too. The wholeness of childhood truths is intermingled with the divisiveness of adult doubt. When I speak Polish now, it is infiltrated, permeated, and inflected by the English in my head. Each language modifies the other, crossbreeds with it, fertilizes it. Each language makes the other relative. Like everybody, I am the sum of my languages... (p.273)

A hidden agenda in language learning that is often overlooked, but influences the success or failure of second (or third) language acquisition, is culture learning (Damen, 1987). The cultural patterns, concepts, beliefs, and perceptions implicit in any linguistic system comprise the "cultural baggage" that are toted along. What is it like to become bilingual, and therefore, at least partly, bicultural?

This chapter asks, "How does a student develop cultural competence along with linguistic competence?" It begins with the subject’s native culture, seeking to establish the social setting in Poland. Applying cross-cultural perspectives, it explores themes in political, educational, and family background, in an attempt to uncover variations between her native and adoptive cultures.
POLISH POLITICS AND EDUCATION

Enya received her formal education at the elementary, secondary, and lower division college levels in her native country, the Polish People's Republic. The following section presents a brief history and overview of the Polish educational system and statistics which reflect the state of education during her student years, 1964-78.

From the 17th to the 20th century, Poland was invaded and occupied by foreign powers. During many years of occupation, 1795-1918, foreign powers destroyed education, and closed most of the Polish universities. When independence was finally gained in 1918, Polish education began to be restored. During the War, the Polish people suffered terrible losses under Nazi domination. Their country was devastated, and millions of Poles died as a result of massacres, starvation and imprisonment. As news of the horrors of the concentration camps was uncovered, attempts were made to overcome guilt and recrimination, along with efforts to physically rebuild a nation (Knowles, 1978).

The post-war era established the People's Republic of Poland, and with the assistance of the former Soviet Union, the nation's educational system was completely reorganized. The Communist leadership dominated the post-war elections, and followed Russian style policies. Under the Communists, Poland shifted from an agricultural to a rapidly industrialized economy.

One of the goals of the newly industrialized nation was to achieve universal literacy. The restructuring of education was one of the easiest and most effective post-war accomplishments. It was achieved, in part, because an underground educational system had miraculously thrived during the war. As the Communists continued to
further the expansion of schooling, they ushered in a national system which succeeded in bringing literacy to all Poles. Higher education became more widely available under the restructuring. According to The International Encyclopedia of Higher Education (Knowles, 1978), from 1944-74 there were 687,400 graduates. Of these, 48.7% graduated between 1966-73. Women's' access to the university also improved, with the proportion of women students rising from 29.8% (1945-50) to 40.2% (1966-70), to 46.5% (1973).

A strong educational system, based on the rigorous classical model of European education, prevailed. The model of education was rote learning, and the teacher-centered classroom. Creativity and innovation were not encouraged (Kuhlman, 1992). Along with teaching the basics, the schools were required to instruct in both political indoctrination and the Russian language. Many students ridiculed these subjects, and did not take them seriously.

The political agenda of the day largely suppressed intellectual freedom, especially in academic areas such as history, political science, and government (Kuhlman, 1992). The study of foreign language mandated that all students begin learning Russian in fifth grade, and for those who attended high school, it was studied through twelfth grade. By the time the subject of this study, Enya, graduated from secondary school, she had studied eight years of Russian as a second language. It was taught by traditional methods, and spoken only in the schools. According to Marek, her husband, there was a great deal of resistance to learning Russian, and it was treated lightly. He described his Russian teachers as "tough, imposing, and dogmatic."

The repressive atmosphere which characterized the Communist-dominated system had a strong personal impact on Enya in her formative years. In the second
draft of an essay she wrote in Spring 1990, she described the following humiliating situations:

As a student in middle school in my country, I remember being horrified by my P.O. (Military Indoctrination for Youth) teacher. Once I had to stand in front of the whole school and was verbally punished by the teacher because of my poor grades in this subject. It made me feel anxious. The entire political system of Poland made me anxious. Having to visit any of the government offices made me really uneasy. When my mother decided to retire because of her serious health problems she asked me to talk in her name with the State Office for Old Citizens. The careless and hostile atmosphere made me feel there very nervous.

The structure of the educational system includes infant schools, primary schools, secondary schools, and higher studies. Children aged 7-16 attend an eight-grade primary school, and upon graduating, they may apply for secondary education. Three principal forms of secondary schools exist: college preparatory, technical, and vocational. A diploma from a four-year grammar school (lycea) may admit a student to a program of post-grammar school courses called "policealne studia zawodowe." This type of training offers a two-year degree, and is similar to programs at community colleges in the United States. Enya took her post-secondary education at such a "studia" for two years in preparation for teaching kindergarten through fourth grade. However, she did not fulfill the practice teaching requirement, and so did not receive her two-year degree.

POST-WAR POLAND

Growing up in post-war Poland offered little in the way of a safe haven, security, or innocence. The legacy of the war ushered in an inflexible Communist regime, replacing the old way of life with new forms of discontent. Communism offered structure, but not security, to non-partisans. There was pressure to conform to
the totalitarian system, yet there were strong undercurrents promoting resistance. Polish Catholicism, the majority religion, for example, was in direct opposition to the atheistic tenets of Marxist philosophy. Underground publishing houses prospered after 1956, accompanied by a new appetite for Western authors such as Steinbeck, Faulkner, and Hemingway (Kuhlman, 1992). A nation which had suffered centuries of occupation and division prior to the war, reluctantly changed masters as an aftermath. For many Poles, Communist domination was just another in a long series of political humiliations.

What kind of people did the Communists find? Who were the Poles? Prior to World War II, sizable minorities such as Ukrainians and Jews inhabited Poland, and the nation was primarily agrarian. Following the War, only a scant minority population remained, and Poland was largely homogeneous. Perhaps as a result of this long history of subjugation, the Polish people distrust indoctrination and authority. They have a fierce streak of independence, and a tendency to defy rules imposed from above by those in power. This is a cultural trait shared by the woman who is the focus of this study.

FAMILY LIFE

Enya is a product of Post-War Poland. Born in Krakow in 1954, she is the only child of a Polish couple who had fared badly under the Nazis. Her mother and father were older than average when she was born, and she describes them as devoted, yet anxious parents. Her mother was fearful, and her father was disappointed. A prolific artist, he did not pursue a career as a watercolorist, but made his living as an electrician. Although very intelligent, her father did not have much formal education, and did not pressure his daughter to achieve academically.
Enya's parents participated neither in organized religion nor politics. They were not practicing Catholics, and religion was not a significant factor in Enya's life. Neither did they believe in the Communist system, a fact which caused a rift in her family. Her father, an ardent anti-Communist, has a brother who was a party official. As a result of their irreconcilable political differences, the two brothers have avoided contact with each other for over twenty years. As an adult, Enya has continued to resist both formal religion, and doctrinaire political thinking.

Besides her parents, her closest relative is an aunt who led an extraordinary life. During the War, she had hidden a Jewish man, and later married him. They were the first family members to emigrate from Poland, moving first to Brazil, and later settling permanently in Israel.

FIRST LANGUAGE INTERVIEW

The goal of the first language interview was to obtain a history of Enya's literacy background in her native language, and to explore her present use of Polish in reading and writing. The interview took place by telephone in Spring 1992, and notes were taken during the conversation. A copy of the interview may be found in Appendix B.

Before Enya started first grade in 1961, she was required to take an entrance exam. She was admitted, and took reading and writing instruction at age 7 in first grade. At the beginning stages, she received help from teachers, but not from her parents. Methods of instruction included teaching the alphabet, and the copying and writing of sentences.

Primary school consisted of first through eighth grades. Class size was 25-30 students, and the primary source of reading and writing materials was the textbook.
Until fifth grade, Enya did not do much outside reading, but after that she began to read novels and stories, and also wrote stories at home. During high school she lost interest in reading, and her reading and writing grades were "not good." Her formal schooling ended with two years at the "studia" as noted above. In 1979, as part of her teacher training program she taught children with Down's syndrome. The following year, when she was expecting her first child, she worked at a public library.

Enya says she does not like to read or write Polish because she has lost contact with her culture. It is easier for her to read English now, and she has not done any reading in Polish for three years. The only writing she currently does in Polish is letter writing. At present she writes primarily in English, mostly formal academic papers, of 6, 10, or 12 pages in length. To the question, "How do you rate yourself as a writer in Polish?", Enya responded as follows: spelling, organization and creativity are good, but punctuation is fair. During the conversation Enya elaborated on the rhetorical differences in organization between writing in English and Polish. "English organization is very difficult," she explained. "English is very clear, and it forces you to analyze and give examples. Polish is more poetic. You put down feelings and dreams, you wander around and come back. There is no analysis." In Chapter V, under the heading, "First Language Essay," Kristi characterizes Enya's organizational pattern as circular, wandering and unclear.

Enya rated her reading skills in Polish on the same four-point scale. She evaluated her speed as fair, and comprehension as excellent.

POLISH vs. ENGLISH WRITING INSTRUCTION

This section presents both the Polish and American views of academic writing in Poland. The Polish perspective is based on interviews with the subject, her husband,
Marek, and with Kristi, the First Language rater. The American perspective is represented by information gleaned from two academic papers. The first author, Carter, is an exchange Professor who taught writing at Warsaw University in Spring, 1984 (Carter, 1986). The second author, Kuhlman, taught English at the Jagiellonian Institute in Krakow from 1986-1987, and visited there again in 1989 (Kuhlman, 1992).

Interviews with three natives of Poland, including Enya, were conducted independently, and views of one informant were not disclosed to any other informant. Although four sources constitute an admittedly small sample, the opinions expressed were similar, as revealed in the following discussion. Marek was a student in ENNR during the academic year 1988-1989. A taped interview with him was conducted in May, 1992. A list of interview questions may be seen in Appendix K. The Polish point of view is supplemented by information gathered from an interview with Kristi in February, 1992. Notes were recorded during the conversation.

The informants were in agreement on three characteristics of Polish writing instruction: emphasis on grammar and spelling, use of literary models, and poetic, flowery style. In contrast, academic writing in English emphasizes organization and content, information, and linear discourse.

Organization

The four sources expressed similar opinions regarding organization of compositions. During an interview, Enya elaborated on the differences in organization between writing in English and Polish. "English is very difficult," she explained. "English... forces you to analyze and give examples. The organization (in Polish) was less important for my teachers. It seems to me a big mistake. I do think the organization of composition is (as) important (as) spelling and grammar."
Along similar lines, Marek stated, "Polish students learn to write with an introduction, a development, and a conclusion." Polish teachers, he explained, concentrate on the mode of thinking, not the organization.

Carter asserts that Polish university students write in classical essay style, based on the humanitarian orientation taught in secondary school. According to Carter, the introduction asks an important question, like "What did the writer think about what he wrote." The development (body) investigates and evaluates it from various perspectives. The conclusion announces the thesis.

Kristi explained that often students were given a title, then made a plan for it. She elaborated as follows, "In Polish we were not so concerned with organization. Do I like it? Why?"

Content

Marek addressed the importance of facts and the quantity of supporting points that English instructors require. He reports that in English, information and the amount of information drawn from the reading material, are considered more valuable than the students' own opinions and thoughts.

Carter found that in the persuasive mode of essay writing, Polish students rarely used recent historical facts to support their ideas. They preferred relying on internal proofs, such as definition, circumstance, and relationship. He explains the Polish avoidance of factual and statistical material in terms of students' negative reaction to government propaganda. Carter argues that:

Their reluctance to accept TRUTH from external sources, especially political sources, results in part from the Polish government's use of propaganda methods. Because their government misused statistics to distort the economic picture during the 1950's, the students almost never quote a statistician
in their essay. In fact, to quote a percentage... to a Polish student is to court instant skepticism (p.8).

Furthermore, Carter contends that students avoid citing recent historical events as a source of evidence because of the government's propensity for rewriting the history books. "Yesterday's hero," he explains, "may become tomorrow's persona non grata" (p.8).

Kuhlman explains how the prevailing attitudes towards authority affect students' writing. She proposes that in an atmosphere of repression, teachers were not trained to encourage the type of inquiry and modes of thinking that might challenge the system. Instead, they relied on safer teaching techniques, emphasizing spelling, grammar, punctuation, and other specific skills. Consequently, she found students were unwilling to try out new ideas, or to take risks in their compositions. Students did not feel psychologically free to express themselves, and were reluctant to write persuasively.

Grammar and Spelling

The three sources quoted in this section deal with somewhat different aspects of composition writing. However, they are in agreement on the high degree of emphasis placed on local errors in evaluating student writing.

The following is a statement by Enya, exactly as written:

In my first language I was taught how to spell how to use the grammar and also how to write compositions, but the most important thing it was the grammar and spelling. The students were trying to satisfy requerments of the educational program but not many of us could do it 100%. I remember that in High School for "0" misteaks in spelling or grammar we could get "A" for one misteak "B" for 2— "C," for 4——"D" and for 5 or more "F." I remember getting often "D" or "C" because of my problem with punktuation.
Carter contends that Polish faculty base their teaching techniques on grammar and idiom drills, with little writing beyond the sentence level. Kuhlman asserts that only grammar, spelling, and handwriting were corrected in primary grades. All other aspects were ignored.

Evaluations were based on traditional homework and grades, and were equivocal at best. In discussing the grading system, Marek stated that a double grade was assigned, one for grammar, the other for "thought." One of Kuhlman's students said a typical teacher response might be, "Contents—very good, composition poor." Another of her students commented that teachers paid attention to grammar and spelling, and failed to note the content.

Poetic and Flowery Style

Three informants described Polish preference for figurative language, imagination, and emotional expressiveness in student writing. In comparing Polish writing with English, Enya stated, "Polish is more poetic. You put down feelings and dreams, you wander around and come back. There is no analysis."

Marek contrasted thinking and writing in Polish with that of English. He stated, "My (Polish) way of thinking is different. In my way of thinking I can be abstract, I can give certain impressions about feelings or emotions." Along similar lines, Kristi asserted, "Polish teachers like a more flowery style... not so clear."
Use of Literary Models

Enya made no comments regarding the influence of literary models. However, since the four remaining sources are in agreement on this topic, their views are included as data. In an unedited account, according to Marek:

The impact of the literature you were reading (in class) showed in your writing. Every lecture we had a week of discussion about literature, French, German, English, Polish... some in translation of course. After a week you answered questions from the lecture; "Why did this hero act like that or this"? Sometimes we were answering questions about the literature.

Kristi explained that short essay questions usually focused on the literature assigned for the week. At the end of the week a longer essay was due, with an assigned topic that was also based on the readings.

Carter reports that the Polish faculty are frequently expert in British and American literature, and that literary criticism is a predominant component in the teaching of writing as a foreign language. The approach is essentially product oriented. Students examine features of published text, then "write a paragraph or short essay that attempts to imitate the published text" (p.4).

According to Kuhlman, primary grade students were often forced to copy a summary and write dictations. At the upper primary levels, the most popular form of classroom composition was the "rozprawka," a type of argumentation. In this mode, a thesis is assigned, students give reasons pro and con, and draw a conclusion. In Chapter V, an account of Enya's First Language Essay suggests the L₁ influence of the "rozprawka" on her writing.
Linear Discourse

Enya characterizes English discourse as very "clear," and defines Polish writing as "wandering" and "coming back." In Chapter V, Kristi, the First Language rater, uses almost identical words, "wandering" and "unclear" to describe Enya's own composing style in Polish. She finds, in critiquing the subject's Polish language essay, that the conclusion is disconnected from the earlier development of her topic. Kristi's comments on unsystematic language and ambiguous style correspond with frustrations noted by Carter.

Carter applies the theory of contrastive analysis to Polish and U.S. modes of composing. While residing in Poland, he was retained as final editor for two journals, one philosophy, and one literary. He recounts his amazement at the rhetoric as follows:

Never never have I read such academic prose that circled about a subtle definitional point... without coming to a clear and concrete conclusion. No journal in the western democracies would ever consider accepting such involuted work that quite lacks in a linear systematic method and concrete proofs. (p. 6)

He further explains, that in contrast to English writing, which promotes linear discourse, the Slavic system favors:

circumvoluted discourse, organization, and style: namely, turning, coiling, and folding around a central concept. (p.6)

Until secondary school, according to Kuhlman, very few teachers actually taught students how to write. In the advanced levels at the English Institute, however, students received intensive training in essay writing. The perception of one of Kuhlman's students was that only after years at the Institute, did he feel that his writing was becoming more systematic and rational.

In discussing cross-cultural variations in essay writing, Marek reports,
Here (U.S.) it's more rational way of approaching essays. The structure is more organized. (In Poland) you didn't care if sentences logically respond to it. We weren't obligated to write clearly in a way that there is... a continuation. You could break or reconnect a certain impression—a thought. I feel like (the) impact (in the U.S.) is on information... more information you put from the material... it's more valuable.

PRINTED MATERIALS SURVEY

A feature of the climate for literacy in Poland is the scarcity of books (Kuhlman, 1992). Part of the problem is the popularity of books since the lifting of censorship. Book publishers simply cannot keep pace with the overwhelming demand, especially for Western authors. Booksellers cannot stock enough of these books, either in English or translated into Polish. Amongst the most highly-prized categories are books for children. The lack of books is also a problem on university campuses, where classes of twenty-five students often share one, or perhaps two texts. These are kept on reserve in the library, and loaned to students for two-hour intervals. This creates a frustrating and tiresome situation, for both students and teachers. It encourages a teacher-centered classroom environment, since teachers feel obligated to lecture on the content of the scarce textbooks.

Enya, a library aide, surrounded by books at the university, is a person who created an environment of printed materials in her home. This section reports the results of an instrument used to assess literacy in the subject's home. The results of the Printed Materials Survey are shown in Table III.

Enya completed the printed materials survey in Spring 1990, before her separation from her husband. She was asked to count all the reading materials in her home. She reported literature in 5 languages: English, Russian, Polish, Czechoslovakian, and German. The categories included: novels, poetry, textbooks, art
books, other non-fiction, children’s books, religious books, magazines, and newspapers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Total #</th>
<th>#English</th>
<th>#Russian</th>
<th>#Polish</th>
<th>#Czech</th>
<th>#German</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Novels</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poetry</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texts</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-fiction</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children’s books</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religious books</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magazines</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newspapers</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTALS</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>301</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

What follows are some comments and generalizations about the results of the survey. There was a very large quantity of printed materials (450) in her home, which suggests that reading is an important part of her family life. The number and variety indicates a rich cultural background and broad range of interests. It also suggests a sharp contrast to the limited availability of books in Poland. The adopted homeland offers the luxury of an abundant supply of easily attainable reading materials.

The number of languages (5) was impressive. The quantity of Polish materials reported was 301, while the total of English, Czech, German, and Russian materials was 149. Polish language sources accounted for 68% of the total, and outnumbered English materials, 301 to 91. English materials were more numerous than Polish only in the categories of textbooks (14 vs. 5) and religious books (4 vs. 3).
Children's books were the only category to span all 5 languages, and when added together there were nearly as many books in second, third and fourth languages (100), as in Polish (124). Nearly 50% of all printed materials were children's. These numbers suggest that the parents strongly encourage their children's literacy, and that they want the children to preserve their NL background.

Newspapers and magazines were overwhelmingly Polish, nearly 99%. Of 122 materials in this category, only 2 were in English. In a previous section, it was reported that Enya has done no reading in L1 since 1989. Yet only two years ago, almost every periodical in her home was in Polish, as was 68% of total reading materials. Perhaps when she began attending university, in 1989, she devoted all her reading time to improving her English, and ignored the Polish language materials in her home. Another speculation might be that her husband read the Polish newspapers and magazines. A third possibility is that the reporting was inaccurate.

48 HOUR WRITING DIARY

This section reviews the results of a log of Enya's literacy activities over a two day period in Spring, 1990. For the purpose of this study, Enya made a record of everything she wrote for two days in a "48 Hour Writing Diary." Samples of her writing are included in Appendix C. She kept track of the time spent on each activity, and reported spending about 3.5 hours per day on writing, all but 11.5 minutes related to school work. At the time when she completed this writing diary, she was studying English and Russian at the university. She reported spending 5 hours writing in English, 1 hour 40 minutes in Russian, and 1/2 minute in Polish. The most time spent on a single writing activity was 2 hours work preparing a first draft and notes for an
An examination of the discretionary time Enya spent on out-of-class work, reveals a sharp imbalance, favoring English studies over Russian. During the two-day period surveyed, Enya spent about 3 hours and 40 minutes on English activities outside the classroom, and allocated only ten minutes to her Russian notes. Perhaps she was rushing to meet a deadline for her English class, and set Russian studies aside for the duration. Or, perhaps the diary is indicative of how the subject generally prioritizes her homework time. A sample of her vocabulary study may be seen in Appendix C.
HOME VISIT

This section presents an overview of a visit to Enya's home in March, 1990. Enya and Marek own their home in an integrated neighborhood in the metropolitan area. At the time of the visit, their two children were attending the Waldorf school, based on anthroposophic philosophy. In conversation, I learned that much thought, expense, and effort went into both the choice of schools, and the logistics of commuting to and from the schools. They take great pride in their son's achievements, and describe him as musically talented, self motivated, and a fast learner.

Both music and art are important elements in their family life. They have a piano at home, which both husband and wife play, and their son is a serious violinist. Art figures strongly in their lives, since Marek, like Enya's father, is an artist.

Enya expressed strong feelings about racial equality, and was pleased that her daughter had the opportunity to play with African-American children in the neighborhood. If she thought her children were becoming prejudiced, she said, she would transfer them to an integrated public school. Marek criticized his Polish countrymen for their bigotry, especially their antisemitism. Both felt that living in the United States gave them unique and welcome opportunities for multiculturalism.

Enya and Marek were gracious, attentive hosts. Their home reflected interest in more intellectual, humanistic, and artistic concerns than in material possessions. Elements of their European background were expressed by the types of food, manner of serving, and topics of conversation. They prefer folk remedies and holistic treatments to Western medicine. They also chose a school for their children which had European roots.
The family was economically poor, but rich in European culture and intellect. During the visit, conversation centered mainly on music, books, children's education, university classes, and philosophy. The impression Enya and Marek made was of people who "walk their talk" by actively working at promoting integration and fighting prejudice on a daily basis.

LINGUISTIC DIFFERENCES

This section offers a brief account of one aspect of linguistic differences between the Polish, Russian, and English languages as described by Enya in a two-page essay, Personal Pronouns. The essay, written for ENNR I-2, has been corrected for readability by the researcher. The introduction states:

I am interested in the differences between languages, and I would like to try to share with the reader some of the issues which are interesting for me; but it is quite difficult to do it if one has a limited ability to use the language in which one wants to express it. Anyway, I want to write about it because it is special for me.

She goes on to explain that in Polish and in Russian the personal pronouns form a separate word class with clear-cut boundaries. English, differs, she explains, because it has a three-gender system in singular, but lacks the distinction in the plural. Having only,

one gender system in plural makes our expressions limited somehow, and not as precise as it could be. Especially in English, where the language expressions of other grammatical issues (for example, using a complicated system of past tense to describe just the right time of the action or state of being) are very accurate, it seems quite difficult to understand why the issue of personal pronouns is not complete.

The essay, Personal Pronouns, reveals Enya as an astute student of languages. Her systematic and inquiring mind analyzes the fine points of the languages she
studies. She understands that languages are unique, and not completely logical. By choosing a topic which she finds interesting and meaningful, she overcomes English language constraints and successfully communicates her ideas.

Further insights about Polish language and culture are revealed in a conversation with Enya. She maintains that Polish culture is "new," only a thousand years old. In fact, it didn't have an alphabet until it adopted the Roman alphabet in the year 1,000. In order to transcribe an oral language, the Polish people had to add many letters, along with curlicues above the letters. "It's a folk culture... people dancing around a fire and telling stories. It's oral, not a written tradition," Enya explains.

COMPARATIVE CULTURE

Another ENNR essay, this one written during Spring term, is a window on Enya's attitudes towards Polish and American cultures. My Culture and Yours is a four page essay which compares the two societies on three points: religion, politics and language. She appreciates the religious tolerance she finds in the U.S., and contrasts it with her country. Poland, she claims, has a homogeneous population, which is "not very tolerant." She says 90% are Catholic, and being a non-Catholic minority is often problematic.

Political orientation is a private belief in the U.S., and there is no visible sign of conflict between numerous parties. Poland, in contrast, has two opposing parties, and there is "no place for tolerance" between them. She gives two examples of how her own parents imposed their staunch anti-Communist convictions. Her father, she states, refused to maintain contact with his brother, a Communist official for the government. When she was a child, her parents forbade her to play with children...
whose parents were Communists. In 1981, when she lived in Warsaw, she saw signs on display in stores such as, "Communists not welcome."

Enya appreciates America's tolerance for many different languages. In her neighborhood, people are friendly, even though the languages they speak at home may differ. She describes her amazement when she found out that a shopkeeper in New York's Chinatown spoke no English. Closer to home, she was asked to work as a Russian medical interpreter for an American born logger who was hospitalized after a logging accident. To her amazement, she discovered that he was born and raised in a Russian-speaking community of Old Believers, and because of unique ethnic ties, never needed to learn English.

In Poland, to be a citizen a person must have one Polish parent and speak the language. Forty years of isolation from the West exacerbated the nation's linguistic insularity. Enya explains that foreign students on campus were severely criticized for speaking Polish with a heavy accent. The rationale was, "If they live with us, they should speak like us." She tells how her mother worries that her little granddaughter, growing up abroad, won't speak Polish perfectly, "And what will the neighbors think?"

DISCUSSION OF CULTURE

Enya recognizes that the United States is no longer a "melting pot" of immigrants hurriedly trying to shed and reject their former lives. She sees the process as slower now, and compares present-day American society to a "vegetarian salad" of separate ingredients. In Spring 1990, she wrote an assessment of her place in her adopted culture:

Arriving, acculturation, assimilation are behind me I believe. I am here, I do accept the culture and I feel part of the society. But, I want or not I will have forever my Slavic accent and way
of thinking. I do believe that the very first step to avoid prejudice towards ourselves is to be not prejudice towards others. This is it what I am working on.

Brislin (1981) identifies four processes in long-term adjustment, including: cultural adjustment, identification, cultural competence, and role acculturation. The following sections attempt to describe Enya's immigrant experience in terms of two of these categories.

**Cultural Adjustment**

Part of the sense of feeling "at home" in a society, is the "fit" of personality and culture. American culture suits an individual with high achievement motivation, because it provides many opportunities to fulfill those needs.

Empathic people develop communication skills faster than non-empathic people, according to Brislin (1981). Enya demonstrates respect and understanding of the different backgrounds and needs of others. Her ability to relate with other people is fostered by her desire for affiliation. She creates opportunities to meet, interact with, and help others.

Another factor is her strength of personality. Although she is sometimes self-deprecating, she is a strong-willed, independent individual. She makes difficult choices, is hard-working, and eager to take on new challenges.

Brislin (1981) maintains that group affiliation and completion of task-related goals facilitate cultural adjustment. Enrollment in the university enabled her to develop both group ties and career goals. Equality of opportunity in education was available to Enya in the United States, and she grasped the chance to attend college. The university became a vehicle for acculturation, and opened a door which was ordinarily shut to people over thirty in Poland.
As a woman, she also appreciated her adoptive culture. "Here I feel free," she remarked. "In Poland you can't be a woman without a man...Here I feel more positive, freer." Despite the odds of poverty, marital separation, motherhood, age and language, she was determined to graduate from college, and eventually earn a graduate degree.

**Identification**

I contend that Enya never felt a sense of belonging in Poland. The Poland that was home to Enya was a homogeneous, totalitarian, repressive environment with meager tolerance for diversity either in politics or education. It was essentially a monistic society in which conformity was the norm. In this atmosphere, she felt stifled by the rigidity of the social structure surrounding her. In emigrating to the United States, she discovered new norms for thinking and being which were more compatible with her own. She felt more at home in a pluralistic society. She identified with the democratic values of her adoptive culture, and the freedom to speak openly about her opinions. She recognized that prejudice was a factor in U.S. society, and yet appreciated opportunities to personally strive towards eradicating stereotypes from her life. Because of the congruence between her personal values and the values she encountered in the United States, she was able to embrace her new homeland, and to acculturate quickly.

This chapter showed some connections between how Enya became bicultural, as she became bilingual (or multilingual). The following chapter shifts the context from cross-cultural learning to academic training in a classroom setting. The classroom develops a culture of its own, since it functions as a specialized ad hoc group, coming together for a specific time and purpose (Damen, 1987). Chapter V discusses the nature of learning in the classroom community.
CHAPTER V
THE LEARNING SITUATION: CONTEMPORANEOUS ACADEMIC LITERACY

The results which are presented in the following sections were gathered from numerous sources, and focus on Enya's studies of English in an academic context. Information about the classroom context is presented below. The formal learning situation was studied by means of classroom observations, teacher interviews, student interviews, and observations at the word processor. Data concerning Enya's writing ability were examined with the assistance of English language raters who evaluated three student essays and by a first language rater who examined an essay in Polish. A learning strategies task, "Strategy Inventory for Language Learning" (Oxford, 1990) was completed by the subject, and presents a profile of her preferred learning style. The subject researched herself as a writer in a self-report, "Case Study of Yourself As a Writer," adapted from Trimbur. A copy is located in Appendix G.

CLASSROOM OBSERVATIONS: LIMITATIONS AND ADVANTAGES

It is necessary to identify the limitations of classroom observations as a research instrument. The first problem is that of objectivity. The most significant feature of classroom observations is that objectivity cannot be claimed, and that objectivity in a scientific sense is irrelevant (Van Lier, 1988). Since every description is based on certain values and theories, it is therefore subjective.

A second problem is lack of completeness. The data represent bits and pieces of the context, rather than the total picture (Heath, 1983). The researcher selects
particular events for description, and omits others. As a result, the context receives partial rather than comprehensive treatment.

If classroom observation is a flawed instrument, what justification is there for employing it in educational research? The classroom is a literacy community, based on a particular culture. Certain principles of social organization underlie the behavior and interactions within the classroom setting. In case study research, it is useful to examine the subject in relationship to the classroom environment. How does the classroom differ from other pieces of the culture? What, in particular, promotes or impedes the subject's language learning? Does she understand and follow the rules of the game? What is her role in class? Is she an active or passive learner? How does she participate and interact with instructors and peers? Are there changes in her classroom behavior over a period of six months or more?

The following guidelines, based on Van Lier (1988), may be helpful when the decision is made to study the classroom context:

1. Relate pieces of the classroom culture to components of the larger culture.
2. Record data as a tool for mediating between subjectivity and detachment.
3. Identify the values and the theories of language learning that color perceptions of what is going on.
4. Interpret observation and description through agreement with other participants and sources of data.

The next two sections present condensed accounts of what occurred during several visits I made to Enya's English classes. They highlight sociocultural aspects of language learning, including academic and social roles and expectations.
CLASSEBROOM OBSERVATIONS: WINTER TERM

ENNR classes were two hours long. Two classroom observations took place in ENNR Intermediate-2 during February, 1990. The researcher, assuming the role of non-participant observer, sat in the back of the room during both sessions and took notes. Eleven students and the teacher were present during the first observation. The students sat in rows at movable desks. Enya arrived thirty-five minutes late for class. She worked with Van, a twenty-nine-year-old Vietnamese male student. The tasks were the completion of a cloze passage, and discrete point exercises based on the reading.

The second observation was completed ten days later. This time there were eleven students and two observers besides the researcher. The instructor asked "Who hasn't done the reading for today?" and Enya said she hadn't. She explained that she had been absent for a week because she was sick with pneumonia.

For thirty minutes students worked alone or in pairs on a vocabulary exercise. Enya chose to work with Van. They seemed to have fun working together, although they failed to complete the task correctly. The last half hour of class was devoted to a lively discussion of a reading assignment. Enya did not laugh at some immature remarks that were made by younger classmates.

Winter term observations revealed that Enya was sometimes late, had many absences, and chose to work with older peers rather than with younger students. As a more mature student, she was not amused by the same comments as the recent high school graduates. She seemed to participate more actively and comfortably when the task was class discussion than when specific lexical items were the objective.
CLASSROOM OBSERVATIONS: SPRING TERM

The third and fourth observations took place during Spring term in Advanced ENNR, with a different instructor. When the third observation began, eleven students were present. On this occasion three students walked in late, but Enya was on time. As in the previous class, seating was in rows at movable desks. The observer sat across the room from the subject, and once again assumed the role of non-participant observer. Enya sat diagonally behind her friend Van. The class began with a quiz on a reading assignment.

The quiz and follow-up activity lasted for 20 minutes. During the quiz, Enya's frequent erasures suggested that she was having difficulty. The second classroom activity was devoted to small group discussion based on the reading. Enya was both an active participant and an active listener. The last 20 minutes of class focused on sharing ideas about the reading. Now the class was engaged in whole group discussion. The following excerpt shows Enya's unedited, sensitive, empathic comments on Maxine Hong Kingston's "Misery of Silence":

She was forced to talk. She had to talk...such a terrible feeling. Suffering. The Chinese girl is symbol of newcomers to the United States... her personality, her inner life. Because she doesn't talk the black (paint) is the barrier. Now as an author she hopes to break the barrier. She was hoping her ability would improve.

My impressions were that Enya displayed enthusiasm, fluency and clarity in her response to the reading. She communicated mature ideas, and took an involved and active role in the discussion. Any evidence of Enya's frustration with English appeared during the writing, rather than speaking activities.
The fourth and final classroom observation took place two weeks later. Class began late with nine students present, and Enya was even tardier. The stated objective of the lesson was to correct stylistic errors in a given sentence.

During the lesson on style, Enya seemed to lack confidence in her knowledge of rules. She offered several incorrect responses which were ignored. Yet, she was persistent, and kept trying until one of her responses was acceptable. Over the span of two terms, Enya's ability to work with the younger students seemed to improve. Her attendance also improved during the second term. Four patterns which seemed to persist over time were frustration with discrete point exercises, preference for classroom discussion on a higher thinking level, spotty preparation, and tardiness.

OBSERVATIONS AT THE WORD PROCESSOR

The purpose of observing the subject at work on the computer was to have direct access to the writing process. Watching Enya at the computer provided a glimpse of what, when, and how she made changes as she composed. During Enya's first term in ENNR the students were introduced to the computer lab and received formal training in using the Apple IIe. Each week one class hour was devoted to writing and/or revising at the computer. By February 1990, when the first observation took place, the subject was familiar with basic word processing procedures.

The first session at the computer lasted a half hour. During this observation, Enya was working on a first draft of "My Memories of Snow," an assigned topic for ENNR Intermediate-2. Between 11:15 and 11:30 she typed slowly, using the "hunt and peck" method. She expressed need for a dictionary, and requested help from the researcher. She frequently paused to edit between lines 1 and 7, and reread from the beginning after line 8. She paused again to reread the entire text after line 11. After the
seventh line she repeated that she missed not having a dictionary, and again asked for help. At 11:37, before starting a new paragraph she asked for help with spelling, and spent the next two minutes attempting to correct her misspellings. However, she ignored several, for example, "reflektions" and "frosen." She paused after these misspellings, as though she sensed something wrong, but attended to lexical concerns instead.

The second computer observation took place in March and was twenty minutes long. Enya was typing a second draft from a handwritten first draft of a composition called "Personal Pronouns." She asked the researcher several questions during this session. She inquired about plurals, and made multiple spelling changes in a single word. Struggles with word forms and spelling persisted, including problems with "using," "emphasize" and "describe." After numerous misspellings, Enya sat back and shook her head from side to side.

When she resumed, she did not look at her first draft at all. She self-corrected an error, and her words flowed without error or pause for several sentences until she wrote, "nit komplete." Again, she was able to self correct. At 12:20 she said, "I am really stressed out because of time, and I cannot think clearly," and the session ended.

Enya's goals differed during each of the two word processing observations. During the first session, in February, 1990, she was composing her first draft. Nearly all of her time during the second session was aimed at transcribing and polishing a second draft from a handwritten draft. The results of the first session at the computer consequently suggested more process operations than the second. The patterns which emerged during composing were: type—pause—revise—reread. Revisions were done only at the word level, and involved either vocabulary or mechanical concerns. There was no attempt to revise on content or organization levels. At the computer, Enya
seemed to lack independent vocabulary skills, expressing need for a dictionary and seeking help from the researcher. An effective compensatory strategy was to substitute a word she knew, "feet" for a word she could not remember, probably, "shoes."

Enya frequently paused after a spelling error to revise, but performed an operation unrelated to the error, by changing or adding a word. For example, in the first essay, after a pause following the misspelled "frozen," she added "lakes." The fact that she changed correct usage, "reflektions on," to "reflektions of," suggests that her knowledge or rules was incomplete. While engaged in editing, she missed several mechanical errors.

During the second session, it was only when she stopped transcribing from her first draft that she attained some fluency. While copying from her handwritten draft, she was preoccupied with errors. The strategy that seemed to work best for her was to forego editing completely.

According to Krashen (1987), conscious learning may operate as an editor, or Monitor, when three conditions prevail. These requirements are time, focus on form, and knowledge of rules. Two observations at the subject's side while she composed at the computer suggest that Enya repeatedly misapplied the Monitor. Although she made frequent attempts to use her conscious knowledge of rules in editing, she lacked the necessary knowledge to apply the rules correctly. She seemed to sense that something was wrong, but was unsure of what it was. At the computer, she behaved like Krashen's (1987) Monitor overusers, whose preoccupation with mechanical concerns disrupts their fluency. Although Enya had mastered the basic skills of word processing, she did not seem comfortable with it. Her attitude towards computers was succinctly expressed in a "Case Study" document discussed below, in which she wrote, "I like handwriting; I hate computers."
Studies by Collier (1983) and Benesch (1986) attempt to describe how the composing processes are affected by computer technology. Both studies found that methods of revision did not differ significantly between traditional modes of composing and composing at the word processor. Benesch found that individuals varied according to how they interacted with the computer. Stylistic preferences determined whether the student used the computer to generate ideas, to edit, or to simply master the technology.

Computers will continue to have a significant impact on the future of writing and of writing instruction. New technologies will facilitate activities such as interactive and collaborative writing and editing on big screen computers (Freedman, 1987). Further research is needed on how learning styles, learning strategies, and proficiency levels are affected by computer interaction.

TEACHER INTERVIEWS

An interview between the researcher and Enya's ENNR Intermediate-2 teacher took place near campus in March, 1990, while she was enrolled in his class. A personal interview with her Advanced ENNR instructor took place in June, 1990, and a telephone interview was conducted in May, 1992.

The results of the interviews with both instructors were similar in most respects. Each contributed a slightly different perspective, but their assessments dovetailed to a large extent.
Composite Teacher Interview

According to her instructors, Enya was a serious, mature student, and ranked in the top third of the class. They speculated that she would have preferred a more serious environment than what she found in ENNR. In class, she and another student, Marya, liked to chat in Russian, and the instructor sometimes had to ask them to refrain. Enya and Marya kept mostly to themselves, but Marya blended in better. Enya sometimes chose to work with Van, but was more aloof with the younger students. She was a risk taker, but somewhat less so than Marya. In comparison to Marya, she was less assertive and more vulnerable. She participated to a high degree in all activities, whole group, small group and pair work. Overall, she was very motivated.

Enya was often late, and frequently came to class tired because of her responsibilities. The instructors were aware that she was having problems with her husband and with her children's frequent illnesses. Her own health was problematic, especially during a siege of pneumonia which resulted in several absences. (During Winter term she was absent 7 times, which amounted to missing 20% of the course. In contrast, during Spring term she was only absent 2 or 3 times.) Enya was exceptionally diligent about keeping in touch, and was the only student who turned in a medical excuse for an absence. She succeeded in handing in all her assignments, although they were often late.

Several behavioral contrasts were reported by the two instructors. For example, during Winter term she missed the deadline on 4 out of 11 assignments. She also turned in handwritten drafts when typewritten ones were expected, but the teacher accepted them out of sensitivity to her family obligations. In contrast, she was
punctual with all her work during Spring term, and there was no indication of handwritten drafts or frequent absences.

In composing, Enya has great sensitivity and good ideas, but is constrained by her inability to express herself in written English. Her oral skills are strong, and she is a good communicator. The only limiting factor is her writing, not her speaking. She is a good critical thinker, perceptive, and has unique analytical skills.

At the time she was enrolled in ENNR, her expressed goal was to earn an MA in Slavic languages. The instructors predicted that until her cognitive skills were integrated with other linguistic competencies, she would have difficulties. They reported that she was limited by serious word order and word structure problems, and wrote incoherent sentences. One of the instructors conjectured that she may have been translating from Polish. The other instructor remarked that Enya was "held captive by minimal language." The second instructor explained that:

In an essay about visiting her aunt's house, she wrote about wonderful things: smells, toys in the attic, the kitchen as her favorite place... all held back by language. I would say that Enya is intelligent, well educated, and has great insight into Slavic languages. However, in many ways her English is an impediment to her. It's just an afterthought, there's no importance to learning language; she's more interested in ideas and concepts than in lexical concerns.

The teachers maintained that Enya was very opinionated and had set ideas. She often displayed intolerance towards other people's opinions and/or suggestions. During writing conferences she often balked at the teacher's suggestions. In the opinion of one instructor, "This was evidence of her strong will." She also had problems detaching herself from her work.
When queried on the effect of Polish culture, the teachers suggested that European background helped facilitate adjustment. One effect of being European is graphically illustrated in the following anecdote.

During a class discussion of prejudice, I asked which students had felt the effects of discrimination in the United States. With the exception of Enya and Marya, every student had suffered from prejudice. The Europeans are white and their accents have no pejorative connotations; in fact the way they speak may make them more appealing and interesting to native speakers.

As a student, Enya seemed to be intrinsically motivated. One instructor commented:

I felt like she was learning something. She is the kind of person who doesn't care about grades, she just wants to learn. In the beginning, she makes a judgment about a class. If she decides it's good, she is conscientious; otherwise she takes it easy. We did sections on prejudice and language in the reading packet. She was interested, so she worked hard.

Both instructors agreed that Enya would be a positive addition to any future class. They commented that she is sensitive, and more vulnerable than her friend Marya. To help motivate her, the teacher should present ideas that are challenging to think about; ideas about stimulating subjects which she finds interesting. Two subjects she enjoys discussing are politics and human behavior.

In one teacher's opinion:

The nature of her ideas and creativity is very strong. Her grammatical structure is very weak, and mechanics are lacking. Grammatical errors create a wall. If professors see a poorly written paper, I mean grammatically poor, they write it off. There seems to be less tolerance in English departments than in other academic areas.

When asked to give advice for conferencing with Enya, the instructor replied:

I would ask her about presentation of ideas: Are they clear? Is development adequate? I suggested that writing comes alive through details. I circled grammatical problems such as verb tense, and I'd encourage her to figure it out for herself. She could come back for help if she needed to.
When the instructors were asked to evaluate Enya’s skills, they rated her "excellent" on creativity, and "good" on organization. In the areas of spelling, punctuation, and grammar, they ranked her fair. Her final grade was B for each of the three terms of ENNR.

INTERVIEWS WITH ENYA

The subject’s views about the learning situation at the university, and about her academic goals were revealed in five interviews which took place between February and May, 1990. Each interview was informal and open ended.

Information gathered from the subject interviews forms the basis of the following generalizations. Enya's views of the learning situation suggest two broad categories; Preferences and Frustrations. The section on preferences includes both likes and dislikes.

A) Preferences:

1. Enya prefers a demanding teacher with high expectations. She is critical about the books she is assigned, and favors "interesting" readings. She liked Langan (1988) because the text provided structure, but she did not favor Raimes (1987) because she found the format confusing. She felt negative about a teacher who failed to set high standards, and expressed reluctance to share the work she did in that class with the researcher. Her harsh opinion of the work she did during Winter term may be unjustified. The following section will reveal that one of the essays she wrote for this class was judged superior to essays she wrote either in Fall or Spring terms, by four experienced ESL composition raters.

2. Homework is important to her, because it helps her to gain independence. However, as the interviews reveal, she sometimes came to class unprepared. She was
late turning in 4 out of 11 assignments (Winter), took a "0" on one quiz, and walked out during another (Spring).

3. She would prefer not to have grades, and suggests that she would work harder if she didn't have to worry about getting C's. She wrote that she studies effectively "only this what I have interest in. I do not think the grades stimulate my learning process. I think they often slow down the process." Bad grades could stand between her and her goal of getting admitted to graduate school, so she feels pressure to do well.

4. Classroom activities which she likes include discussing interesting readings (Fall, Spring), and grammar (Fall). She would have wanted to take an additional grammar class, but could not fit it into her schedule. She dislikes vocabulary work (Winter) and walked out during a vocabulary quiz (Spring).

5. She has strong preferences and likes reading authors whose opinions she shares. In Russian Literature she would have preferred reading the dissidents. She also has strong opinions about her writing, and expressed dissatisfaction with what she wrote during Winter term, but was pleased with her progress during Spring term. Her set ideas about her work may account for her tendency to "balk" at feedback during conferences.

6. She preferred structure, and felt good about the Langan (1988) book because it "tells you what to do." This text prescribes using a detailed outline format for essay writing. It gives step by step guidelines for every aspect of planning, organizing, and executing a standard English essay. In an interview with her husband, the researcher heard the following description. He said, "Enya has a systematic mind; she likes order. That's why she likes grammar." She expressed a similar attitude in her own words; "Every house needs a structure before you build the rest." Yet, she was aware of the
limitations of the Langan text, and said "It's good for now." Yet, she couldn't see herself writing in that restrictive format forever.

B) Frustrations:

1. Physical environment is important to Enya, and she was frustrated at not having an adequate study area. She made an attempt to improve the situation by renting a place, but it did not work out for her. She longed for the generosity of her friends in Poland, which enabled her to study freely in their homes.

2. Illness caused her to miss 20% of her Winter ENNR course, and two classes at the beginning of Spring term. Her children were frequently ill, and her own health was often a cause of absence. She was often late, and sometimes tired because of her family, work, and academic responsibilities.

3. Her frustration with herself as a writer of English was expressed when she remarked that it would take "twenty years to get comfortable writing in English."

4. She is vulnerable about feedback and also about prejudice, although she herself stereotyped Orientals as "polite" but "close-knit."

5. She was frustrated by limitations imposed by computer lab regulations.

HOLISTIC EVALUATIONS OF STUDENT ESSAYS

In June, 1992 four experienced ESL composition raters met at the researcher's home in order to evaluate three essays written by Enya while she was a student in ENNR. One essay from each term was selected in order to examine her progress over a nine month duration, and a letter code of "A," "B," and "C" was assigned. Copies of the essays are included in Appendix E. Two of the compositions, "B" and "C" were Comparison/ Contrast type. The third, essay "B" was a narrative. For the sake of
uniformity, a final draft of each composition was chosen for evaluation. The essay labeled "A" was composed during Winter term, essay "B" was composed during Fall term, and essay "C" was composed during Spring term. Each essay was typed and double spaced. Essay "A" was 2 pages long, and contained 582 words, essay "B" was 2.25 pages long, and contained 634 words, and essay "C" was 4.25 pages long, and contained 1,092 words. The longest essay ("C") was nearly twice as long as the shortest (B). The raters were instructed to score the essays on a 10 point scale as described in the Method section of this paper. Agreement was close on both "A" and "C." On essay "A," the scores ranged from 8.6 to 9.1 for a variation of 0.50. The range of scores was highest on essay "B," ranging from 5.1 to 8.2 for a variation of 3.10. One particular rater scored essay "B" very low across the board, which may account for the discrepancy. On essay "C," the range was between 8.4 and 9.2 for a variation of 0.80.

Inter-rater reliability was calculated by dividing the lowest rating by the highest rating in each essay. For essay "A," the lowest was 8.6, highest 8.2, with a 94.5% reliability. For essay "B," the lowest was 5.1, highest 8.2, with a reliability of 62%. For essay "C" the lowest was 8.4, highest 9.2 for a reliability of 91%. The average inter-rater reliability was 82.5%.

Inter-rater reliability for each essay is shown in Table V.
TABLE V

INTER-RATER RELIABILITY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Range of Scores</th>
<th>Reliability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&quot;A&quot;</td>
<td>8.6--9.125</td>
<td>94.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;B&quot;</td>
<td>5.1--8.2</td>
<td>62%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;C&quot;</td>
<td>8.4--9.175</td>
<td>91%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The title, date, letter code, average score, and word count for each essay are shown in Table VI.

TABLE VI

ESSAY DETAIL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Letter Code</th>
<th>Average Score</th>
<th>Word Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Visiting My Aunt's House</td>
<td>Winter</td>
<td>&quot;A&quot;</td>
<td>8.91</td>
<td>582</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaffehuis Or Broadway Bistro</td>
<td>Fall</td>
<td>&quot;B&quot;</td>
<td>6.66</td>
<td>634</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My Culture and Yours</td>
<td>Spring</td>
<td>&quot;C&quot;</td>
<td>8.73</td>
<td>1092</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The evaluators examined each essay in three discrete categories, English Language, Content, and Organization. In order to determine whether the subject showed strengths or weaknesses in any of these writing areas, they were examined across the board for all raters and all three essays. Table VII shows average scores for each category on a 10 point scale.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Average Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>English Language</td>
<td>8.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content</td>
<td>8.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization</td>
<td>7.93</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DISCUSSION OF HOLISTIC EVALUATIONS

Several generalizations about the holistic evaluations can be noted. The results show only minute differences in the ratings of Enya's skill in the three categories: English Language, Content, and Organization. Improvements in quality were suggested over the duration of the academic year, with essay "B," the Fall term assignment, rated 6.6, over 2 points lower than the two subsequent assignments. All the raters ranked the compositions in the Average, Good, or Excellent range, with none at the lower end of the 10 point scale (Poor or Fair). Quantity improved, with approximately 90% increase in essay length between Winter and Spring terms. The dramatic increase in length may be accounted for by the requirements set by the instructor for the Spring assignment. The raters preferred the narrative essay by a narrow 0.2 margin over the Comparison/Contrast composition written for Advanced ENNR.

FIRST LANGUAGE ESSAY

Enya composed an essay in Polish in response to an assignment given by the researcher. She was asked to compose a one to two page composition in her native
language on a topic of her choosing. The essay, written in July 1990, is a two page rough draft, handwritten in pencil. See Appendix F. Kristi, a native speaker of Polish, was asked to rate the essay. According to Kristi, the translation of the title is, "My Second Meeting With Brunen Schultzen." The essay is based on the late Polish writer, whose political perceptions Enya admired.

Kristi was asked to evaluate the essay impressionistically according to style, clarity, vocabulary, organization, and content. The categories of organization and clarity were problematic for the reader. Kristi described her reaction to the essay as follows:

It is very difficult... she is going somewhere, and coming back with her writing. She drops an idea and picks it up later. She picks up an idea, tries to develop it, and throws it away. Like when you are tired all the ideas of the day are just mixing together. It's unclear. The essay as a whole is understandable, but it falls apart in small sections. She is telling about everything, but nothing. She doesn't develop it very well. The conclusion isn't connected with anything in the paper. Her conclusion says that the writer is very important to her because he describes East European Jewish culture. But that doesn't appear any where else in the paper.

Kristi gave the composition an overall rating of Fair on a scale of Poor, Fair, Good, or Excellent. Her justification for the grade was that the essay "doesn't meet the requirements for a teacher." Vocabulary was rated Good. Regarding style, Kristi commented, "Not very good within a sentence. This is very typical of Polish writing...to use very long sentences. And when writing very long sentences she misuses grammar. Also she has unrealistic language."

Kristi is a science major, and not an experienced composition rater, yet her impression of Enya's Polish language essay adds data to the profile of the subject as a writer. The results of the evaluation of a first language essay suggested that Enya is not highly skilled as a writer of Polish. However, in spite of the fact that the rater
found problems with organization and clarity, she was able to understand the gist of the composition. She suggested that it did not meet the standards for an academic paper, and that it revealed problems in style and grammar.

Kristi commented that the conclusion of the paper seemed unrelated to previous content, as though it was "stuck on" as an afterthought. However, data obtained from several first language sources, including Enya, her husband Marek, and Professor Carter (1986), suggest that conclusions which resemble an "afterthought," are typical of Eastern European rhetorical style. By the time Kristi was asked to evaluate the essay, she may have been so familiar with English rhetorical patterns, that she applied English standards to an essay written in Polish.

In the final sections of this chapter, the results of three self-assessment instruments are discussed. Enya submitted a written response to each. The first was completed in 1990, and the second and third were mailed to the researcher during Summer, 1992. Enya reported that she liked doing the profiles.

**QUESTIONNAIRE ABOUT FIRST LANGUAGE COMPOSING**

During Winter, 1990, Enya provided written responses to the following questions:

1. How do you get ideas in your first language?
2. What were you taught in school?

Her reactions to the questions are as follows:

1. In my first language I get ideas the same way as it is for me in English, just faster.
2. In my first language I was taught how to spell how to use the grammar and also how to write compositions, but the most important thing it was the grammar and spelling. The teachers had a leading role towards the students. They were the
authority. The students were trying to satisfy requirements of the educational program but not many of us could do it 100%. I remember that in High School for "0" mistakes in spelling or grammar we could get "A" for one mistake "B" for 2—"C" for 4—"D" and for 5 or more "F." I remember getting often D's or C's because of my problem with punctuation. The organization of the composition was less important for my teachers. It seem to me a big mistake. I do think the organization of composition is as important as spelling and grammar in school. I was taught how to use grammar and spelling.

LANGUAGE LEARNING STRATEGIES

Enya completed the Strategy Inventory for Language Learning (SILL):

Version for Speakers of Other Languages Learning English (Oxford, 1990). The inventory consists of six parts, (A-F). Each part covers a different type of strategy. The student reads each statement and decides how true it is for him or her according to a five point scale ranging from 1 (never or almost never true of me) to 5 (Always or almost always true of me). Enya's profile is shown in Table VIII.
The profile that emerges is that of an active learner who effectively utilizes all the strategies at hand. Her dominant strength as a learner is in compensating for incomplete knowledge by guessing, using context clues, and paraphrasing. Another strong area is social interaction, where her main strategies are "asking" about language and learning about U.S. culture. She always, or almost always pays attention to what English speakers are saying. She integrates all her mental processes in two ways, speaking and writing. She almost always starts conversations in English, and does all her writing in English. First language cognates help her learn new words, and she makes written summaries of new information in English.

Enya's weakest category, according to her profile, is in managing her emotions. Yet, she reports that she is able to relax and is not afraid of making a mistake. Her lower scores in this area related to the fact that she does not communicate her feelings about learning English either to a person or a diary. In a follow-up telephone
conversation we discussed the inventory and Enya explained: "My strategy is mostly talking to people. Polish people are not so interested in reading and writing. In Poland people talk all the time. They visit and talk."

Enya's strengths appear to lie in the oral/aural areas rather than literacy competencies. Her discomfort with certain aspects of writing are revealed in the following anecdote. I was asking about her techniques of revision, and she retorted wittily, "I don't like to revise. I write it and I hand it in. If I polish, I make it Polish."

Data from her conversations, her facility with the think-aloud task, observations of her eagerness to participate in class discussions, and her skill in speaking several languages, suggest that of the language categories, she is most adept at speaking and listening.

In her native Poland, Enya had studied beginning English conversation for only three months. Once in the United States, she acquired English naturally, through informal tutoring sessions with a neighbor. The neighbor, Linda, was a junior high school English teacher. Almost every day, she would visit Enya's house and they would talk, sometimes for hours. She never corrected or discouraged Enya from trying. When Enya made a mistake, Linda would repeat it the correct way. Through their conversations, Enya began to believe in herself. Linda spoke naturally and very simply. She created a comfortable atmosphere; she was a friend, an advisor, and a teacher.

Others also came to the house and spoke English. Enya made an effort to converse with her two children in English as well. In 1987, after one year in the United States, she felt confident enough to seek employment and took a job as night janitor at a department store. In Fall 1988, she began taking classes at the university in
drama and piano. One year later, in 1989, she entered the ENNR program, and had her first experience learning to write in English.

CASE STUDY OF YOURSELF AS A WRITER

The second self-assessment instrument, was an assignment intended for native speakers of English, adapted from John Trimbur, Boston University. Enya was asked to read the instructions and write her responses as best she could. There was to be no follow-up paper, as in the original assignment. The assignment, as well as a sample of the subject's response may be found in Appendix G.

The purpose of the "Case Study of Yourself As a Writer" was for the subject to do "research" on herself by exploring both her writing history and her present writing patterns. The assignment asked questions about general issues in writing. These are summarized in Table IX.

**TABLE IX**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GENERAL ISSUES IN WRITING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Moments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Stages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Audience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Physical</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Enya began the assignment by numbering the categories 1-11, and by making brief notations in margins beside 5 of the 11 sections. Her account is described and paraphrased below. Direct quotes are copied exactly as she wrote them.
#1 & 2 Moments and Stages

Enya combined her responses to the first two questions, but dealt with stages and neglected moments.

1973-77  "Creative": Her first successful experiences in writing occurred in Polish high school.
1984-86  "Emotional": While in Germany, she wrote letters to her close friends in Poland.
1989-91  "Semi-academic, stiff": This describes the papers she wrote in Russian for her literature classes.
1991-92  "Free, relaxed": She feels more free writing in English (papers for History classes, and letters to close friends in English and Polish).

#3 Kinds

When she writes papers she feels "stiff," but writing letters is more "flexible."

#4 In-School vs. Out-of-School

Enya's response was similar to #3, but she elaborated.

In-school writing is for more less personal, why? I am not sure. Maybe I am less myself, still a stranger, alien, less comfortable, less safe, feel often out of place. Letters are more personal, I am more myself, more relaxed, more emotional.

#5 Audience

She writes for three audiences, "teachers, people I love, friends." "Teachers penalize me because I don't want disappoint them. So some friends do. But not close friends. Writing to them is a pleasure." She is sensitive and vulnerable to feedback, as she describes: "Yes, I do remember bad experiences more that good once. Because I
am so called soft conscious, easy get hurt. Had more bad than good experiences (no support at home—non of my parents writes, except letters)."

#6 Physical

She likes to sit at a table in the living room where she is comfortable and has good light. "Usually I write mid-slow. I like handwriting, hate computers, etc., use pen. I sit not too close to the table so I can put my head on my left hand (which is laying on my leg). As I am writing I move the paper up only with my right hand. Because I don't use help at my left hand while I write the paper usually dances on the table, but I am able to manage to write anyway. The only problem is if the reader can read it." She included a sketch of herself sitting at a table in the position described above.

#7 Process

Enya combined part of answer #7 with #6. She described her writing patterns: "start, think, write, think, write, reread, correct, write, stop, think, write, reread, change, correct, stop, go away, start again (but not from the beginning, just continue)" and so on to the end of that particular writing session. To the question about generating words, she responds, "I just sit and write until the paper or letter is finished... I write what ever I remember on subject, what I have been processed in my brain before." In academia there are consequences for writing quickly. She explains, "My school papers are always first draft therefore bad grades too. I do the best on exams, fast answers. No revising, editing. I lose my interest pretty fast in writing."
Sounds like I am neurotic." She says what gives her "the most trouble is rewriting, revising. Why? I get discouraged easy."

**#8 & 9 Intervention, Response and Feedback**

Enya's reaction to the issue of intervention overlaps her answer to the questions of response and feedback. She describes how she responds well to positive feedback, and how frightened she is of criticism. Discussing a highly critical instructor, she relates, "I freeze inside with every red mark of his pen." She wants to feel safe in the writing situation. She expresses her feelings, "Yes, I am a child somewhere inside I am, and need warmth and acceptance. No more intervention. No peers involved."

**#10 Problems**

Enya is frustrated because she knows she is intelligent, and has wonderful ideas, but they come out incoherently. Her biggest problem, she says is "how (to) put my brilliant ideas on paper. I seem to be so intelligent when I think, and it comes on paper is such deformed way, so primitive, sometimes (only) I have read my writings again (after few days) and hardly could understand what I ment (past tens- of mean)."

Enya asserts that her greatest progress is that she does not care anymore about spelling. "This in the past created (a) block in writting for me... If I had to check one word in the dictionary, than I am not sure at every other one and my writting is over... Yes, all my papers are like that (freewriting). Bad grades. I don't care, I feel free."
#11 Myth

Her neighbor thinks that all writers are interesting people. Since she told him she wants to write a book, he thinks she is interesting.

Enya very successfully accomplished the task, "Case Study of Yourself As a Writer." Her account describes a writer who is avoiding the issue of mechanics. She is frustrated in her attempt to communicate her ideas coherently, and is discouraged by negative feedback. She likes to write without pressure, and especially enjoys writing letters to friends. Her preferred writing strategy is freewriting, putting down everything she knows about a topic. She uses this technique effectively on quickly written short answer questions, which do not demand the difficult tasks of editing or revision.

"CASE STUDY" SELF PROFILE

Enya is a product of a formal educational system, which was basically alien to her nature as a creative, free spirit. However, in spite of her dissatisfactions, her Polish education provided her with many skills for acquiring English. English became her fourth language, after Polish, Russian, and German. Prior to exposure to English, she had extensive formal training in Polish and Russian. She studied beginning level conversational German while living in Germany, while picking up the language in a natural setting. By 1984, when she arrived in the United States, she was adept at three languages and used her linguistic facility to acquire a fourth.

Picking up English in a naturalistic setting became a challenge, even fun. Because of the necessity for employment, and Enya's enjoyment of language learning, she was an eager, highly motivated learner. She gained confidence, and set herself the
goal of completing a college degree. When she entered the university in 1988, she had no formal training in English. At first she took classes which demanded some oral/aural skills, but had no literacy requirements. One year later, she embarked on a path which required reading and writing proficiency, namely ENNR.

In ENNR, she found the readings and discussion stimulating, and liked being challenged. She also enjoyed the creativity she discovered through the freewriting and brainstorming techniques she learned. She had first encountered English by means of a naturalistic environment, and continued to seek out the language in informal ways. Although she said she wanted more grammar and structure, the formal aspects of the language continued to be problematic for her.

She felt most secure when given specific guidelines on how to develop an essay. When required to write multiple drafts of an essay, Enya was able to produce high quality, mature writing. Since shifting career goals from linguistics to history, she is no longer expected to present multiple drafts. Yet, she continues to write as though the first draft she submits were a finished piece. She continues to employ the technique of brainstorming, which enables her to write long essays. However, because she avoids revising, teachers sometimes comment that her writing is disconnected. She continues to be highly sensitive to criticism of her work, and finds it difficult to take suggestion.

Many units of analysis, along with longitudinal features of this case study, have been covered in Chapters V and VI. In contrast, the following chapter deals with a single, isolated experiment, conducted in a laboratory setting, for the purpose of exploring a particular writing event. Whereas the previous chapters covered contextual variables, the following chapter explores the writing process. The elicitation instrument used to examine writing process, is a think-aloud protocol.
CHAPTER VI

THINK-ALOUD PROTOCOL: A LOOK INTO ENYA'S WRITING PROCESS

In June, 1990, Enya was videotaped while composing an essay on the topic, "Something unexpected that happened to me." The topic was selected because it was expected to elicit a straightforward narrative format which would be familiar and therefore comfortable. The assignment was adapted from Raimes (1985), who assigned a similar topic to her students, "Tell about something unexpected that happened to you." The resulting Think-Aloud protocol provided rich data for quantitative analysis and provided insights into Enya's mental processes as she composed. This chapter will explain the results of the investigation and coding of the videotaped session.

THINK-ALOUD PROTOCOL

Enya followed instructions to talk as she wrote, to say what she thought, to make changes out loud and to read aloud. She was directed not to analyze or explain, but simply to state her thoughts. Cohen (1987) collected think-aloud data on himself and described his struggles to stick with descriptors and avoid self-analysis while thinking aloud. Enya had no such difficulty. She listened to the training tape (see Chapter III for details) and watched a brief demonstration. When the taping began she seemed comfortable with the think-aloud process and carried it through without hesitation.
WHAT AND WHEN... BUT NOT WHY

The videotape enabled the investigator to see and hear what Enya did as she composed. A stopwatch helped calculate when she did something and how long it took. It was possible to look at patterns of frequency of occurrence of writing strategies and whether they occurred more frequently early or late. It was also possible to measure the duration of an activity. However, the data do not permit saying why Enya did what she did. Such speculation rests outside the scope of this study, and belongs in the area of cognitive psychology.

CODING

This study began with the intention of coding the think-aloud protocol according to the scheme utilized by Raimes (1985) and adapted from Perl (1981).

Rather than diagramming the process in a sequential manner as Raimes did, the data was coded in tabular form. This helped to quantify each item and to easily identify patterns of occurrence. Copies of the working documents may be seen in Appendices H-J.

SUMMARY

The taping session lasted 43.5 minutes, but Enya finished writing at 37 minutes. The final 6.5 minutes were spent rereading and editing. She wrote a total of 19 sentences, but only one sentence, her last, was written fluently. Fluency was defined as a sentence having no more than one silence and/or repetition (Raimes, 1985). A summary of Enya's composing session may be seen in Table X.
TABLE X

SUMMARY OF THINK-ALOUD DATA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Time Spent</th>
<th>43.5 min</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Finished Writing</td>
<td>37.0 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Sentences</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Sentences Fluent</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prewriting</td>
<td>1.5 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comments (Total)</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. Mechanical</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Content</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rereadings</td>
<td>13 (6 continuous)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Returns to Sentence #1</td>
<td>4 (minutes 7, 21, 23, 38)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Times Gap between Sentences &gt; 60 sec.</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planning</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Prewriting describes the activities which help the writer get started. It includes the planning and rehearsing events which precede the writing of the first sentence. The time Enya devoted to prewriting was brief, 1.5 minutes.

Commenting was defined as a remark that expressed a personal reaction or opinion. "I don't know how to finish this sentence," was coded as a comment. Also included in this category were positive or negative assessments such as, "Yeh" or "No, this is not a capital." Enya made 9 comments, 2 concerning mechanics, and 7 about content. All comments occurred during the first half of the session.

Rereadings occurred 13 times. Twice, continuous reading spanned large chunks of time. The first occurred during minutes 19-21. The second took place during the last 6 minutes of the videotape. She returned to reread her first sentence 4 times: minutes 7, 21, 23, and 38. Struggles about how to proceed often precipitated rereading: "And what next," "I don't know how to finish this sentence," and "No" followed by crossing out.
Gaps longer than 60 seconds between the writing of sentences were examined. There were 6 gaps, ranging in length from 1.5-6.5 minutes.

Planning events articulated a goal or strategy. Episodes coded as “planning” include, "No, I think I should start different," "I was thinking to write," and "Now I'm thinking about starting new part." There was a total of 7 planning events.

**WORD COUNT**

Word count was tallied on both the final product and the rough draft. Since the video and written product revealed numerous episodes of crossing out, the decision was made to compare the drafts. The total number of words in the final product was 398, and the total number in the rough draft was 590. This indicates that 40% of the quantity written was retained in the final draft.

In the final draft the word count in the first and second parts of the essay was approximately equal. Enya wrote 202 words during the first half (minutes 1-21) of the session, and 196 during the second half (minutes 22-43). The total number of words written in the rough draft was 590. Of these, 367 words were written in the first half, and 223 in the second half. A comparison was made to determine whether she retained more of the words written during the first half or second half of the session. She kept 55% of the words written early, and 88% of those written later. Word Count information is displayed in Table XI.

The speculation is that during the last half of the writing session Enya's monitoring strategies shifted from deletion of large chunks of discourse to refinements in grammar and or mechanics. Her editing strategy was directed more at form than at content at that point in time. Indeed, she completely stopped writing text from minute 37 to minute 43.5 when she added a brief closing sentence.
In contrast to Perl’s (1979) unskilled native speaker students, and more similar to Raimes’ (1985) ESL students, Enya did not seem concerned about the length of the composition. The number of words she produced didn’t seem to matter.

**TABLE XI**

**WORD COUNT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Type</th>
<th># Words (Total)</th>
<th># Words (First Half)</th>
<th># Words (Second Half)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Final Product</td>
<td>398</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rough Draft</td>
<td>590</td>
<td>367</td>
<td>223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Final vs. Rough</td>
<td>67%</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>88%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**WRITING STRATEGIES**

Five categories of writing strategies were tabulated: fillers, silences, spelling events, crossing out and repetitions. The number of events in each category and its occurrence within the first or second half of the session was recorded. The figures may be seen in Table XII.

**TABLE XII**

**WRITING STRATEGIES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Type</th>
<th>First Half Events</th>
<th>Percent of Total</th>
<th>Second Half Events</th>
<th>Percent of Total</th>
<th>Total Events</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fillers</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>72.5%</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>27.5%</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silences</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>60.0%</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>40.0%</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spelling Events</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>61.0%</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>39.0%</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crossing Out</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>22.5%</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>77.5%</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repetitions</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>48.0%</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>52.0%</td>
<td>259</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fillers are articulated non-words which promote continuity without transmitting content. Fillers such as "eh," "er," and "uh," occurred 65 times during the session. It was evident that Enya utilized them 3:1 during the first half compared to the second half. A look at the first 5 minutes reveals that nearly 50% of the total occurred during that time at a rate of 6 fillers per minute. After five minutes the average drops to 1 per minute. Some speculation is possible. Perhaps Enya used fillers to help her get started, but found different strategies to use later on. Perhaps she became more efficient as she continued to work. Or, perhaps she simply realized that time was running out and stopped hesitating in order to finish quickly.

Silences of less than 2 seconds were not calculated. There were 65 pauses during the session, with 60% occurring during the first half, and 40% in the second. There was a total of 179 seconds of silence, with 61% taking place in the first half and 39% taking place in the last half.

Pauses were examined in context and coded according to the types of operations surrounding them: repetition, spelling, filler, page turning, gaps between sentences, rereading, crossing out and other. The greatest number of silences, 28 (43%) occurred within the context of repetition. The following example (Appendix J, minute 37) illustrates 5 pauses within a sequence of repetitions (underlining denotes writing while speaking): "I changed my my unh my unh attitude (.2) towards (.3) I changed my attitude towards the (.3) towards the (.3) towards the life (.2) life." The pattern seems to be: write-rehearse-pause-(.2) write-pause-(.3) -repeat-pause (.3) -repeat-pause (.3) -write-rehearse-pause (.2) -write. This example shows yet another similarity to Raimes' students, who are described as using a word or phrase like a "prod" to uncover needed language.
The protocol's numerous illustrations of reaching back accompanied by sensing forward approximates Perl's (1979) description of the dynamic she calls "retrospective structuring." The data support the contention that the process of writing is indeed cyclical, and that it involves patterns of transcribing, discovering, and synthesizing.

Spelling events were defined as episodes of either letter-by-letter or syllable-by-syllable pronunciation of a word. There was a total of 44 spelling events, with 61% occurring during the first half, and 39% during the second.

A timid person who is afraid to make mistakes might choose to use pencil and eraser. Enya's writing and clean up operations were done in pen, so there was no opportunity for erasing. By choosing to write with a pen, Enya had to rely on crossing out rather than erasing as a deletion technique. She crossed out a total of 207 words while composing. Crossing out was achieved in many ways. Single letters, syllables, single words, sentences and whole paragraphs were deleted at a time. Crossing out was done 31 times, with 22.5% taking place early, and 77.5% later. The speculation is that more surface editing took place towards the end of the session.

Enya did not seem concerned about submitting a meticulous paper, nor did she choose to hide her "mopping up" operations. What might make her look "good," getting the job done "right," or "more is better" appeared to be unimportant factors. She spent a great deal of time on what she may have thought was important—getting her ideas across.

Repetition was the strategy Enya employed the most. It was defined as an event in which either a word or syllable occurred two or more times within a minute. Enya used repetition 259 times, averaging about 6 per minute. The events occurred almost equally during the first and second parts of the tape. Each repetition was coded.
For example, "Poland Poland" was coded 1, "financial our financial situation our financial situation" was coded 2 and "postponed was post post postponed" was coded 3. What is evident from the tape, although not in the data, is how labor intensive it was to produce the desired word. The following example illustrates the process: "...because 'document' on its own doesn't make sense-'travel document' may Marek need needs, third person, needs to go to Poland." A pause of 4 seconds follows this sentence.

The complexity of the composing process is suggested by the following example. The sentence which appears as a "product" is actually a sequence of modifications and regroupings. Enya is dexterously juggling several balls in the air at a time. Within seconds, she repeats, spells, uses a filler, makes grammatical adjustments and pauses twice. This time the pauses occur within the sentence. "I was surprised surpi-surpi-surpi-surpi-sed surprised to, no by, Marek Marek's deci deci decision d-e (.4) um to take Igor with him (.2)." The pattern here seems to be: write-spell-write-revise (edit)-revise (edit)-repeat-repeat-repeat-spell-pause-filler-write.

(Appendix J, minute 13)

REVISIONS

Revisions are changes made within the text. They were examined according to their location either within sentences or between sentences. Revisions within sentences may be seen in Table XIII and revisions between sentences are recorded in Table XIV. Four revision strategies were coded: Additions, Deletions, Substitutions and Movement. When Enya changed text by adding a word, phrase or sentence, it was coded Addition. When she removed words by crossing out it was coded Deletion. When she replaced a word or phrase with another, it was coded Substitution. When
she changed the position of a word, phrase, sentence or paragraph it was called Movement.

TABLE XIII

REVISION WITHIN SENTENCES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>M</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>O</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Additions</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deletions</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substitutions</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Movement</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE XIV

REVISION BETWEEN SENTENCES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>M</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>O</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Additions</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deletions</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substitutions</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Movement</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The composing process was examined according to five categories: Mechanical, Grammatical, Lexical Choice, Organizational and Content. The first two categories look at form, while the last three investigate content. These categories are based loosely on Chapin (1989).

Mechanical refers to changes in punctuation, capitalization and spelling. Grammatical deals with verb tense, agreement, articles and plurals. Together, these two categories describe surface editing. Lexical choice describes revisions made for meaning and word form. Organization denotes presentation of the material and its
location within the composition. Content describes changes which clarify, expand or delete ideas.

There is overlap between Table XIII and XIV and Table XII, in that spelling events were coded separately in Table XII, but subsumed under Mechanical in Table XIII and XIV. The predominant form of revision, both within and between sentences was Deletion. In Table XIII almost 50% of the revision operations were deletions, and Table XIV shows that 66% were in fact deletions. Movement, as a revision strategy was almost nonexistent.

Table XIII reveals that within sentences Enya focused on Mechanics (M), Grammar (G) and Content (C). Together these categories constitute 83% of the internal revision strategies, while Lexical (L) and Organizational (O) operations constitute only 17%. Between sentences, as illustrated in Table XIV, she concentrated on Organizational strategies, which made up 50% of the total. The remaining categories—Mechanical, Grammatical, Lexical and Content—-together comprised another 50%.

VERBAL REHEARSING

Episodes of trying out words and phrases orally were tallied as shown in Table XV. Verbal rehearsing was analyzed according to structure or content. Of 31 episodes of structural rehearsing, word choice was noted in 13 and grammar in 18 instances. There were 14 episodes of content rehearsing, with 10 related to ideas and 4 to brainstorming. The data reveal more than twice as many examples of structural than content related rehearsing.
TABLE XV
VERBAL REHEARSING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structure</th>
<th>Word Choice (WC)</th>
<th>Grammar (G)</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ideas (I)</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brainstorming (B)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

THINK-ALOUD: AN EXAMPLE

The period from 6 to 9 minutes demonstrates Enya's struggles to put words on paper. As illustrated below, Enya is thinking aloud, but the only words which remain in the final draft are the last three, "We called Immigration." Written text is denoted by underlining.

1. After writing sentence 3 Enya says, "And what next?" this triggers rereading.

2. She rereads fluently sentences 1-2, "Before May we did not plan to go to Poland because we wanted at first feel more comfortable in U.S. and then eventually go visit our country. Also our financial situation was and is stressed so the plan to go to Poland was postponed."

3. She pauses to edit." I don't know how to write postponed." (changes third letter to "s").

4. She continues reading, while attending to mechanics, "In the middle of May-capital (changes "m" to "M") we got a message from Marek's family that his father is sick of cancer and decided over the night (inserts comma) comma decided (inserts comma) comma that Marek would go to Poland on first week of June, 1990."
5. She completes rereading and begins to plan, "Now I'm thinking about starting new part."

6. She states an incomplete thought, and attends to grammar, "At first we eh call -no, called... I have problem with past tense."

7. She comments, begins again, rehearses ideas, and pauses. "I never know what to write. At first we called to our friend who probably we-we thought so knows about it. (.3)"

8. She turns the page and writes, "about what we do need kind of document travel document 'Marek' needs to go to Poland."


10. She attends to content and grammar. Because 'document' on its own doesn't make sense-travel document... may-Marek need-needs-third person, needs to go to Poland

11. She pauses, comments, rehearses ideas, spells and deletes twice. (.4) Yah. She wasn't home so we just called eh- Immigration and Naturalization (spells)- so actually take it out.

12. She turns back a page and crosses out, "At first we called to our friend who probably, we thought so, knows."

13. She makes a false start, turns to the next page, crosses out and begins writing sentence 4. "We at first- no, no (turns) next to We called (.3) Immigration."
Enya seemed to take stockpiled verbal materials stored in her mind and put them into action (Stevick, 1989). She needed time to attach words to experience before setting them down on paper. The words she articulated functioned as resources for proactive planning, and retroactive editing. Verbalization seemed to provide a springboard for beginning a new sentence. The example illustrates how rereading, surface editing, deleting and rehearsing ideas activated her linguistic reserves until she was ready to write.

TOWARDS AN INTEGRATED PERSPECTIVE

Any type of coding is a form-oriented model (Van Lier, 1988), and as such, is limited in its ability to identify boundaries between the start of one thought and the end of another. So it is unable to show what actually happens. A problem occurs when concern for classification overrides concern for overall patterns of action that occur in the setting. The videotaped session, in effect, offers more than a description of a writer's cognitive strategies. If viewed from a social-cognitive perspective, it provides a more comprehensive analysis of the protocol. The following section addresses five questions about Enya's think aloud data:

1. What did she learn?
2. How did she do it?
3. What was the effect of context?
4. What does the product show?
5. What general conclusions does the protocol suggest?
What did she learn?

Current research on writing suggests that writing is a problem-solving activity. As such, it involves a hierarchy of cognitive strategies, beginning with interpreting a task and establishing broad goals for successfully achieving it. Next, subgoals are established for planning what to say and how to say it. The solution occurs on multiple levels.

Several intellectual challenges were posed by collecting a think-aloud protocol. Enya began with an assigned, narrative topic, "Something unexpected that happened to me." There were no constraints on the time allotted for the task. The social context was prescribed and unfamiliar, imposing use of a think-aloud technique. The setting was a unique laboratory arrangement which took place in an office equipped with a video camera. Only the subject and the non-participant investigator were present. Enya was asked to write for a particular audience, a former instructor and confidante. Her materials were an ordinary yellow legal pad and a pen. The purpose of the experiment was explained to her as a way to explore a writer's thinking processes as she composed.

Enya's broad goal as a writer was to communicate an intended message for a reader. Her first task was to interpret the assignment. From the resulting protocol, it seems she figured out and understood "something unexpected" to mean "surprise." Many subgoals appeared. Some were automatic, taking little time or attention, like how to form letters, and how to utilize the rhetorical form of the narrative. Mastery of storytelling and chronological form was an automaticized skill, and presented few problems for her. As she worked out the time frame in the essay, she seemed to be clarifying people's roles and the sequence of events for herself. Other subgoals were
more challenging and time consuming. Among these were: getting and organizing ideas, word choice, and the mechanics of spelling and punctuation.

Midway through the essay she seemed to be psychologically blocked about the impact of the "surprise." At this point, she reviewed her writing and added factual information. This was followed by discourse-level changes. By the end of the essay she seemed to have worked through the emotional block, and shifted format from simple chronology to exploration of more personal implications of her husband's decision to leave for Europe with their son. At that point, she began to brainstorm aloud using gestures, but ceased writing. Her tone of voice became more intimate as she resumed writing about how the "surprise" would affect her future. Once she satisfactorily discovered and recorded her personal feelings, she abruptly ended the essay.

How did she do it?

Describing the composing process per se, an observer reports and codes evidence of planning, transcribing and revising. The types of writing events, their frequency of occurrence, and location within the protocol, are summarized in Figure 3 below. It reveals that although the same nine operations took place during the first and second half of the videotaped session, the proportion of each shifted. The most constant operation throughout was the amount of repetition, with approximately 50% taking place during each half. The eight remaining activities varied markedly. During the first half of the session, the predominant operations were commenting (100%), planning (83%), fillers (72%), and silences (60%), in contrast to lower frequencies of rereading (30%), deletions (23%), and additions (17%). The subject wrote 124 more words during the first half than in the second half of the rough draft. Analysis of the
second half of the session indicates a high incidence of additions (83%), deletions (78%), and rereadings (70%), and lower quantities of fillers (28%), planning (17%), and comments (0%).

The findings permit speculation about what Enya did while composing. It appears that her strategies and goals shifted during the composing session, and that her initial steps differed from those needed to attain closure. She began with simple operations and advanced towards more complex patterns. The complex patterns enabled her to invent and create new text. During the wrap-up stage, neither any comments nor written text appeared. In the final stages of the protocol, rereading stimulated revision, with high frequencies of additions and deletions occurring during the last five minutes of the session. This suggests a vigorous attempt at error correction, although the data show only one error-free sentence in the final product. Working from the transcription, the nature of the composing process is further investigated.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activities</th>
<th>Elapsed Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>comments</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>planning</td>
<td>83%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fillers</td>
<td>72%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spelling events</td>
<td>61%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>silences</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>repetition</td>
<td>48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rereading</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deletion</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>addition</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**First Half** (22 minutes)

- Fillers: 51% of fillers used were in first 6 minutes
- 367 words written in first half (rough draft)

**Second Half** (21.5 minutes)

- 223 words written in second half (rough draft)

**No Writing** (6.5 minutes)

- Addition/Deletion: Majority occurred in final 5 minutes

**Figure 2. Frequency and Timing of Think-Aloud Events.**
This study does not focus on kinesthetics, but it may be of interest to note some examples of covert prosody which may be observed on the videotape. One can see that Enya's involvement with her task is very physical, and that much movement is visible in the tape. She turns pages frequently, crosses out in big, sweeping motions, shifts positions, nods her head, and tugs at her scarf. Taking a broad overview, a researcher may infer periods of frustration, re-evaluation, insight, and shifts in perspective by examining a think-aloud protocol.

What was the effect of context?

Enya likes to speak English, and this laboratory setting provided her with an uninterrupted opportunity. She did a great deal of verbal rehearsing in the planning of her essay. The style of her written language is very close to spoken language, and she seems to be relating this account to an audience who knows the main players. She does not take the time to define her characters, because they do not need explaining. In the laboratory setting, she was aware that the researcher was present, and was a listener as well as a reader. Had Enya been alone in the room with the recording equipment, perhaps the composition would have assumed a more literary than conversational tone.

What does the product show?

Is Enya a novice whose skills are just developing, or an expert writer who has mastered the skills of writing in English? In most respects, Enya's protocol fits the profile of the novice writer. Inexperienced writers produce writer-based prose, which assumes audience familiarity with the topic and characters. Her struggles with
grammar imply limited knowledge of implicit structure of the language. The linguistic style of her composition is closely linked to spoken English, as opposed to written. The closing of her essay is undeveloped, implying incomplete knowledge of how to write an appropriate conclusion.

On the other hand, several of her skills suggest that she is progressing towards an expert level. She revealed flexibility in changing her plan as she developed her ideas, and showed skill in using cohesive devices and connectives. Her primary revision strategy was to review her writing in order to improve organization and to generate ideas. This was accomplished primarily by deleting large chunks of discourse.

Is Enya's composing process idiosyncratic, or does it reflect her cultural background? Three features of Polish language instruction suggest a cultural influence on her think-aloud essay. First, her formal training in L1 focused primarily on the mechanics of writing. Similarly, the think-aloud reveals the subject's preoccupation with errors. Secondly, Polish writing instruction generally disregarded strategies for development of an essay. The think-aloud is similar in its lack of supporting details. Lastly, the conclusion of Enya's protocol did not seem to flow logically from the previous content. In contrast, it appeared to be "tagged on" in a way that resembled the typical Polish "rozprawka." The writing patterns revealed in the protocol are unique to the subject, yet colored by her Polish educational background.

What general conclusions does the protocol suggest?

The Monitor, according to Krashen (1987), is a "watchdog" device to edit one's output. Expert writers are optimal monitor users. They do not give so much attention to mechanical concerns that it interferes with fluency. However, they do perceive
where corrections are needed, and alter their work by consciously attending to appropriate form. Observations of Enya's protocol suggest that she is not an optimal monitor user, but a monitor overuser. Like Perl's (1979) Basic Writers, she gives so much attention to the mechanics of writing, that she sometimes loses her train of thought. Even when engaged in monitoring, she often fails to identify the problem. For example, 16% of the words in the final product are misspelled. Table XVI displays the quantity and category of mechanical errors retained in the final product. The data suggest that monitoring does not necessarily lead to improved writing (Jones, 1985).

TABLE XVI

ERRORS IN FINAL PRODUCT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Error</th>
<th>Number Observed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spelling</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Articles</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prepositions</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word Form</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Possessives</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agreement</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negatives</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>58</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>(2.8 per sentence)</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Enya's mastery of the narrative form was automatic, and her plan demanded only simple short-term memory for a chronology of events. During this warming-up period, her revisions occurred primarily at the form and word level. More complex cognitive processes came into play when subjectivity entered the process. At first, confusion and writer's block seemed to occur. Perhaps her plan to illustrate a sequence of events was undergoing internal restructuring on multiple levels. Following several deletions of large chunks of discourse, rereadings and brainstormings, the videotape
suggests a cognitive shift from a sequential account to a more subjective exploration. She develops these ideas along different lines, but fails in her conclusion to connect her newly discovered attitudes with the "surprise." It is up to the reader to make the connection. In English, the responsibility for tying things together lies with the author, and in that sense she fails to be explicit.

Since this study is based on the research of Raimes (1985), and Perl (1979), I decided to compare Enya's think-aloud protocol with that of Raimes' eight students and Perl's student, Tony. Unlike Tony, Raimes' students were non-native English speakers. Data was not available in all categories. (See Table XVII below). The comparison suggests that Enya's writing profile resembles Raimes' ESL students in areas of planning, number of words per minute, and revising. Enya's profile differs from the others in the amount of time she spent prewriting.

### TABLE XVII

#### THINK-ALOUD COMPARISON OF WRITING PROCESS IN 3 STUDIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Raimes (8 students)</th>
<th>Perl (Tony)</th>
<th>Katon (Enya)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># Planning Operations/Session</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Words Written Per Min.</td>
<td>10.0 (mean)</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-Writing</td>
<td>4.7 min (range 2-11 min)</td>
<td>5.6 min</td>
<td>1.5 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revising Editing Affecting Content</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>12.5%</td>
<td>48.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revising/Editing Within Sentences vs. Between Sentences</td>
<td>57%</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>63%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English Proficiency Score</td>
<td>76%</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Are the results of the think-aloud protocol congruent with other data in this report? Do the findings support the profile of Enya as a writer that has been drawn so far? How do the findings of this case study relate to the body of research in the field? The last chapter discusses these questions.
CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSION

Getting to know Enya, both as a student and as an individual, provided a unique opportunity to develop the kinds of insight and perspective which might not be available in traditional methods of classroom research. The project had two primary goals. First, the study attempted to present a writing profile based on the interplay of culture, writing experiences past and present, and learning strategies. Another focus of this research was the writing process itself, and how one East European student learned to write in English.

The study explored various aspects of Enya's background, including her early history, her experiences as an adult, her language learning and intellectual abilities, and contextual background.

FAMILY BACKGROUND

Several themes emerge from Enya's childhood which influenced her character development as an adult:

Early Family Influences
1. Her father's longing for creative freedom
2. Her family's strong anti-communist ideology and distrust of authority
3. Her aunt's experience with different cultures
4. Her aunt's commitment to a way of life free from prejudice
ADULT PERSONAL HISTORY

At the time the research for this paper was collected, Enya's role as working wife, mother, and student was complex and stressful, but conventional. She returned to the university because of a strong desire for higher education, in spite of the resulting financial hardship on the family. She lived by the feminist principle that she, as a woman, had as much right to an education as did her husband, who was also a student at the time.

Enya took on more responsibility than she could handle comfortably. Besides the struggle to piece together academics, loans, part-time jobs, and work-study, the main burden of child care fell on Enya. Neither she nor the children were very healthy, and she was often absent due to the illnesses of one or the other. Among other problems, the practical difficulties of surviving in a new culture put additional strain on the marriage, and the couple's relationship began to founder.

In 1992, her husband Marek took their ten-year-old son, and spent a year in Europe with him. Enya and their six-year-old daughter remained at home, and Enya continued working and studying. She found during that year of separation that she liked her independence, and decided to transfer to a university in Hawaii. When Marek and their son returned, she took both children to Hawaii, where they resided until summer, 1993. Although the couple is living apart, there has been no legal separation or divorce.

Several psycho-social and socio-political themes were suggested by the research data. They are identified as follows:

1. Enya married a man who was an artist like her father. As a couple, they felt constrained by the Communist system. They reached maturity during the
idealistic 1960's and '70's, when young people were seeking alternative lifestyles. They experimented with the counter-culture in order to separate from the past and to chart a new course for the future, a future which hopefully included artistic and economic freedom.

2. Enya hated the political bureaucracy which humiliated her (See Chapter IV) and was responsible for the feud between her father and his relatives. She is very reluctant to relinquish personal power, a theme poignantly expressed in her think-aloud protocol (see Chapter VI). She has a strong, independent nature, and needs to feel that she is in charge of a situation. She is willing to take risks and to make mistakes, but she needs to determine her own path.

3. Enya has experienced living among several different cultures. She began a pattern of pulling up stakes and moving on, when, as a teenager, she left her parents' home, and moved from Krakow to Warsaw. The trend continued in subsequent moves to Germany, the continental United States, and then to Hawaii, where she resided until summer, 1993.

4. Enya has strong convictions about the evils of prejudice, and in her words and deeds, is committed to principles of racial equality and justice. During her years in the United States, she lived in a mixed neighborhood, and cultivated friendly relationships with people of various racial and religious backgrounds. When she suspected that her son might be limited in meeting children of other races, she transferred him from a private school and enrolled him in an integrated neighborhood school instead.
LANGUAGE BACKGROUND

Enya's ability as a language learner is noteworthy. In spite of her rejection of Communist ideology, she became an expert student of the Russian language. In addition to expertise in Russian, she has some knowledge of German, and communicates well in English. Her husband, Marek, explained that study of language appeals to her because she is, by nature, systematic. However, that explanation seems too simplistic.

Enya grew up in a monolingual society, in which a second language, Russian, was considered an irritating imposition by most students. At some level, she understood that multiculturalism can best be achieved through multilingualism. She could break out of her narrow world if she could enter a new world through language. Language offered her a vehicle for change.

In each language, her oral/aural skills surpass her literacy skills. A combination of cultural, and educational factors elucidate this inequity. Enya described Polish people as talkers who have less interest in reading and writing than in speaking. First language skill strongly influences later language learning ability, and Enya's early literacy experiences in her native language reveal that she was a satisfactory, but not a superior student of Polish.

Learners who are skilled in more than one language have less trouble acquiring additional languages. By the time Enya arrived in the United States, she was fluent in two languages, Polish and Russian, and had experience with conversational German and English. In the United States, she acquired English with relative ease through informal conversations with a tutor (see Chapter V), and spoke well enough to find employment within a year of her arrival.
Within a few short years, Enya accumulated an impressive employment history. At first, she worked at low-level, janitorial jobs. Her English rapidly improved, and she was hired to teach Russian by a private language school. She also taught Polish in a short-term high school extracurricular program. She worked for the Refugee Early Employment Program (REEP) at the International Refugee Center of Oregon (IRCO) teaching English to Russian immigrants. Her work-study experience included two years employment at the university library.

INTELLECTUAL BACKGROUND

Enya has superior critical thinking skills, which enable her to achieve academic success in various disciplines at the university. She has the ability to analyze and integrate what she reads. Her multicultural background and broad range of experience bring atypical maturity to classroom discussions.

Her approach to academics is a deep-seated desire to learn. She has little patience with university rules and regulations and strongly opposes the traditional system of grading. She believes, in fact, that grades interfere with learning. She tolerates the status quo because of her desire to attend graduate school in History. Originally, she planned to major in Russian and later changed to Slavic Linguistics. Presently, her undergraduate major is History.

Academically, Enya burdens herself by taking on heavy course loads, and is driven to complete her Bachelor's degree as soon as possible due to heavy financial burdens. Therefore, she often registers for twenty or more credits, then finds herself overextended, and drops several classes.
RESEARCH QUESTIONS

This study attempts to answer four guiding questions:

1. What is the nature of writing?

2. What strategies does a writer use in composing?

3. What is the frequency, relative importance and place of specific writing behaviors for this particular individual?

4. How skilled is the subject in monitoring her own work?

This section attempts to compare the answers to the above questions according to the Review of the Literature (Chapter II), with the answers suggested by the study.

1. What is the nature of writing?

The results of this research support the contention of Perl (1979), Raimes (1985, 1987), Zamel (1987), and other scholars, that writing is a process of discovery. This study concurs with the findings of Emig (1971) and Pianko (1979) that prewriting is a very brief activity, and that planning takes place during composing. There is ample evidence in the protocol to support Perl's (1979) concepts of retrospective structuring and discovery in the writing process.

2. What strategies does a writer use in composing?

How well does Enya understand her own writing process? In 1992, using the instrument, "Case Study of Yourself As a Writer," Enya estimated the sequential steps in her composing process. (See Chapter V). I attempted to assess her accuracy by examining two 3-minute sequences, one during the first half, and one during the second half of the think-aloud protocol. I decided not to select either the first five minutes or the last few minutes, because of special non-representative strategies which
took place during these periods. I arbitrarily chose minutes 6-9 and 28-31. (See Appendix J).

It is significant to note that the think-aloud preceded the self-evaluation by two years, which may affect the validity of this comparison. However, writing strategies are deeply embedded, and may remain fairly constant within the individual. Since Enya's description of her writing processes was based on her own categories, I adapted the coding scheme I used in the think-aloud to correspond with her own terminology. Into Enya's category, "think," I telescoped "plan," "rehearse," "comment," and "pause." I grouped "revise" and "edit" with her classification, "correct."

During the 6-9 minute interval, actual writing episodes occurred only half as frequently as Enya predicted (22% vs. 43%). Much more time was utilized thinking and correcting in actuality (68%), than in her estimate (43%). However, during minutes 28-31, her estimated number of steps closely approximated the actual steps in nearly every category. For a comparison between Enya's estimated and actual performance, see Table XVIII.

TABLE XVIII

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>Actual (6-9 minutes)</th>
<th>Actual (28-31 minutes)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Think</td>
<td>2/7 (29%)</td>
<td>8/19 (42%)</td>
<td>4/14 (29%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Write</td>
<td>3/7 (43%)</td>
<td>4/19 (22%)</td>
<td>5/14 (36%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correct</td>
<td>1/7 (14%)</td>
<td>5/19 (26%)</td>
<td>2/14 (14%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reread</td>
<td>1/7 (14%)</td>
<td>2/19 (10%)</td>
<td>3/14 (22%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Two inferences can be made from this data. The first is that as the composing process progressed, Enya became more efficient. The second is that Enya seems to be very much aware of her writing processes.

3. What is the frequency, relative importance, and place of specific writing behaviors for this particular individual?

Coding systems were developed by Perl (1979), for first language writers, and by Raimes (1985), for ESL writers, as a means of systematizing and recording data of real-time writing research. Adapting their think-aloud techniques, this research identified composing strategies according to when they appeared in the protocol. Protocol analysis revealed three stages from beginning to end, including: Simple Early Patterns, Patterns Used Throughout, and Complex Later Patterns.

a. Simple Early Patterns included fillers, silences, and spelling. These strategies helped the writer get started. During this stage, the linear, narrative structure of the essay was evident.

b. Patterns Used Throughout included repetition of Write-Rehearse-Pause sequences. This strategy seemed deeply embedded and automatic. Although Enya's first language strategies were not subjected to protocol analysis, it seems likely that she uses similar patterns when writing in Polish. This well-established pattern may represent her unique approach to a composing task in either L1 or L2. Different students would demonstrate different patterns.

c. Complex Later Patterns consisted of higher frequency of rereading and crossing out, and generally increased complexity of operations. During this stage, Enya shifted from her earlier linear time-frame to describing her personal reactions to the topic. She spent more time brainstorming aloud
and gesturing, but less time actually transcribing. Data about writing
instruction in Polish offers a possible explanation as to why Enya
abandoned the narrative rhetorical form at the end of her essay. Polish
writing instructors encourage students to give their personal response to a
topic. What matters in a Polish essay is not so much the presentation of
information, but what you present of yourself. In closing, Enya applied a
deeply embedded first language rhetorical pattern.

4. How skilled is the subject in monitoring her own work?

According to the "novice vs. expert" categories discussed in L1 literature,
student writers have difficulties in revising their own work. Perl (1979) contends that
the egocentric mental state of novice writers leads to "selective perception." Flower
and Hayes (1980) assert that novices produce "writer based prose," which fails to take
into account a reader's perspective. Shaughnessy's "Basic Writers" use a form of
language which is related more to spoken than written English. Sommers (1980) states
that student writers use revision as a "mop up" activity, and adds that they revise on a
surface rather than a substantive level.

In L2 research, Krashen (1987) describes students as "monitor overusers" or
"underusers." Although his work deals primarily with L2 speakers, it may be extended
to L2 writers as well. Brooks (1985) agrees with Sommers (1980) that student writers'
overconcern with correctness results in only surface type revisions. Raimes (1985), on
the other hand, says that students are not preoccupied with errors at the expense of
ideas.

Enya's real-time writing task, the think-aloud protocol, did not elicit any global
errors, which seems to support Raimes' view. However, even after numerous attempts
at editing, 2.8 local errors per sentence remained, and only one short, 4 word sentence was totally error free. These errors remained in spite of 61 attempts to revise within sentences, and 32 attempts between sentences. The subject made an intensive effort to correct her essay during the last five minutes of the session, but the large number of uncorrected errors suggests that she was unskilled at identifying mistakes in her own work.

FOCUS OF RESEARCH

The research focused intently on a single individual, Enya. The rationale was to examine one student's learning strategies and writing processes in the hopes of adding to the body of existing knowledge. The student's background—consisting of native culture, past and present life experiences, and academic experiences—provided a broad lens through which Enya's literacy skills were examined. Since the context of learning was assumed to be of utmost importance to the project, it was necessary to build rapport with the subject, beyond a student-teacher relationship.

Through many shared conversations and social activities, aspects of Enya's personality and character came to light which further impacted the results of this project. I discovered that although she is skeptical about new people and situations, she courageously tackles uncharted territory. She often overcomes obstacles by fierce tenacity and hard work. With respect to authority, she is sometimes oppositional and rejecting. She is quick to judge people and is strongly opinionated. When she sets herself a goal, she pursues it with determination, but not always with discipline. She sometimes lets her emotions get the best of her, and tends towards self criticism. Enya is aware of her academic strengths and weaknesses, but often gets discouraged. In the last few years she has become more adept at setting realistic goals, and is less self
deprecating. She has a better sense of humor about herself, as she is becoming more secure in her adopted culture.

Her learning style is strongly influenced by her early education in her native culture. Her previous experience with Polish, German and Russian provided her with the necessary technical knowledge for handling yet another foreign language. She has an artistic nature, gravitating to music, art, nature, natural foods, home remedies, and philosophy. Basically she is a kinesthetic, aural/oral learner with superior critical thinking and analytical skills. When she speaks, and even when she writes, Enya uses broad gestures. As a learner, her cognitive style seems more reflective than impulsive, which is consistent with her reflective, meditative personality. Her approach is to analyze a problem, think it through systematically, and after thoughtful consideration, to move towards a solution.

Among Enya's learning strategies are asking questions, seeking out people for conversation, reading, and notetaking. She thinks in the target language and rarely uses a dictionary, preferring to search for meaning on her own. She has a strong desire to communicate, is an avid learner, and seems to do best in discussion and interaction with a teacher or her peers. Enya is a good listener, as well as a good talker, and has the ability to monitor her own speech during informal conversations with native speakers of English. Yet, she often does not take well to criticism from others. She is uninhibited and outgoing in her approach to the target language.

AREAS FOR FURTHER STUDY

A video recording provides abundant naturalistic data for analysis. An area which would be possible to study but was not, is that of nonverbal communication. At
a future date the videotape could be analyzed for gestures, posture, eye movement, and other nonverbal features.

The potential use of the computer as a diagnostic tool in writing research is significant. In order to observe computer sessions scientifically, modifications in the method of this study would have been necessary. Bridwell et al (1984) describe procedures which allow study of exact behaviors while using the word processor. Two features of a computer program would be necessary, a recording mechanism and a playback mechanism. The recording feature would register all keystrokes in one second intervals. Using frequency counts, it would be possible to determine additions, deletions, rereading, and movement. The playback feature would enable the researcher to watch the text evolve. The authors suggest that this would provide a more accurate representation than think-aloud protocol analysis.

The results of this research suggest that think-aloud is an effective tool in exploring the interplay of mental processes that occur while composing. While not exposing cognitive processes directly, a think-aloud protocol strongly hints at the underlying patterns a writer uses. The evidence for an individual's particular composing patterns, may be strengthened by cross-checking with additional units of analysis. In this study, congruence was found between the subject's self evaluation and the data found in the protocol analysis. This may or may not be true for other subjects.

Another interesting question relates to the effect of topic on writing process. The topic assigned for the think-aloud was a narrative. What would the effects have been had Enya written in a different rhetorical form? Would the composing patterns remain the same? Further research could compare the patterns of a student writing in different forms.
A question remains as to whether think-aloud analysis has potential as an instructional technique. In the process of doing research for this study, the nature of think-aloud training, collection, and analysis was found to be a time consuming, intense, precise, and delicate operation. These characteristics suggest that a think-aloud technique may not be practical for the classroom teacher. However, it may be useful in teacher training, since it offers unique insights into composing processes.

LIMITATIONS

Although the procedures outlined in Chapter III can be repeated, a drawback to this study is that much of it is not replicable. As a case study, it describes a unique situation, and its results are not generalizable. The usefulness of this investigation may be in adding its findings to the existing body of knowledge in the area of composing processes research. Its findings may also contribute to the field of ethnographic studies.

Think Aloud

A reliability check was not made on the coding of the think-aloud protocol. The videotape could be viewed and coded by another investigator, replicating the coding scheme to see if similar results are obtained. One drawback to the coding of the think-aloud was that it was done unilaterally. A pair, or team of researchers, scoring independently, is more reliable than the findings of a single investigator.

Furthermore, this study was limited by the researcher's lack of experience in training, administering, and coding a think-aloud protocol. Fortunately, the subject of this research was very skillful at following directions for collecting the think-aloud
protocol. However, for different students, a longer, more intensive training period is recommended.

Another recommendation is for an investigator to play back the videotape as an immediate follow up to the video taping session. This would enable the subject to answer questions and to provide immediate feedback on the mental processes taking place during composing. The self observation of language behavior could be checked against the coding data at a later date.

Since the think-aloud technique may not be as effective with beginning speakers of English as it is with advanced students, selection of appropriate subjects is suggested. Think-aloud seems to require an intermediate or advanced level of fluency for optimum implementation.

Observations

During classroom and computer observations, the attempt was made to describe a particular context as comprehensively as possible. However, due to the complex nature of classroom research, scientific objectivity is not an attainable goal. Although attempts were made to collect and carefully select multiple pieces of data, perceptions, omissions, and value judgments may distort the truth.

Another problem was the role of the researcher during observations. The ability to maintain a low profile in the role of non-participant observer, was often compromised. Questions were asked, and comments were made, which promoted a higher degree of involvement than desired on the part of the investigator.
Interviews

During most of the interviews, notes were recorded immediately following the conversation. Due to human error, some important points may have been omitted. The study was hampered by a limited number of native speakers of Polish, including only two in addition to the subject.

Surveys and Self-Reports

A potential problem in this type of research is its heavy reliance on the subject's cooperation. Enya was an ideal informant, and was reliable, dependable and cooperative in all aspects of the study. The key to the success of a case study such as this is the commitment, dedication, and willing participation of the subject.

In the course of the study, the subject was requested to submit numerous self-assessments, an essay in Polish, and several historical interviews. She was also asked to record literacy events, to classify data and tally printed materials in her home. In using instruments such as surveys and self reports, the study depends on the accuracy of reporting. The expectation was that by implementing multiple sources of data, a true picture would unfold.

SUGGESTIONS FOR TEACHING

The first section below identifies ways to provide a particular student, Enya, with an effective academic learning environment. The second part suggests ways to improve the teaching of writing in general.
Enya

The results of the interviews suggest several approaches to providing an effective classroom environment for Enya. An instructor working with Enya might find it necessary to be flexible about setting deadlines for class assignments. Penalties for tardiness or excessive absences might be counterproductive, since she manages to fulfill course requirements, although at her own pace.

Classroom environment might include a variety of opportunities for interaction, since she does well in pair, group, or whole class activities. Within the structure, it would be beneficial to provide abundant opportunities for stimulating discussion. Topics for discussion should be based on interesting readings, and should be challenging as well as thought provoking.

Grammar and vocabulary learning were often problematic for Enya in ENNR. Perhaps, an emphasis on whole language learning is only effective up to a point. Since she prefers systematic language study, clear distinctions between grammar and vocabulary instruction and other language activities might be an effective teaching approach. Another possibility would be to assign discrete point exercises for homework.

Text selection is an important factor in forming Enya’s first impression of a class. A nontraditional format might be perceived as threatening, confusing and frivolous. An instructor introducing such a text would need to explain that although different, it is still "serious."

Enya requires a demanding instructor, as well as a demanding curriculum. From the outset, it would be important for the teacher to set high goals for achievement for the students. Enya is able and willing to take risks and to push herself
when she is motivated and interested in the material. Without being overly concerned with grades, she is truly interested in learning for its own sake.

An overriding problem in Enya's writing is mechanics. After years of futile struggle, she seems to have given up. She is discouraged and self-conscious about spelling and punctuation. She finds that conferencing with peers and instructors is often frustrating. A future instructor might indicate only the most important errors, and suggest that she get help from friends and from reference books. Use of published checklists might also assist her in self-monitoring. It may be possible for Enya to put her superior analytical skills to work by doing her own form of error analysis. She could be encouraged to write an essay on the topic of mechanics in writing.

A future instructor ought to be aware of Enya's occasional academic lapses, including lack of preparedness, handwritten drafts, and difficulties in accepting feedback. The "feedback" problem could be addressed by offering opportunities for peer group evaluations, which remove the instructor from the role of arbiter. The effectiveness of peer evaluation might be influenced by the perceived maturity of the students in her group. Conferencing might best proceed in question-answer format, allowing Enya the opportunity to identify and solve problems in her writing.

**General Applications**

The findings of this study suggest that first language background and training figure significantly in the acquisition of L₂, or additional non-native languages. It suggests that a student's strengths in her native language transfer to subsequent languages, and so do her weaknesses. A writing teacher, working with intermediate or upper level ESL or ENNR students might design activities to elicit historical information about first language composing experience. Additional information on
students' preferred learning style, strategies, and formal native language training, might influence textbook selection and instructional planning.

A teacher who is aware of contrastive rhetoric may be better prepared to deal with problems of organization and coherence in student writing than one who is not. Rhetorical patterns established in the first language are deeply embedded and difficult to change. A recommendation issued with caution is that there may be a place for product-oriented instruction at certain stages of the teaching of writing. This could provide security for students by presenting step-by-step guidelines to help them make a transition from one form of rhetoric to another.

This study, along with the literature, suggests that computer technology is on the forefront of research into the mental processes employed in composing. As technology becomes increasingly available in the university setting, it will be possible to assess more accurately what happens inside the mysterious "black box," and to reveal its secrets to all those who are interested in improving the teaching of writing.
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APPENDIX A

PERSONAL INFORMATION
**PERSONAL INFORMATION**

**NAME**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Last</th>
<th>First</th>
<th>Middle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**DATE OF BIRTH** 12 Dec 1957

**PLACE OF BIRTH** KRAKOW POLAND

City State Country

**MARRIED OR SINGLE** separated last still married

**SPOUSE'S DATE OF BIRTH** 08 24 1956

**SPOUSE'S PLACE OF BIRTH** WARSAW (WARSAW POLAND)

**CHILDREN:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Son's Date of Birth</th>
<th>Son's Place of Birth</th>
<th>Daughter's Date of Birth</th>
<th>Daughter's Place of Birth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>05 02 1985</td>
<td>BAD POMMERS GERMANY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PARENT'S DATE OF BIRTH:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mother</th>
<th>Father</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>03 24 1929</td>
<td>02 06 1929</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PARENT'S PLACE OF BIRTH:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mother</th>
<th>Father</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CZERNOCKI (LACHOW) POLAND</td>
<td>KRAKOW (LACHOW) POLAND</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NUMBER OF SISTERS:** 6

**BROTHERS:** 6

**DATE OF DEPARTURE FROM NATIVE COUNTRY** May 2, 1984

**WHICH FAMILY MEMBERS LEFT? PARENTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SISTERS AND BROTHERS</th>
<th>HUSBAND</th>
<th>CHILDREN</th>
<th>GRANDPARENTS</th>
<th>AUNTS, UNCLE, COUSINS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N0</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>DEAD</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**WHICH FAMILY MEMBERS STAYED BEHIND?**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parents</th>
<th>Aunts, Uncles, Cousins</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N0</td>
<td>N0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TEMPORARY RESETTLEMENT IN ANOTHER COUNTRY**

(before coming to the U.S.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Where did you stay?</th>
<th>How long did you stay?</th>
<th>Were you employed there?</th>
<th>If &quot;YES&quot;, what kind of work did you do?</th>
<th>If &quot;YES&quot;, what subjects?</th>
<th>Where did you study?</th>
<th>How long did you study?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WEST GERMANY</td>
<td>2 years</td>
<td>N0 (no work permit)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Did you study there? YES

If "YES", what subjects? LAW

Where did you study? AT HOME

How long did you study? I can't sure
APPENDIX B

FORMAL INTERVIEW: FIRST LANGUAGE
Formal interview: FIRST LANGUAGE

1. At what age did you first learn to read?
2. At what age did you first learn to write?
3. Did anyone help you with reading?
   a) parents
   b) teachers
   c) sisters or brothers
   d) friends
   e) relatives
4. Did anyone help you with writing?
   a) parents
   b) teachers
   c) sisters or brothers
   d) friends
   e) relatives
5. At what age did you start school?
6. How large were the classes?
7. What methods were used to teach reading and writing?
8. What difficulties did you have?
9. What kinds of reading did you do in grade school?
10. What kinds of writing did you do in grade school?
11. What kinds of reading did you do outside of school?
12. What kinds of writing did you do outside of school?
13. How much formal schooling did you have?
14. What grades did you get in reading and writing?
   In grade school?
   In high school?
   In the university?
15. Do you consider yourself a good reader and writer in your first language?
16. What are your strong points in writing?
   Excellent    Good    Fair    Poor
   Spelling
   Punctuation
   Organization
   Grammar
   Creativity
17. What are your strong points in reading?
   Excellent  Good  Fair  Poor
   Speed  Comprehension

18. What kinds of reading do you do now in your first language?

19. What kinds of writing do you do now in your first language?

20. How much reading and writing do you do now in your first language?
APPENDIX C

SAMPLE— 48 HOUR DIARY
11 The Analysts Who Came to Dinner

As any homemaker who has tried to maintain order at the dinner table knows, there is far more to a family meal than meets the palate. . . . Sociologist Michael Lewis has been observing 80 families to find out just how much more. . . . The basic conclusion is . . . clear: with all that is said and done at the dinner table, food may be the least significant ingredient of the evening meal.

Lewis and his colleagues at the Educational Testing Service in Princeton, N.J., conducted their research by videotaping the families while they ate ordinary meals in their own homes. They found that parents presiding over small families tend to converse actively with each other and their children. But as the brood gets larger, conversation gives way to the parents' efforts to control the inevitable uproar. That can have important implications for the kids. "In general, the more question-asking the parents do, the higher the children's IQ's," Lewis says. "And the more children there are, the less question-asking there is."

"Invisible": The study also offers a clue to why middle children often seem to have a harder time in life than their siblings. Lewis found that in families with three or four children, dinner conversation tends to center on the oldest child, who has the most to talk about, and the youngest, who needs the most attention. "Middle children are invisible," says Lewis. "When you see someone get up from the table and walk around during dinner, chances are it's the middle child." There is, however, one great equalizer that stops all conversation and deprives everyone of attention: "When the TV is on," Lewis says, "dinner is a non-event."

Despite the feminist movement, Lewis's study indicates that preparing dinner continues to be regarded as woman's work—even when both spouses have jobs. Some men do help out, but for most husbands dinnertime remains a relaxing hour. While the female cooks and serves, Lewis says, "the male sits back and eats."

EXPLORATIONS

- What observations can you make from your own experience about middle children?
- What are the most common topics of conversation during mealtimes with your family?
- Do you think mealtimes are important family events?
there... the potato. There is more food

presiding over: in control of - organism brood - number of children in one family? group?

inevitable? unavoidable?

uproar - loud noise - many, haras/s implications: results - powdery, clunky, downy, sty.

IQs - quotient intelligence Intelligence Quotients

siblings: brothers and sisters

spouses: husbands or wives
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HOLISTIC EVALUATIONS: REID AND O'BRIEN
## APPENDIX A

### EVALUATION SHEET

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ENGLISH STRUCTURE</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Excellent</td>
<td>Few noticeable errors in grammar, word order, punctuation and/or spelling; frequent use of complex sentence structures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Occasional errors in grammar, word order, punctuation and/or spelling; some use of complex sentence structures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>Moderate errors in grammar, word order, punctuation and/or spelling; general use of simple sentences; occasionally an obscured meaning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fair</td>
<td>Frequent errors in grammar, word order, punctuation and/or spelling make comprehension difficult; use of short basic sentence structures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>General use of phrases and/or fragments; very basic vocabulary and/or rampant misspelling.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CONTEXT</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Excellent</td>
<td>Writing is an easy task; quantity is no problem; diction is broad and appropriate; interesting, substantial, complex ideas that respond directly and completely to the assignment; topic developed fully and coherently.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Writing flows without much hesitation; reasonable quantity; some diction errors of complex words; interesting ideas that are relevant to the assignment; ideas develop the topic with specific detail and coherence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Average</strong></td>
<td>Evidence of having stopped writing at times; somewhat limited vocabulary; adequate development of ideas relevant to the assignment with some specific detail; flawed coherence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fair</strong></td>
<td>Limited quantity; limited development; little specific detail; simple ideas not necessarily related to the assignment; simple vocabulary with frequent diction errors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Poor</strong></td>
<td>Little writing; very simple ideas, often not directly related to the assignment; very basic vocabulary with frequent errors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ORGANIZATION</strong></td>
<td>Clear introduction directed in an interesting way towards a specific audience; paragraph(s) developed linearly; topic sentence, logical support with substantial specific data; successful use of coherence devices within sentences and between sentences; clear conclusion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Excellent</strong></td>
<td>Obvious beginning/middle/end; division of central idea(s) into smaller parts; awareness of audience; paragraph(s) flawed in development and/or logic coherence within sentences but some choppiness; conclusion often a simple restatement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Good</strong></td>
<td>Intent to develop central idea; some sense of beginning/middle/end; occasional wandering from topic; some development of ideas; general statements predominate; limited use of coherence devices, especially between sentences; conclusion simply stated or missing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fair</td>
<td>Limited organization beyond the sentence level; thoughts written down as they come to mind; no introduction or conclusion; coherence limited to internal sentence connectors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>No apparent organization; no introduction or conclusion; no focus; little or no development; no coherence devices.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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SCORING SHEET

SUBJECT
Evaluator
Date

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Poor</th>
<th>Fair</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Good</th>
<th>Excellent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English Structure</th>
<th>Content</th>
<th>Organization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Overall Writing Proficiency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Average Score
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SAMPLE ENNR ESSAYS
Visiting My Aunt's House

I do not remember the first time I visited my aunt, but I am sure that from the beginning I loved her big wood house in the countryside. Her house was built of wood, full of sunlight, the smell of dry apples, dry flowers and herbs.

First I always ran to the attic of the house. This was my favorite place. The smell of the old things, the reflection of the sunlight from flying dust, a secret, hidden place behind the visual world: it was enough to love the attic.

Some of the things had been stored there "for centuries," even before World War II; old watering cans, my grandfather's green and dark blue Austrian beer bottles, an old Singer sewing machine with pearl decoration, old carpets (as well as my grandmother's couch and her broken trunk. In the trunk was her wedding dress, ivory muslin, with a lot of lace, starting at the top and going down part of the skirt. It had pink flowers around the neck. With the dress also came a pink and white hat, with a long scarf around it and a white veil. The hat was quite big, but I often tried it on anyway.

My aunt never let me try on the dress. She was afraid that the dress would wear out. We knew she wanted to save the dress for her wedding. At this time, she was about 45 and still not married, but she had big hopes that someday she would use her mother's dress. My parents doubted that it would happen. She was not very pretty, but very picky and talked too much, they thought.
Just a little bit less than the attic I liked the kitchen in this house. A kitchen in any house is a good place to be, particularly for hungry children, or just somebody hunting for a cake or an apple. For this purpose, one sometimes might wait until midnight for a good moment when no one can disturb one in looking for delicious food. For many people, the kitchen is the heart of the house, with its colors, fragrances and all its traditions of preparing and serving food. For my aunt, the kitchen was the heart of her house and her workshop of culinary art. Please imagine Christmas tree ornaments made of the finest sourdough or the birthday cake with the ballerina on the top staying on her one leg and all made out of sweet cream.

In the kitchen there was a lot of dry vegetables, herbs and fruit in jars on the walls, next to the wooden kitchen accessories. The kitchen floor made out of dark wood which my aunt washed regularly, kneeling on her knees with her skirt tied to her waist. She must have loved doing it because she did it even when the floor was very clean. She also liked to say: "clean floor, clean mind."

Behind the house there was a small garden with strawberry fields, which began to bear in June. I loved to stay there and eat berries. But sometimes I got sick from eating too much and my aunt was very unhappy with me.

Childhood always includes a sunnier summer than now, a whiter snow than it is today, and all the memories and warm feelings. My memory of childhood also includes feelings of simplicity, happiness and beauty of the surrounding world. Sometimes I dream about this beautiful and dear place. I know I can never go back there again. After my aunt's death my family sold the house to the City of Cracow and the City built in place of my aunt's house a new highway.
Kaffehus or Broadway Bistro.

When I am on the Campus and it is lunch time, first I look into my money bag and then I know where I am going to eat. If my wallet is full of money I go to eat at the Broadway Bistro and order "Fresh Pasta of the day" for $4.25 plus Cappuccino Royale for $2.00. If I do not have a lot of money I go to the Kaffehus and eat a bagel with margarine for just $0.50.

The Kaffehus is located on Broadway across from Cramer Hall in the basement of Campus Ministry. I both like and do not like this location. First, I never have any classes out of Neuberger Hall, so if I have just 10 minutes for lunch it is quite a long distance for me.

Second, if I do have enough time for my lunch and wish to eat and read I feel that the Kaffehus does not have right lighting. When I read in bright lighting I feel faster and my eyes start to bother me right away. I need good day light to feel comfortable with my study. The Kaffehus does not have daylight almost at all.

The Broadway Bistro is located very close to the building I usually study in and I am very happy about it. But first, as I mentioned, I am not always able to eat at this place. The Broadway Bistro has a lovely deck I really like. Even if it is a cold day I sit there with pleasure.
A big inconvenience in the morning for me (when I do have money) is this, that the Broadway Bistro is open only from 11 a.m. That is surely too late for having breakfast. Then I go to the Kaffehus and have soup with a Swedish Limpa Roll. That is just fine, but next I have to drink their coffee which I do not like or buy it somewhere else, which is not very convenient.

The Kaffehus is open from 7 a.m. to 3 p.m., Monday thru Friday. On Monday, Wednesday and Friday I work after school, so my lunch time is at 2:50. Ten minutes for lunch is surely not enough and I usually go to the Broadway Bistro, which is open until 4:00 p.m. I have my salad there. What, if I do not have money? Probably I have to go to Safeway to buy a bagel (I do not like to go to the Cafeteria at all), or I have to wait until I will get to my house, which is around 6:00 p.m.

Sandwiches and soup at the Kaffehus are quite inexpensive. They do not taste gourmet or homemade, but it is all right for their price. Sandwiches and soup at the Broadway Bistro taste like it taste in a good restaurant and it is understandable for their price. My dream is that I could buy good food for a low price, but it does not work for restaurant owners who probably about high prices for their hard work.

Both, The Kaffehus and the Broadway Bistro are nice and friendly restaurants. They both look European and I feel at home when I am there. Sometimes I prefer cafeteria style and I am happy to serve myself instead being served. At this time Kaffehus serve me the best. But when I am really tired, than I am glad to have help in the restaurant. For such moments Broadway Bistro is a good place for me.
I really cannot say which of these restaurants I like better. I think they are both restaurants I like to go to. Sometimes I like to invite my friends to them, and I can see that my friends have similar opinion about them. It is possible that all students depend on how much money is in their pockets when choosing the right place to eat (except those who bring their own food, like Adam, the smartest).
My culture and yours.

During the first year of living in America I have had a tremendous culture shock, because the American culture is very different than Polish culture. I am really amazed at how tolerant Americans are towards religion, political orientation and other languages.

Americans are very tolerant towards other religions. Protestants, Buddhists, Catholics, Jews, Moslems, Atheists - they all are here. Some of them are fundamentalists, some very liberal. I have two friends, a Catholic and a Jew. They work together and often go to lunch. I like to join them. I like to see these two people together eating, laughing, talking, joking. It really makes me feel good. My close neighbors can be counted, as another example of Americans being tolerant. Mr. Jorling is a Roman-Catholic. His wife is Westminster Presbyterian. They have been married for twenty-eight years and during these years have alternately attended both churches. I was surprised also to find out, that their daughter is studying at a private Baptist university in Maine. It seems to me, that the parents do not
mind that their daughter becomes a Baptist.

Because in Poland the people are homogenous, they are not very tolerant. In my country, ninety percent of the population is Catholic. Being non-Catholic there can be very difficult. For example, people who have admitted that they are the Jehovah's Witnesses are literally eliminated from the mainstream social circles. Also, being a Jew may be not simple. When I worked for the International Refugee Center of Oregon, I met there a couple Polish Jews. One of them told me a story about his son's problems at Polish public school when other children discovered that the boy and his family have been not celebrating Christmas. The problem became so big, that the father had to seek for help to the teacher. To the father's surprise the teacher was not willing to help, and finally the boy left the school.

In the USA, the tolerance towards other political orientations is great. The diversity of it is illustrated, very well, by the number of existing parties. Republicans, Democrats, Communists, Socialists or liberals can be found here in abundance. One of my friends, an artist who live in Portland, is an activist for the social rights movement. He often talks with friends about it. He says, that the American Welfare system is not working well. Some of us disagree, but this disagreement does not cause us to be enemies. In my neighborhood, in NE Portland, most people are Democrats. I saw on the fronts of their houses pro-Democrat signs. However, one of my neighbors is a non-Democrat. I do not see these neighbors trying to persuade the non-Democrat to be a Democrat, nor vice versa. I do not see them in conflict. Another example of American tolerance towards
other political orientations is the fact, that the political orientation for American is really a private belief. I have never been asked in the USA about my political feelings.

Poland has two parties, opposite to each other: Catholics and Communists. There is no place for tolerance towards the opposite political orientation. For example, my father, a non-Communist, refused to stay in contact with his brother, because his brother worked for the Communist government. In 1981, in Warsaw, I remember seeing anti-Communist phrases in the displays of pro-Catholic stores such as "Communists not welcome." The lack of tolerance in my country is all pervasive. As a small girl, I was forbidden by my parents, do play outside with children, whose parents were members of the Communist Labor Party.

In terms of number of different languages used by residents of one country, USA is a very tolerant one. I have never seen so many different people before and never have heard so many languages in one place. In my neighborhood, there are a couple of families like our, which are not American. My children usually play with two boys, whose mother is Peruvian and father Caribean. Our children speak home different languages. Our customs are also not similar at all, but the communication between the families, as well as between us and other neighbors, is great. Another example of the American tolerance towards other languages is an episod which happened when I have been in New York. I remember my visit to China Town where I was looking for presents for my children. In one of the stores I asked the owner where to find a calculator. She answered "no English". I
looked at my friend and asked her, how it can be, that in the middle of Manhattan the owner of the store cannot communicate in English. "What do you want, this in America" she answered in Polish. Another time, when I worked as an on phone interpreter for medical cases, I was asked to interpret for a Russian man, who was in hospital after a logging exident. After a short conversation with him I discovered, that he was born in America in Woodburn. Because of community ties and a unique ethnic situation, he never studied English and, as he presented it to me, he will never need to.

In Poland ninetynine percent of the population are Poles. To be a Pole, one has to have at least one Polish parent and speak the language. This is one of the reason why Poles might be nationalistic and less tolerant towards other languages, eventually spoken in their country. Also, forty years long separation from the West makes it even more complicated. If people would see and hear a person who does not or does speak Polish but not fluently, they would point the person and make a comment. Another example, to illustrate the issue, could be the feelings towards foreign students. Their heavy accents are not very welcome by the society. I remember a comment towards a student from Viet Nam, who studied with me in Pedagogical Institute in Cracow. A fellow student said "if she eats our bread, she should speak more like we do." My mother seems to be very upset because my five year old daughter does not speak Polish fluently. Last time when I talked with her on phone she said "God, what I should say to the neighbors when they will meet her."
I really appreciate the diversity of the American culture, its tolerance towards different religions beliefs, political orientations and other languages. The culture can be very shocking for people coming from more traditional and conservative countries. It can be also very liberating and supportive for anyone seeking individualism.
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FIRST LANGUAGE ESSAY
Moje powtórne spotkanie z Brunonem Schulzem.

Moje pierwsze spotkanie z bróżostą Brunona Schulza, gdy to byłam jeszcze uczniem med klasy szkoly podstawowej, było całkowicie ludowe. Jego klepsydy dynamosowe zachwycały mnie wągrowcą szynką, ruch subieszymi, spojenciem na polską,-unit:pojedynczą uczucie. ale również nie o różni zwyczajach dla mnie.

Polski teatr temu, po obejrzeniu mu "Wędkowanie Hasa" "Samotniopisny" dklepsydyg" którego pierwioszono było nic innego a ujawnie łotowska poza, była świadoma go jak bardzo ważna może być dla mnie twórczość tego autora. Podobne do zagadkowego w reminiscencje z życia Schulza południowy chód, w moim pamięci pozwolił, że niechcnie, bowiem nieświadomie moja umysł...
nocie słychaćie oddalo się pół
seekującej śmiechu rozbawiało do mądrości uliczek
rodbierczego, jakby tam właśnie było leść swojego dziennikarza i
świeżej mitologii. Universalna
nadał, a ponadnadawcza
mitologia twórczości Buntowna Schudza
nawia, że ten czteroklatkowy
świat w rolce

przechodzi swoją epokę

ale też i dziś mogą być uważane na pisana awangardowego,
by bezcenną, tragiczną śmierć 1942 roku jest bolesna tym
wzdłuż, że wraz z jego odejściem
nieistotność została niezapisana
na część agolnośmiotowej kultury.
Twórczość Schudza jest dla mnie
otworem wydarcie. Najszczególnie,
przez fakt, że pisanie polskiemu
językowi wschodnio-europejskiemu
dowodzi bardziej drogą Eu.

igeli Schudza z Watkowską,
Hucieiszem, Watem, Szumarem,
APPENDIX G

CASE STUDY OF YOURSELF AS A WRITER
CASE STUDY OF YOURSELF AS A WRITER: Adapted from John Trimbur

These questions will help you to do research on yourself as a writer. I recommend that you freewrite on each of the general issues listed below:

1. **Moments**: Recall important spots of time from past writing experience.

2. **Stages**: Intuitively divide your life as a writer into a few stages or periods; then ask yourself what characterizes each of those stages.

3. **Kinds**: What kinds of writing have you done in the past and what kinds of writing do you do now? Remember that there are more kinds of writing than you have done in school. Making lists is writing, and so is letterwriting.

4. **In-School vs. Out-of-School Writing**: Do you go about both of these in the same way? Why or why not?

5. **Audience**: Who are the important people you have written for? (Not just teachers.) What effects have these different audiences had on your feelings? On your writing? Which audiences helped you most or held you back? (Don't forget "ghost" audiences or audiences we carry around in our head and unconsciously try to please--usually left over from experiences with past audiences.) Many people remember bad experiences more than good ones. If that's true of you, why?

6. **Physical**: Where do you write? When? How fast / slow? What are the effects of using pen / pencil / typewriter / word processor? How do you hold and move your body? Tell everything that could be figured out from a complete video recording of your writing from start to finish.

7. **Process**: Can you isolate specific ingredients in your writing process: that is, generating words and responses, revising, editing? Nonwriting counts too: sitting and thinking, talking to people. Which of these gives you the most trouble? Least? the most satisfaction? Least? Why?

8. **Intervention**: In what ways have others intervened in your writing: "Here, let me show you." "Do it this way." "You must start by making an outline." "You must start by freewriting" and so forth. How has intervention affected your writing?
9. **Response and Feedback**: What kinds of response and feedback have you gotten? From teachers, from peers? What effects did this feedback have on you? What do you do when you get different feedback on the same piece of writing?

10. **Problems**: Stuck points and breakthroughs. What's hardest for you or gets in the way most? How have you made or not made progress? Where have you made the greatest progress?

11. **Myths**: What are some of the feelings or ideas you've had about your writing (or that most people seem to have) that you now think are false? Where do these myths come from? What purpose did they serve? What effect have they had on your writing? What follows from tearing them down?
0 In high school, first successful experiences in writing in Polish, creative.

1984-86 - while in Germany, writing letters in Polish, to my close friends, emotional.

1989-91 - papers in Russian for my literature classes, semi-academic, stiff.

Last year and now - more free writing in English, papers for my history classes and letters to my close friends (English, Polish).

Free, relaxed.

3 Always letter. Since 89 till present papers in Russian (stopped in 1991) and English. So when I write papers I feel stiff, inflexible. With letters less, especially to close friends, if I write to my children, I assume it (what I write) should be cheerful. So I try.

4 In school writing is far more less-personal. Why? I am not sure. Maybe I am less myself, still a stranger, alien, less comfortable less safe I feel often out of place. Letters are more personal. I am more myself, more relaxed, more emotional. Letters are what I can call out-of-school writing for me. No graffiti yet.

5 Teachers, people I love, friends.

Teachers paralyze me because I don't want to disappoint them. So some friends do. But not close friends. Writing to them is a pleasure.

Yes, I do remember bad experiences more than good ones. Because I am so called soft, sensitive, easy to hurt. Had more bad than good experiences (no support at home).
man of my parents writes, except letters).

6. I write on the table in the living room, I like it there, good light, comfortable, warm. Usually I write mid-slow.

I like handwriting, hate computers etc. Use pen I sit not too close to the table so I can put on my hand (which is laying on my leg). As I am writing I move

the paper up only with my right hand because I don't use help of my left hand; the paper usually dances on the table but I am able to manage to write. The only problem is if the reader can read it. My writing process: start, think, write, think, write, reread, correct, write, stop, think, write, reread, change, correct, stop. I do away start again but not from the beginning just continue and so on to the end of that partial writing session.

7. Not really. I just sit and write till the paper or letter is finished (sometime all night or all evening or a night). I write whatever I remember on subject, what I have been processed in my brain before. My school papers are always first draft (good grades too).

I do the best on exams, fast answers no revising, editing. I loose my interest pretty fast in writing. Sounds like I am 'neurotic'.

...
7. continue.
So the most trouble is rewriting, revising. Why? I get discouraged easy.
Ruth, do I understand question no 7? or am I writing non-sense?

8. One of my teachers likes every paper I do and I see myself improving. The other complains always about my citation system (that is awful). I never take him again. Why? Because I freeze inside with every red mark his pen. Yes, I am a child, somewhere inside I am, and need love, warmth and acceptance. No more intervention. No peers involved.

9. If I get different feedback on the same piece, I get confused and go after the negative one as the right one. Get discouraged.

10. How put my brilliant ideas on paper. I seem to be so intelligent when I think and it comes on paper is such a deformed way, so primitive, sometimes I have to read my writings again after and hardly could understand what I meant (post-lens of mean).

Also about my papers: I do not care any more about spelling (this is the last created block in writing).
APPENDIX H

ORIGINAL AND REPLICATED ESSAYS
Something unexpected that happened to me.

I think I would write about the very unexpected situation which happened to us and me in the end of May.

Before May, we did not plan to go to Poland, the reason for nothing plans like that was it that because we wanted at first feel more comfortable and then eventually start our country. Also our financial situation was not stressed so the plan to go to Poland was postponed.

In the middle of May we got a message from Adam, feeling that his father is sick of cancer and decided to over the night that Adam will go to Poland on first week of June 1990. At first we called to our friend who probably we thought so, knew
about what he do need kind of document Adam needs to go to Poland.

He called Immigration and Naturalization of GC services
and got an information that
we need polish need applying for a Refugee travel document.
We did not have much time during
this.

And the end of May it was a very busy time for
us. and the first day Adam could apply was the Friday
just in this days day before
June. I was surprised to see
Adam decided to take Tod.

With him. Also our friend who
was present at the time we talked
thought about it going with Adam first to Poland and next take
him to France. Adam did not
know if it will work for him.

As following I had to
next day so I wrote on June 1
and Adam went to Jimmy or Naturalization
office and applied for his end.
The officer there said that Adam has to wait 90 days to get needed documents. This fact complicated our life, an
Instead going now, Adam had to make some changes in his plan
For Refugee Travel documents!
On Monday, June 4 I talked with Joor's teacher and said that Joor is coming here will not be able to start school in September 1990 because of the long journey. The situation was complicated. I and the Teacher were both very surprised by Adam's decision. But after short conversation with her we agreed that
The teacher was surprised by the our decision, but finally she
Because of the whole situation my plans for the future will change. I have to find additional work that will support me and Apothic who stays with me. It means that she will not go to Portland Waldorf School and I have to find less expensive place for her.
Probably I will be have to rent Adams room so somebody to be able to pay mortgage. Also I have to add student status, Adams will study and I will work full time during coming summer to be able pay for tickets to Europe. For myself and guy.

I always thought that was I am the person who has to decide for what I will do in my life or how my life will proceed or what direction my life will go. Right now I can only tell what happened with our plans for next school year. Plans before May! I changed my mind, I changed my attitude towards the life. I think I can make my life best and this is all.
REPLICATED THINK-ALOUD ESSAY: ENYA

Enya 6-7/90

Something unexpected that happened to me.

I think I would write about the very unexpected situation, which happened to us and me in the end of May.

Before May, we did not phone to go to Poland, the reason for not having plans like that was it that because we wanted at first feel more comfortable in the U S and then eventually go to visit our country. Also our the economical financial situation was and is not stressed so the plan to go to Poland was postponed. In the middle of May we got a message from Marek's family that his father is sick of cancer and decided, to over the night, that Marek will go to Poland on
first week of June 1990

At first we called to our friend

who probably, we thought so, knows

about what we do need kind of document

travel document Marek needs to go
to Poland.

Next We called Immigration

and Naturalization Of Cer Services

and got an information that

we need Marek need apply

before leaving

a Refugee travel document.

We did not have much time during

The End of May

it was a very busy time for

us and the first day Marek

for the document

could apply was last Friday

Friday

June 1. A on this day Day before

Monday

June I was surprised to by

that he wants

Marek's decision to take Igor

with him. Also our friend who

was present at the time we talked
thought about in going with Marek
first to Poland and next take
him to France. Marek did not
know if it will work for him.

As following I had to

Next day, as I wrote on June 1
When
Marek went to Immig an Naturution
to
G Office and applied for his and

{The officer there said that we Marek
has to wait 90 days to get needed document. #This fact
complicated
our lifes very much.
Instead going now, Marek had to make de changes in his plans}

Igor Refugee Travel documents.

On Monday, June 4 I talked with
Igors teacher and sed that
Igor is coming be will not be not
able to start school on n
September, 1990 because of the poseponed
to Poland
journey . The The situation was complicated. I
and the

teacher

we were both very surprice
by the Marek decision, but
after short conversation with her
we agreed that

The teacher was surprice by the

our decision. but finally she

Because of the whole situation

of the

my plans and future will o change

have to change. Beside my financial aid

additional

I have to find an job wich

will support me and Agathe who

mus also

stays with me. It means that

stay here

she will not go next year to

Pols Portland Waldorf school, and

I have to find less expensive

place for her.

Probably I will ho have to rent Mareks

room to somebody to be able to

pay morgage. Also I have to

Marek student status

Marek will study and I work full

time during coming summer so

we can pay for tickets to y

Europe. for himself and Igor

and

I alway thouth that my

I am the person who desio
decide for what I will do in
my life. or how my life will
what direction my life will go.
that
Right now I am After what
happened with our plans, for next
school year and plans before May 1
I changed my mine
I changed my attitudes towards
the life. I think I can make my
the best and this is all.
APPENDIX I

TRANSCRIPTION OF AUDIO PORTION OF THINK-ALOUD
Something unexpected that happened to me.

Eh I think eh I would like eh write about about eh the very eh unexpected sittuation (inaudible)pected situation eh which happened to us eh and to me of course eh eh which happened (pause) to us and me in the mid- on the mid- no, on the in the end in the end of Ma- May. Eh, ya. In introduction maybe I write unh our feelings eh before eh that would happen. The story will be about eh going to Poland and eh before May eh before May we eh did not eh plan to go go to Poland. Em I think em the reason the re-reason for it - for the-- not for the reason for not having plans plans like that was un was it that No I think uh I should start different to write. So beforee May we did not plan to go to Poland because we em we wanted at first feel more comfortable in U.S. and then eventually go visit our country. Also the economic-- I-I was thinking about "material" but I think "economical economical" - no, the financial our financial situation our financial situation eh was (interruption)-thank you-eh was and is not eh not may-- I also the our no we don't need (p.2) also our financial situation was and is stressed stressed so the plan to go to Poland Poland was postponed was post post postponed (inaudible), was then postponed eh yah was i already said- yah in the middle of in the middle middle of May we got a message we got a message from Adam's family that his that his that his father is sick of cancer and uh decided and dec- "c" cancer. I'm not sure is it "c" or "s" cancer and deci- decided -not "s", "c"- decided and decided to over the night (end p.3) over the night. I was thinking to write "to go to Poland" but it was it was important to me to write "over the night" over the night that Adam will go to Poland
On first I think it was on first- on first week of June 1990 right now comma (inaudible) decided comma that Adam would go to Poland on first week of June, 1990. Now I'm thinking about starting new part. 3234 At first we eh call no "called" I have problem with past tense I never know what to write. At first we called to our friend who probably we we thought (end p.4) so we thought so knows about it (turns page) what what to do eh if you want go to Poland- what kind of documents we need. what kind of visa, what kind of passport, whatever- about what- what do we do need- what maybe what kind of documents what kind of document-travel document travel- because "document" on its own doesn't make sense- "travel document" may Adam need needs- third peron, needs- needs to go to Poland. Yah. She wasn't home so we just called-eh- Im- Immigration and Na-tu-ral-iz-a-tion (syllabification) so so actually, take it out (turns back a page, crosses out). We at first, no-no- (turns back) next to we called Immigration and Na-tu­ral -iz-a-tion (syllabification) Office (end p. 6) Ser-vi-ces (syllabification) and got -eh- infor-information (syllabification with L1 pronunciation), that we need- not "we" that Adam need apply apply for a refugee travel document travel document. Em. We did not have much time - time during this during this this- eh (crosses out) (inaudible) end-end of May. It was a very busy time-very bu-bu-bu time for us for us and the first day Adam could apply could c-o-u- could apply (clears throat) was last Friday. Friday F-r- Friday Ju­June first. Eh. On this day- No, I think was day before- Day before June first I was surprised surpri- surpree- surpree-zed (L1 pronunciation) surprised by Adam's Adam's dedi-deci-decision (end
p. 7) decision d-e (L1 pronunciation) -um - to take Igor with him take Igor with him (3445). Also our friend, em, who was present- present was with us was present at at the time we talked at the time t-i-m- time-"e" time at the time we we talked about about it talked talked talk-ed (L1 pronunciation) eh- talked talked- em- about invite- no he was (inaudible) he like talked about going going with Adam first to Poland first to Poland, and next taking him to France. Em. Adam did not know if it would work (inaudible) if it would w-o-r-work-k. As (a, or the) following following follow- two "I's" following-um- I (end p. 8) have to to-No (crosses out) Next day- as I wrote-as I wrote- wrote, On June first Adam went to Immigration and Naturalization Ser-ser- Office and applied applied for his and Igor's (begins new page) Igor's passports- Oh, no, no- refugee refugee documents-travel documents-travel documents (inaudible) No, this is not capital "s" travel documents- documents documents documents. (inaudible) On Monday- on Monday- eh- on Monday, June fourth-I-I will write that I went to the office of Igor's school and said that he not coming back next year for the for the first term- I mean for the September- in October, probably maybe November- to school. On Monday on June fourth I (end p. 9) talked-talked with Igor's teacher- teacher and said and announced- said that Igor is not coming back-No, he's coming back- (3595) that Igor will not be able be able to start school on in - in September 19-- in September, 1990 because the- because of the journey- jour- j-o-u-r-n-e-y. Eh> The teacher was unhappy about it. No- that nyet (shakes head side to side) the situation was complic- the situation was complicated- plicated. I and the teacher- I and the teacher we were
both both very surprised- very "surpreezed" (L1 pronunciation) by
by the Adam's (long pause, ?thinking) in, um, (inaudible) by the
Adam decision (3644) de-ci-sion (syllabification) (end p. 10) but
em after short conversash--conver-sa-tzion (L1 pronunciation) with
her we agreed a-g-e- agreed that- that--No, maybe we- I don't know
how to finish this sentence. No. (rereads) "I and the teacher we were
both very surprised by the Adam decision- No- (crosses out) I was
surprised before the situation was complicated- the teacher was
surprised (shifts subject 3 times) by the- by our decision- because
actually, I decided too- by our but finally now finally (inaudible)
finally- I don't (end p. 11) know how to finish this sentence.
(rereads) ( 3695) The teacher was surprised by our decision but
finally (crosses out) she wished (our, or us) the best- No, maybe we
don't write "finally". I don't know how to finish this sentence.
(Statement repeated 3X) The teacher was surprised at our decision
(turns back _ pages). I think I have to read it. (turns ahead) (3715)
Igor's travel documents- Oh, I have to write here somewhere um-
The officer there said that- say- says-says (L1 pronunciation)- no-
that Adam has to wait wait ninety days to get needed document. This
meant (3743) means this (end p. 12) This this fact -um- situation
will be okay. This fact com-complicated our lives complicated our
lives. Instead going now now Ada had to had to make decision- no,
decisions(??Thinking, nods) decision has to (rereads) This fact
complicate our lives. Instead of going now, comma Adam had to
make change- changes in his plans (3780). (rereads) Igor- instead of
Igor. okay. On Monday, June fourth I talked to Igor’s teacher and
said that Igor will not be able to start school in September because
(end p.13) of the (3793) of the postponed journey the documents are not ready till (shrugs) September (Subject seems comfortable when starting sentence with time clause or adverbial) so (3800) he cannot - Adam had go now and everything just postponed (3805). The teacher was surprised at the decision. Before May we did not plan to go to Poland (03817) because we wanted at first be more comfortable in U.S. in the U.S. (self correction) in the- and then eventually go to visit (3823) go to visit to visit our country. Also financial situation was and is stressed so (3830) in the- capitalize- in the middle of May we got a message 93834) from (end p. 14) Adam's family that his father is sick and decided over the night that Adam will go to Poland on first week of June, (3837) 1990. (turns page H. many? forward?) Next we call im- no- we call Immigration and Naturalization Service and got an information that Adam need apply for a (3844) refugee travel document before leaving (3846) leaving U.S. Without "leaving" doesn't make sense make sense. (3851) before leaving U.S. (3853) End of May, the May the end of May the- Yah- the end of May it was, without ?it was eh very busy time for us (3849). No, okay. And the first day Adam could apply (end p. 15) for (3865) the doc- for the documents was last Friday, Jine first. Day before, Monday, (3870) I was surprised by Adam decision that that he want (3877) he wants (self correction) to take Igor with him. Also, our friend who was present at the time talked talked - no- (3883) (shakes head side to side, crosses out, rereads) I was surprised by Adam's (self correction) decision to take (crosses out) Igor with him. (3887) Okay. When Adam went to Immigration and Naturalization Office and applied for- to apply (3895) to apply
to apply (3 repetitions) without "ed" it's present (structure) for his -
em- (turns page) Igor's refugee travel (end p. 16) document the
officer there said that Adam had to wait ninety days to get -the
document. The fact complicated our lives very much. (3906) Instead
going now Adam had make changes in his plans p-l-a-ns (3910). On
Monday, June fourth I talked with Igor's teacher and said that igor
will not be able to start school in September (3919), 1990 because
of the postponed journey. (inaudible) (crosses out, scratches face,
shakes head side to side, turns pages back, 3928 forward) Because
(3930) of the whole situation, my plans and future will change
(3939) will change c-h- change (end p. 17) (Point of view shifts to
personal) c-h-a-n-g-e (3944) have to change the future have to
change (rereads) my plan for future have to change (3951). I have
to find a job (3954) which will support me which will support
support me. No. Behind- No. What I want say is that I was going to be
a student next year but the financial aid eventually if I go, it it will
not eh be (3963) eh it will be not enough (changes correct to
incorrect). Adam will be not here (incorrect negation) so he
cannot not help me and I have to find a job (3968). And beside
beside b-e-s besid-- beside my financial (end p. 18) fi-nan-tsial
(3972) I I have to find a job which will support me and Agathe
(3075) who stays with me who stays--- It means means m (mmm)-e-
a means that she will not go next year to she will not go anymore
she (3987) will not go anymore to Portland Waldorf School Po P-o
Portland Waldorf (removes scarf from neck) Waldorf School (pulls
scarf). (3997) Eh- I have to find find to find less expensive (4002)
- pensive sch-place for her for her (turns page) Probably (4010) I'm
thinking about my house now because I will not be able to pay for it. Probably (thinks) probably (end p. 19) I will have to rent (4021) Adam's room to somebody (4024) to be able to be ableh (?L1 pronunciation) be able to pay rent to pay mortgage (4029) because it's not really mortgage mor gahge (?L1 pronunciation) mortgage (pause) also (4037) I have to-no (crosses out) I was writing about I want to write about eh some eh ideas I have for example cutting down my expenses like (4050) (I observe several different kinds of thought processes, here: itemizing-do research)eh recycling things or I don't know using (4053) uh shower instead of bathtub but maybe this is not necessary. (4059) Student status I want write it because of financial aid he he's supposed to start uh start em start em in September but maybe he will start in

{36 min.} summer so he can use Fall term for visiting Poland (4066) come back in the winter. Probably I will have to rent Adam's room to somebody to be able to pay mortgage. Adam will study and work full time (4077) during coming summer summer so he (4082) can pay for a -for flight for tickets, tickets to Europe (inaudible) pay for tickets to Europe for him-himself (4087) and Igor and study

{37 min.} no (inaudible) (crosses out, long pause) (4095) (4097) I always alwys thought that my life that I am the person the person who who decide (4107) (crosses out) decision decision decide (4111) decide what what I will do in my life (4118) or how

{38min} my life will go will what direction what what direction Di-Rek-Tzion my life will go. Right now, now I am (4137) no maybe ... After what happened after what happened with our plans for next school year year plans before May
{39 min.} After this date date (4150) what happened our plans for
next year plans before May I changed my mind (4155). No, maybe
(crosses out) I changed my unh my unh attitude (4160)
towards (scratches chin) the issue (4166) I mean the issue- who is -
the human life is not uh so simple I don't think sometimes
(rereads). I changed my attitude towards the towards (4171) the life
{40 min} life I think I can make my (inaudible) (turns back 3 pages,
rereads)
APPENDIX J

TRANSCRIPTION OF FINAL PRODUCT
THINK-ALOUD ESSAY: ENYA

Enya 6-7/90

Something unexpected that happened to me.

Eh I think eh I would like eh write about (.5) about eh the very eh unexpected situation
(inaudible) pected situation eh which happened to us eh and to me of course eh eh
which happened (spelling) (.3) to us and me in the mid- on the mid- no, on the (.3)in
the end in the end of Ma- May. /1min/

Eh, ya. In introduction maybe I write unh our feelings eh before eh that would happen.
The story will be about eh going to Poland and eh Before May eh before May we eh
did not eh (.2) plan to go go to Poland (.3) Em I think em the reason the re-reason for
it - for the-- not for the reason for not having plans (.2) plans /2min/

like that was un (.5) was it that (.3) No I think uh I should start different to write. So
before May we did not plan to go to Poland because (p2) we em we wanted at first feel
more comfortable (p2) in the U.S. and then eventually go visit our country Also (.2)
economic-- I-I was thinking about "material" but I think "economical economical"/3
min/

- no, the financial our financial situation our financial situation eh was (interruption)-
thank you-eh was and is not eh not maybe (.2) I also the our no we don't need also our
financial situation was and is stressed stressed so the plan to go to Poland Poland was
postponed was post post postponed (inaudible) /4 min/
was then postponed eh yah was I already said- yah in the middle of in the middle of May we got a message we got a message from Marek's family that his that his father is sick of cancer and uh decided and dec- "c" cancer. I'm not sure is it "c" or "s" cancer/5 min/

and decided -not "s," "c"- decided and decided to (.2) over the night over the night. I was thinking to write "to go to Poland" but it was it was important to me to write "over the night" over the night that Marek will go to Poland. -um- on first I think it was on first- on first week of Ju-June on first week of June, 1990 right now /6 min./

And what next? (rereads) Before May we did not plan to go to Poland because we wanted at first feel more comfortable in U.S. and then eventually go visit our country. Also our financial situation was and is stressed so the plan to go to Poland was postponed. I don't know how to write postponed. (changes third letter to "s") In the middle of May- May- capital (changes "m" to "M")we got a message from Marek's family that his father is sick of cancer and decided over the night (inserts comma) decided (inserts comma) comma that Marek would go to Poland on first week of June, 1990. Now I'm thinking about starting new part. 3234 At first we eh call no "called"/7 min/

I have problem with past tense I never know what to write. At first we called to our friend who probably we we thought so we thought so knows about it (.3) (turns page) what what to do eh if you want go to Poland- what kind of documents we need. what
kind of visa, what kind of passport, whatever about what do we need what maybe what kind of documents what kind of document travel document travel -8 min/

because "document" on its own doesn't make sense "travel document" may Marek need needs third person needs to go to Poland (.4) Yah. She wasn't home so we just called eh Immigration and Naturalization so so actually take it out (turns back a page, crosses out). We at first no-no (turns forward) next to We called (.3) Immigration/9 min/

and Naturalization Office Services (syllabification) and got an information that we need not "we" that Marek need apply apply for a refugee travel document travel document (.5)/10 min/

Em. We did not have much time time during this during this this eh (crosses out) (inaudible) And End of May it was a very busy time very bu-bu-busy time for us for us and the first day Marek could apply could c-o-u-/11 min/

could apply (clears throat) was last Friday (.2) Friday F-r-Friday June first (.4) Eh (.2) June first. On this day on this day No, I think was day before Day before day before Friday ("Friday" inserted above) June first (.3) I was surprised supr-surprised to /12 min/

No by Marek's Marek's deci-deci-decision decision d-e (.4) -um -to take Igor with him (.2) take Igor with him (3445). Also our friend (.3) em (.4) who was was present present was with us was present at the time we talked at the time t-i-m-time "e" time /13 min/
at the time we talked about it. He like thought about going with Marek first to Poland first to Poland, and next taking him to France. Marek did not know if it will work if it will work for him. As (a, or the) following/14 min/

following follow-two "l's" following-um-I have to to-No (crosses out "As following I had to") Next day- as I wrote- as I wrote- wrote (.3) On June first Marek went to Immigration and Naturalization Office and applied for his and Igor's passports- (begins new page) Oh, no, no- (crosses out "p" for passport) refugee Refugee documents-travel documents-travel documents (inaudible) No, this is not capital "s" travel documents-documents documents documents. (inaudible) On Monday- on Monday- On Monday, on June fourth I (.3) I will write that I went to the office of Igor's school and said that he not coming back next year for the for the first term/16 min/

- I mean for the September-in October, probably maybe November- to school. On Monday on June fourth I talked- talked with Igor's teacher- teacher and said and announced-(word choice) and said that Igor is not coming back-No, he's coming back- (3595) that Igor will be not able to start school on in- in (crosses out "on," writes "in") September 19-- in September, 1990 /17 min/
because the- because because of the journey- jou- j-o-u-r-n-e-y. Eh. The teacher was unhappy about it. No- that nyet (shakes head side to side) the situation was complicated- the situation (.2) was complicated- plicated. I and the teacher- I and the teacher we were both both very surprised- very "surpreezed" (L1 pronunciation) by by the Marek
/18 min/

(.4) in, um, (inaudible) by the Marek decision (3644) de-ci-sion (syllabification) but em after short conversash--conver-sa-tzion (L1 pronunciation) with her(.3) we agreed a-g-e- agreed that (.2) that (.2)-No, maybe we- I don't know how to finish this sentence. No. (rereads) "I and the teacher we were both very surprised by the Marek decision/19 min/

No- (crosses out) I was surprised before the situation was complicated- the teacher was surprised (shifts subject) by the- by our decision- because actually, I decided too- by our but finally (.3) now finally (inaudible) finally (.4) I don't know how to finish this sentence. (rereads) (3695) The teacher was surprised by our decision but finally (crosses out) she wished our the best- No, maybe we don't write "finally"/20 min/

(crosses out "but finally she") I don't know how to finish this sentence. (Statement repeated 3X) The teacher was surprised at our decision (turns back to page1). I think I have to read it (.7) (turns ahead) (3715) Igor's refugee travel documents- Oh, I have to write here somewhere um- The officer (.2) there said that- said- said -s-i-e-d (pronunciation)- that we no- that Marek has to wait /21 min/
wait ninety days to get needed document (.3). This this meant (3743) means this (.4) This this fact -um- situation will be okay. This fact this fact com-complicated our lives com-pli-cated our lives(.2). Instead going now now /22 min/

Marek had to had to make (.3) decision- no, decisions (nods) decision (.3) has to (rereads) This fact complicated our lives. Instead of going now, comma Marek had to make change- changes in his plans (.3)(3780). (rereads) Igor- instead of Igor, okay. On Monday, June fourth I talked to Igor's teacher and said that Igor will not be able to start /23 min/

school in September because of the (3793) of the postponed journey the documents are not ready till (shrugs) September (Subject seems comfortable when starting sentence with time clause or adverbial) so (3800) he cannot- Marek had go now and everything just postponed (.3)(3805). The teacher was surprised by our decision. (turns back to page 1) (rereads) Before May we did not plan to go to Poland (3817) because we wanted at first be more comfortable in U.S. in the U.S. (self correction) in the U.- and then eventually go to visit (3823) go to visit to visit our country. Also financial situation our financial situation was and is stressed so (3830) the plan to go to Poland was postponed. In the -in the- capitalize- (capitalizes May) in the middle of May we got a message from Marek's family that his father is sick of cancer and decided over the night that Marek will go to Poland on first week of June, (3837) 1990. (turns ahead to page 2) Next we call im- no- we call Immigration and Naturalization Service and got an information that Marek need apply for a (3844) refugee travel document before leaving (adds "before leaving") (3846) leaving U.S.
Without "leaving" doesn't make sense make sense. (3851) before leaving U.S. (3853) End of May, (p2) (crosses out And, inserts The) the May the end of May the- Yah- the end of May it was, without it was eh//25 min/

very busy time for us (p2). No, okay. And the first day Marek could apply for (3865) the doc- for the documents was last Friday, June first. Day before, Monday, (.2) I was surprised by Marek decision that that he wants (3877) he wants to take Igor with him. Also, our friend who was present at the time talked talked -no- (3883) (shakes head side to side, crosses out from "Also..for him"./26 min/

(rereads) I was surprised by Marek's (self correction) decision to take (crosses out) Igor with him. (3887) Okay.(.5) When (adds "when" to combine sentences) when Marek went to Immigration and Naturalization Office and applied for- to apply (3895) to apply to apply (3 repetitions) without "ed" it's present (structure) for his -em- (turns page) Igor's refugee travel document the officer there said that Marek has to wait ninety days to get needed document. The (misreads) fact complicated our lives very much-very much-yeh. (3906) Instead going now Marek had (misreads by omitting "to") make changes changes in his plans p-l-a-ns /27 min/

On Monday, June fourth I talked with Igor's teacher and said that Igor will not be able to start school in September (3919), 1990 because of the postponed journey. (reads "The teacher was..." (crosses out "postponed" and "to Poland") scratches face, shakes head side to side, turns pages back, forward, resumes writing) Because (3930) of the whole situation(.3) my plans and future will change (3939) will change c-h- change / 28 min/
(Point of view shifts to personal) *c-h-a-n-g-e* (3944) **have to change** the future have to change (rereads) my plan for future have to change (3951). I have to find a job (3954) which will support me which will support support me. No. Behind- No. What I want say is that I was going to be a student next year but the fin- financial aid eventually if I get it it it will not eh (.3)be (3963) eh it will be not enough (changes correct to incorrect). Marek will be not here (incorrect negation) so he cannot not help me and I have to find a job (3968). And beside Beside(changes "Bi- to "Be-")/29 min/

b-e-besid-- besides **my** financial fi-nan-cial (syll) aid I **have to find an additional job which will support me and Agathe (3075) who stays with me who stays with me** me. It means means m (mmm)-e-a means that she will not go next year to she will not go anymore she (3987) will not go anymore to Portland Waldorf School Po P-o Portland/30 min/

Waldorf (removes scarf from neck) Waldorf School (pulls scarf). (3997) Eh- I have to find find **to find less expensive** (4002) -pensive sch- (word choice)place for her for her (turns page)(p5) Probably I'm thinking about my house now because I will be not able to pay for it. **Probably (.5) probably I will have to rent (4021) Marek's room /31 min/**

room to somebody (4024) to be able to be able (syll.) be able to pay rent to pay mortgage (4029) because it's not really mortgage mortgage (syll) mortgage (.2) Also (4037) I have to (.3)no (crosses out "Also...status") I was writing about I want to write about eh some eh ideas I had about for example cutting down my expenses like (4050)
I observe several different kinds of thought processes, here: itemizing- do research)

or I don't know using (4053) uh shower instead of bathtub but maybe this is not necessary. (4059) Marek's student status I want write it because of financial aid he's supposed to start uh start em in September but maybe he will start in summer so he can use Fall term for visiting Poland (4066) come back in the winter. Probably I will have to rent Marek's room to somebody to be able to pay mortgage. Marek will study and ("I" is in text but not video) work full time/33 min/

(4077)and work full time during coming summer summer so he (4082) can pay for a -for flight for tickets, tickets to Europe (spells Europe)) pay for tickets to Europe for him-himself (4087) and Igor and Igor and study (.3) no (inaudible) (crosses out "for himself and Igor",p6) (4097) I always /34 min/

always thought that my life that I am the person the person who who decide (4107) (crosses out d-e-s-i-e) decision decision decide (4111) decide what for -for decide what I will do in my life (4118) or how my life will go will what direction what what direction di-rec-tion (syll) my life will go./35 min/

Right now, now I am (4137) no maybe ... After that what happened after what happened with our plans for next school year year (adds "and") plans before May. After this date date (4150) what happened with our plans for next year plans before May I changed my mind/36 min/ (4155).
No, maybe (crosses out "I changed my mine") I changed my, my unh my unh attitude (.2) (4160) towards (.3)(scratches chin) the issue (4166) I mean the issue- who is - the human life is not uh so simple I don't think sometimes (rereads). I changed my attitude towards the (.3) towards (4171) the (.3) towards the life (.2) life. I think I can make my the best and this is all. (turns back to page 1) /37 min/

(rereads) Before 4186 May before May we did not plan to go to Poland. 4190 because we wanted at first feel more comfortable in the U.S. and then eventually go 4195 to visit our country. Also our financial situation was and is stresssed so the plan to go to Poland was postponed 4198 for (adds "for maybe ten years ")for maybe ten years 4202 (rereads "ten years"). In the middle of May we got a message from Marek's family that his father is sick of cancer /38 min/

can-c-cer (spell change from "s" to "c")and decided over the night that Marek will go to Poland on 4209 first week of June, 1990. (turns page) 4211 We called Immigration and Naturalization Service and got an information that Marek need apply 4213 for a refugee tra- eh travel document 4214 (adds "before leaving")before leaving U.S. 4215 (adds "The")The end of May was a very busy time for us 4217 and the first day Marek could apply (adds "for the documents") for the documents 4219 document was last Friday, June 1st. Day before, Monday-no- 4223 day before Friday,.(crosses out "Monday")day before Friday (.6) I was surprised (crosses out "to" writes "by") by Marek's decision (adds "that he wants") that he wants to take Igor /39 min/

with him 4230. Next day- but I agreed- Yeh next day as I wrote (.2) when- no- next day- no (crosses out "Next day as I wrote on June 1")4233. When Marek - is enough.
When Marek went to Immigration and Naturalization Office to apply for his and Igor's refugee travel documents, the officer there said that Marek has to wait 90 days to get needed documents. This fact complicated our lives very much. Instead of going now, Marek had to take changes in his plans. On Monday, June 4th, I talked with Igor's teacher and said that Igor will not be able to start school in September because of the journey to Poland or the postponed journey because maybe Poland is not needed. Because of the whole situation, my plans and future have to change. Beside my financial aid, I have to find a job which will support me and Agathe who stays with me in U.S. It means that she will not go to Portland Waldorf School anymore. Probably I will have to rent Marek's room to somebody to be able to pay mortgage. Marek will study and work full time during coming summer so he can pay for tickets to Europe.
for him- no- for himself- to Europe. (deletes "for himself and Igor and") I always thought that I am the person who decide what I will do in my life 4290 or what decision of- of decision-or (.3) yeh maybe (crosses out "or how my life") After that (adds "that") what happened with our plans 4298 for next school year plans before May I (deleted "I changed mine") changed my attitudes towards the life./43 min/

I think - yeh- I think I can make my the best under this all... I finish Ruth./35 sec/
APPENDIX K

INTERVIEW QUESTIONS: MAREK
Interview Questions: Marek : May 6, 1992

1. What was your first experience with formal education?

2. How were you taught to read and write?

3. How was public education structured? Was it influenced by the Church in any way? By Communism?

4. In the U.S. we have preschools, elementary schools, middle schools, high schools, community colleges and four year colleges. In Poland how were different grade levels separated into different schools?

5. Were standards, grades and curriculum determined by the national or local governments?

6. Were there standardized tests? If so, when.

7. Was there "tracking" into vocational or university-bound careers? If so, when and how?

8. What was a typical composition class like in Poland? How did the teacher relate to the students? What was expected of the students?

9. What are the differences in rhetorical form between a U.S. university essay and an essay in an academic Polish class?

10. At what age did you begin to study a second language in Poland? What was it? How was it taught? How many years did you study it?

11. What was the third language you learned? Where, when, and how did you learn it?

12. How does knowing a second language influence learning additional languages?

13. Do you agree or disagree: Poland hates centralized power and prizes personal freedom. How does this statement apply to you?

14. What are the advantages and disadvantages of being a multilingual person in the U.S.?